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You know some people when asked what their
name is will say: "My name is dot dot dot." Others
say: "Im dot dot dot." The 2 are very different.
Think about it. What's the difference between: "My
name is chuck" or "Im chuck. Hows it going?". Im not
sure what that all means but I would like you to know
that I was named john krowe. Some people call me john.
However others know me as krowe. Pleased to meet you.
Im almost 18 years old. You think im just a
kid and i dont know much, but i feel like ive been
around for a lot longer.
You would like me to work at The Alley becau

“Morning Johnnie! What are you up to?”
John whipped his head around, spinning his ragged dreads like a
mop. He was always irked when Mom walked into his room without
knocking. She was carrying a load of fresh washed towels: a perfect
alibi.
“Just typing a cover letter. Cover letter– that’s a mirror isn’t it?”
Sitting in Dad’s old office chair John turned the back of his head to
Mom hoping she would put the towels away and go. Shifting his
focus he could see her warped image in the sheen of the monitor.
Mom also watched him as she put the towels into the closet. When
John returned from his ‘episode’ a small part of his room had been
taken over by Mom. This miffed him times 10. It was a breach in his
sanctity, a virus, a corporate takeover (in which Mom thought she
was the almighty CEO). The shareholders squatting their assets in his
closet were the towels and TP. It didn’t make logical sense, as this
little storage closet is located all-the-way downstairs, a whole house
length away from the upper bathroom (whose closet had recently
been consumed by Mom’s ‘hobby’).
John’s closet was seized when he floated away. He left it undefended,
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unbarricaded, unprotected. Ironically, what should have been its
best defence– being loaded to the nuts with all of his stinky clothes–
actually turned out to be its weakness.
“It was a fire hazard,” Mom had said. “I kept smelling smoke and
thought your dirty clothes caught on fire– that happens you know!”
Yup– she actually was serious.
‘Suuuuuure! A nice excuse to snoop as well,’ thought John. He visualized
how dogs claim their space. He continued to type as he watched
her in the monitor: Take note– remember to piss in the
closet.

The last cut. John spun around on the old chair– it jolted a metallic
grind. He yelled as his eyes raged and skin prickled: “You just, you
just don’t freakin' understand!” John belted out the frustration ohm:
“Uhhhhhhhh!” His forehead pulsed, but no tears fell. Instead, Mom
cried for the both of them as she scurried out of the room and up the
stairs. He heard the TV flip on in the livingroom. John jumped up
and slammed his door shut. Smiling back at him was a huge poster
of an old smiley brown fellow, with round, slightly cocked glasses
and white robe.
“What the hell are you looking at, Mahatma!” John dropped onto the
old office chair and spun back around hard. It squeaked.

“That’s a good boy for applying at The Alley, Johnnie… But won’t
you be too anxious around all those pe/”

‘Little shit, little shit, little shit,’ slurred out from behind him. John
looked into the reflection of the monitor. No one else was there.

John cut Mom off short: “I’d be knocking the ball back down when
it gets stuck.” He used his snooty voice that often got her undies in a
knot: “I think I can handle balls!” He smirked into the monitor.

………………………………………..

Meanwhile Mom sighed and strolled over behind him, as if John’s
response to her question gave permission to read his cover letter. She
looked over his shoulder. John could feel the back of his head tingle
from embarrassment, invasion, anger.
Dead silence and a worried look in the sheen. Then: “Why... why do
you do this, Johnnie?” Choke. Mom’s voice sounded as if speaking
from a well full of water. John sat motionless. His body felt like it
was condensing. “Why do you always take the hard road? I’m so
worried about you, Johnnie.”
“Mom!”
“You’ll never get a job with that, that, what is that?”
“Mom, I/”
Mom interrupted with a touch of John’s ragged hair. “I wish your
Dad were here to/”
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Tap tap tap… TAP tap tap tap.
“Yeah, yeah. I’m awake.”

J29

The door opened a crack and in stuck a portable phone attached to a
hand. The hand said “Johnnie, it’s Joseph. Long distance.”
John popped awake. He whispered “Uncle Joey.”
“And don’t forget your appointment with Suzan at 11,” said the
hand.
He hopped out of bed and grabbed the phone. “Uhhh, thanks for
knocking, Mom.” She ummed and was gone.
“That’s it, little Krowe. Catch the old bird doing good,” said the
phone.
“Suzan taught me that one.”
“Suzan?”
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“My uhhhh, counsellor.”
“Oh yeah, I heard you were eff’n nuts!”
“I must take after my uncle then!” They both laughed at the old joke
they played. For years both of them have been taking turns being
the one who was ‘eff’n nuts’ in the family. Dad had knighted Joey
first with this title. Joey howled when John told him many years ago.
Eventually John earned it as well, but he received it in grumbles and
from behind closed doors. “Where are you, uncle Joey? I haven’t
heard from you since you left.”
“Yeeesh. I know– it’s been months. I’m sorry I haven’t written. This
is a really different journey for me, little Krowe. It’s like my map is
upside down.”
“Hmmm.”
“...I’ve been all over BC, Yukon, Northwest Territories, Alberta. I’m
in Saskatoon now– cousin Mic’s place. Been here for three weeks.”
“Michelle! How’s she doing?”
“All grown up! If only she weren’t my cousin– wink wink.”

to John instead of his ‘big-ster’ Marjorie (John’s Mom). It was John’s
job to edit and tell Joey’s news to Mom and Manda. Then uncle Joey
would land back in Victoria, find a cheap or free place to stay and
take John out. “Saving you from being pecked by the other Krowes,”
he would say. Sometimes they would stay up all night. Uncle Joey
would tell story after story after story. And then he’d be gone again.
Coming and going– always coming and going.
“Riiiiight unk. You found him yet? And why the hell is the PM hiding
anyways?”
“Oh, I’ve seen her sneaking around all over the place, even here in
Saskatoon. I think she’s hiding 'cause her omniscience told her I’ve
got some questions to slam at her. Anyways, I’m gonna write you a
letter, telling you all about it.”
John could tell this trip was different. When uncle Joey was preparing
to leave he ‘invested’ in a van: an old black ½ ton that came complete
with pillowy pleather walls, a shag rug on the ceiling, two back
windows (one bubble and the other tear drop), captain’s chairs that
spun around and a couch that would fold out into a bed. “Shaggin'
wagon,” John joked. 1978. It even had an old 8-track that worked.

“Well like all famous Canadians, Burt’s probably off dating some
American Woman. Friggen' Yanks. No, actually I’m looking for the
‘Prime Minister of the Universe’– who else!”

Just in time for uncle Joey’s spring launching John found a humdinger
at a garage sale– the ‘Best of Stompin' Tom Connors’ 8-track with
all the classics: ‘Bud the Spud’, ‘Sudbury Saturday Night’. It still had
the cardboard holder, plastic wrap (open at the bottom) and price
sticker ($2.58). When John gave it to Joey at his going away BBQ, he
held it in his hands like a baby. “Very nice… Very nice,” he repeated
over and over.

“That old prick!” John laughed. He’s heard all about uncle Joey’s
wild searches and journeys. Ever since John was Johnnie, uncle Joey
would be coming and going. ‘Going’ when he worked his ass off,
either bartending at the pub or tree planting (before his back was
clearcut). He’d save every penny, then load up his backpack to the
nuts and take off for months, even over a year on a couple occasions.
‘Coming’ when he would write. After Dad died, Joey wrote his letters

After the BBQ John helped uncle Joey paint the old van in the
driveway before he left that night. They used black spray paint to
cover the decayed parts. It wasn’t quite right, so Joey dug around
in Dad’s dusty toolbox in the basement and found a can of silver.
Together they painted the Moon and stars. “There,” he said, “Knight
is complete.” The neighbours were staring out their windows. Staring,
always staring. John hated to be seen by them, but right then, in that

“Perv! Running back to Saskatoon huh? Hmmm. Let me Guess Who–
you’re looking for Burt’s second Cumming, hey?”
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moment he felt proud painting Knight with his uncle. Joey broke
all the rules. Despite Dad’s ‘Joey-the-wing-nut’ comments, John
thought he was the sanest one in the family. John’s paint-induced joy
quickly blew away from Joey’s parting words: “This is a big one, little
Krowe… I don’t know when I’m gonna be coming back.” Joey left
before the paint was dry. It wasn’t long afterwards that John took his
own 2 month journey: a misty seep into the darkness of downtown.
Silence. “Your Mom told me about the streets. You OK, little
Krowe?”
John exhaled. “Yeah, I’m OK. The whole world is screwed though!”
“Agreed, but is the whole screwed world screwin' with you?”
“Screwin' right!” John laughed. It was good to laugh. Uncle Joey
knew and understood him more than anyone else, except Pierre and
Suzan. “Yeah, I lost it. It was really freaky, unk. I just fogged out and
left. I didn’t have a plan, no pack, nothing. I actually don’t remember
much.”
“Scary?”
“Yup… When my head cleared that is.”
“How long were you gone?”
“Nine weeks… Apparently.”
“What brought you back?”
John chuckled– “I think the rain!”
“Yes! The rain. A haaaard rain’s a gonna faaaall.” Then a quiet silence.
Uncle Joey never drilled John. He never filled the silence with noise.
Unlike Mom, and especially unlike Dad, when he was alive.
“Tell me a story, Joey.”
“What do you want to hear?”
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“Oh a topic hey?”
“Yup.”
Joey sometimes played this game. He would say that he had a story for
every occasion and would challenge anyone to name some variables.
He would then find a story from his life about those elements, or
he’d just make it up.
“Rain,” said John.
“OK, and?”
“Uhhh. Coming home.”
“OK, and?”
“Hmmmm. How about the prime monster of the universe!”
Joey paused, reflected. If John could see into his eyes right now, they
would be searching, left, right, up, down. Joey would squish his
mouth around. He’d take as much time needed, and then his eyes
would somehow light up, refocus and shoot forward like a marble
that had finished its spin in a funnel. He’d take a deep breath and
begin with “Once a long time ago, when the Earth was green, there
was a young punk who hated his body. In fact he hated it so much
that he even thought of getting rid of that water sack. So, he’d drive
his body around and rev its engine till it smoked and whined. Drive
it over rocks, thump into walls, and never check the oil. He was all
dints and scrapes.”
“Then one day he bolted fast to try and leave his body behind. He ran
as fast as he could and turned every corner. Hoping that at one turn
or another, he would hide himself, and his body would fly right on
by, and away for good… It just didn’t happen. This mad shadow dash
brought him as far away as he could from where he started, literally
on the other side of the world. In fact, from the land of green, to the
land of brown– the desert. The dusty, dry call of Sand pulled the man
deep into the dunes, the rolling sea of dust and piercing ball of fire
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in the sky. Now, not running any more but walking, he walked and
walked and walked until he could walk no more. All of his horizons
met shimmering sky, no vegetation, no buildings, no life. No water,
just taunting heat. His body was completely out of gas. His throat
and eyes burnt. He knew that he was beginning to drop that beat
up old body, and leave it behind. Except he didn’t move forward, or
turn around, instead he found himself looking down from above at
his crumpled bag-o-bones baking in the searing Sun. And he found
something strange in that floating place. Something he thought he’d
never find there. He found regret.

“No problem… Little Krowe– when are you going to tell me some
of your stories?”

“Now the nice thing about regret is that you need a body in order to
feel it. Regret needs a pit of a stomach to roll around in. It needs a
chest to weigh down. It needs a neck to droop and a forehead to fret.
And regret needs an eye to cry… The baking bag-o-bones reached
up to regret, regret reached back and they reunited. The searing Sun
must have thought this whole scene under his gaze was beautiful, or
maybe he took pity on the young punk. Sun began to cry, and cry
and cry and cry. And the body, despite all of its abuse, began to pull
off miracles, as bodies do. Did you know? Did you know that skin
can drink? Yup. In a matter of minutes it had sucked back enough
sky-tears that the young man swelled back into his body like never
before.

………………………………………..

“THEN a humungous finger of the goddam-freakin'-divine Prime
Minister, I mean, Prime Monster of the Universe came out of the
freakin' clouds! The punk wasn’t sure if he should be insulted by
getting the finger from the PMU, or if he should shake it ‘Hey, how
ya doing?’ Well he decided to follow the point… and it brought him
back home. But he didn’t run: he walked.”
A long breath filled pause. “Nice… Nice! Is that about when you got
dehydrated in that desert in Israel?”
“Well, uhhhh, kind of.”
“Thanks, uncle Joey.”
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“…Soon, unk.”
“I look forward to it, neph.”
“Thanks for calling, Joey.”
“Oh… Actually your Mom tracked me down. She called me.”

“So my Mom thinks you are counselling me–
funny huh?”

J29.1

“Yeah, I wonder what gave her that idea. We’ll just have to let her
think that now, won’t we?” winked Suzan.
“Yup.”

John wandered his eyes around the office. It was the most crazy,
chaotic space he had ever seen– other than his own room that is. He
recalled that only two weeks ago he watched Suzan rub her shortcropped hair during their first meeting. He was squished on her
chair: twitching and jumpy– wanting to yell, but unable to squeak a
peep. He watched her lips moving, they made noise, but didn’t make
sense. He gripped his hands together and felt small, like a kid. He
thought over and over of jumping up, telling her to deal with her
own friggen' problems and blasting out of there.
Then she stopped talking, stood up from her desk, looked at stuff
on her wall, pulled out a book from the shelf, flipped some pages,
laughed at something she saw and chucked the book on the shelf–
without putting it away. She then grabbed a squishy ball, turned to
look at John and said “You know sometimes there is just too much
going on inside me.” She whipped the ball at him and thumped him
in the chest. “And I gotta squeeze the shit out of something to keep
11

me on the ground, you know, so that I don’t blow like a rocket off
this planet. Hey?” Thump.
Since that day John was planted. None of the quacks or counsellors
spoke to him as Suzan did then. He nodded in amazement. She then
gave him permission to wander, fiddle, look at books and pictures
on the walls, even tap dance if he liked, as long as they talked and
focused their conversations on themselves. Deal. He talked.
“How was your week?”
“Did you speak to my Mom?”
“Well, you know she does call me, and of course I kept the deal. I don’t
share squat with her unless there was some risk of harm to yourself
or others. And I just listen to her, knowing that she is coming from
her own perspective. She also knows that I can tell you anything that
she tells me.”
“What did she say?”

forward. She had quotes on her walls like: ‘The children of today now
love luxury. They have bad manners; they show disrespect for adults
and love to talk, rather than work or exercise. They contradict their
parents, gobble down their food at the table and intimidate their
teachers. Socrates: 400 BC.’ She even had a sign that read: ‘Swearing
is NOT fucking permitted here!’
“Wha’d you do for fun? What is the best thing you experienced this
week?”
“…Well, Pierre came over to visit.”
“He’s your best friend, hey?”
“He’s my only friend! Other than uncle Joey, that is.”
“Cool!”
John squished his face up. Suzan squished back. He continued “I
played some guitar… I unplugged all the TVs in the house– just to
piss my Mom off, I guess… I wrote some poetry. I did a tonne of
journaling.”

“She said that you’ve been thinking about getting a job and that you
managed to leave the house twice this week… And the two of you got
into a fight yesterday and that you had a ‘panic attack’ on Thursday.”

“Hey-hey how was all that for you?”

John looked glum. “Yeah, that’s about it.”

“Well, I suck at guitar, don’t worry, I don’t need counselling over it…
My Mom just plugged the TVs back in, of course.”

“That’s it? You must have done more than that!” Suzan belted out a
thunder of laughs. John thought she was so much better than any
of the other dupes Mom brought him to. After the ball incident the
first thing he noticed was her crazy earrings. It turned out they were
different each week. Today they were a huge mass of coloured wire
with little beads that looked like a miniature solar system. The planets
turned as she shook her head. And her wall clock was mirrored– it
ticked counter-clockwise. “Kind of like life sometimes,” she had
mused. She used a strange kneeling chair at her desk (which was all
covered in papers but organized into piles). Each week John sat on
a huuuuge easy chair with worn arm rests– he named it the Super
Sloucher. She said she would call it the Super Sloucher from that day
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“Is that a problem?”
“I hate the way she looks when she watches TV. It’s like she’s dead! We
have five TVs in our house!”
“Oh.”
“The journaling was good though, really good. And the poetry– well,
I like it, but it probably sucks too.”
“Good! Some of the best poetry I’ve read came from people who said
it sucked.”
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John raised an eyebrow at her.
“Yeah, it’s usually raw, struggling to express something difficult.
Reflecting process rather than conclusions. How to explain… I love
reading books and I enjoy most of them. Then boom– the book
ends and more often than not I’m disappointed at the ending– the
conclusion. Not that I believe in conclusions.” Her little ear worlds
were a spinning. “What did you write about?”
“Well– everything really.”
“Everything! That’s pretty everything.”
“Yeah.”
“Are your memories returning from the streets?”
“Some of them. Mostly in dreams and nightmares.” John fidgeted in
the Super Sloucher.
“John, you look flat. What do you want to talk about today?”
“I just… have a hard time talking about it.”
Suzan twinkled her earrings with little nods. “Well, wanna discuss
our hopework?”
“Yeah… Yeah OK, I did mine.”
“Me too.”
John dug into his pack. Uncle Joey always carried a bag wherever he
went. He’d tell the guys that it was his purse just to get a reaction.
Joey also loved having stuff on hand, just in case: pens, journal, jackknife, even a small amount of rope and tape. It seemed that he was
always travelling, even when back at home. John picked up the pack
custom. Except he named it ‘The Rucksack’– “What the Germs call
a backpack,” Joey once said. From The Rucksack John pulled out
a small glossy covered booklet. He flipped and ruffled its pages to
show Suzan his highlighting and notes. He gleamed a mischievous
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smile and Suzan smiled back, nodding her eyebrows, giving her solar
systems a spin.
“Look-out, here comes John Krowe’s critical review of the infamous
booklet…” Suzan squinted to see the title: “ ‘Social Anxiety Disorder:
There is an Escape’.”
“Dunt de na NAAAAAAA!” punctuated John. “An escape– isn’t that a
mirror! To begin with, take a look at the cover: a man backed into a
corner with looooooming shadows coming into the room– isn’t that a
rosy picture. I sure didn’t go– ‘Hey that’s me!’ ”
“Uh-huh.”
“So the first hooie is that it is written by drug dealers, uh, I mean
doctors. Bad enough I gotta deal with counsellors.”
“Yeah– counsellors.” Suzan shook a willies: “Whe-hoo-hoo-hoo.”
John smiled and nodded. “Secondly/”
Suzan interrupted with a finger: “Hold on, bub! The deal was one
point that fit for every hooie.”
“Yeah OK. Social anxiety disorder: S-A-D. Warped, huh? So it does
point out that S-A-D isn’t shyness. I remember as a kid I was so shy I’d
hide behind my Mom’s legs. Then some bozos would get right into
my face: ‘Oh aren’t you shy.’ If I weren’t only four I would have told
them to ‘Lick my shy-crack!’ ”
“Ha!– That would’ve been a little crack alright!”
John snickered: “Yup! Second hooie.” Flip, flip, flip. “Listen to this
about S-A-D: ‘These thoughts and feelings are medical symptoms that
need treatment.’ Suzan- this is giving me pissed-off disorder!”
“Alright– flicking matches in a fireworks shop, huh? But tell me, do
they have a list of those thoughts and feelings?”
“Yeah.”
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“Which fit and which don’t?”

Suzan shrugged a ‘not sure’.

“Uhh.” Flip, flip. “Fear of social or performance situations. But not
always, Suzan. It like just erupts sometimes, I don’t know.”

“OK Suzan, listen to this one.” Flip, flip.

“Fair enough, so without warning, anxiety pops up its ugly head?”
“Yeah! It slurs at me, and, and I’m not all trembling and sweating like
they say in here. I’m more like… shut off. Heavy. I don’t know.”
“I think I know what you’re saying. What does it say about
avoidance?”

“OK, OK, I got it.”
“One more. Take a guess who paid for the booklet.”
Suzan’s eyebrows raised a ‘who?’
“Rigoli-Brenheim Pharmaceuticals.”
“Really– and what do they make?”

Flip, flip. “It says people with S-A-D avoid situations that cause
anxiety.”

“The dope they’re telling me to take!”

Suzan just nodded, spinning the planets.

“Oh…” Suzan nodded. Her planets rocked back and forth. “How
about telling your doctor what you just told me?”

“And look at this/”
Suzan cut him off: “How many times did you leave the house since
we last met?”
John blinked. “I’m avoiding that question.” Then he stuck his tongue
out and continued: “And here they are defining my anxiety as due to
unrealistic fears. My attacker isn’t unrealistic. It’s… I don’t know. It’s
just that, I mean, dis…order. What is that about? Not in order, not
in the box, not a good student or a good boy.”
“Your attacker? Do you mean/”
“It gets worse– listen: ‘Your doctor can help you through this period
and give you medications that will ease the pain and make you feel
better. Psychological therapies to discuss your situation may also
help.’ See– according to this, you’re just a strap-on!”
Suzan tilted her forehead at John: “And what’s wrong with a strapon?”
“Sorry. You know what I mean.”
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“He doesn’t give a crap. In three minutes he diagnoses I have ‘Social
Anxiety Disorder with Panic Attacks’, hands me a prescription and
a booklet, and tells my Mom to get me to another psych. He has no
idea. I don’t want to not feel. I want the world to change, not me.
The world is SCREWED and I want the screwing up to stop! I want
people to stop and think and… and… Uhhhh!” John wrestled his
fingers. His face pulsed.
Suzan sat in silence. She just nodded slowly, over and over. John
looked up. Where Mom’s eyes would have filled with fear, Suzan’s
eyes were full of… ‘Is that light?’
“You’re anxious because of what’s going on in the world. You’re doing
all right, then bang– it takes over you, like a monster, and grabs at
your feet and you can’t leave the house. You don’t want to become
medicated to feel better, you want to feel better because ‘the world is
screwed’ and you want it to be a better place… You want the world
to become a better place!”
John sat in silence. He nodded up and down fast and grimaced. He
pulled at the stray strings on the worn arm of the Super Sloucher.
His face squished up tight– like a dam.
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“Let-er rip, John. Let-er rip!”
John yanked off one of the threads from the chair. It took a wad of
fabric and foam with it. He gritted his teeth. His eyes were wide and
swollen. His jaw clenched.
Suzan whispered: “It’s OK, John… It’s OK… Not quite yet huh?”
John rapidly shook his head left-right. He held in his clenched fist
the wad of fabric and foam. Suzan leaned over and gently held his
hand. Her hands were rough and radiated warmth. He let go of the
string. She pulled back to her kneeling chair. As she did her solar
system earrings spun. The Earth turned, Mars descended, and a tiny
sliver of the Sun came into view.
………………………………………..

J30

John awoke with a boot to the ribs. He launched up, but
was trapped in his blanket: arms caught. Two shadows
loomed above. ‘Get a move on, you fuckin' scum!’ Boot
to the bones of his hip. ‘Whaa,’ moaned a stunned John. Boot to the
head. ‘I said get the fuck up!’ Boot. John snaked himself away, into the
Sun, the shadows followed him into the light. They are uniformed, they
are policemen. One of them stepped on John’s hair– he is pinned. ‘If I
find you here in five minutes I’m gonna bust your throat!’ John’s world
spun wildly, finally his eyes focused on the cop’s face. It began to melt
into Dad’s funeral face– that fake face lying back in his casket, somehow
made to look smiling.
“Ahhhhh!” John snapped up from bed. Soaked with sweat, he threw
off the covers, unsure of where he was. He recognized the room by
the red glow of his alarm clock. Saved by the light. 4:50 AM. He
rubbed his eyes, and easily found his matches and candle. The nightly
ritual happened all too often. He sparked the match and squinted as
the candle slowly came to life. John grabbed his journal and wrote
fast– recording his dream. His chest ached. The pen scratching words
on paper released another vision:
18
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“Johnnie– Pierre is here… Johnnie?”

“Salut, voyageur Jaay!”

John was buried in a poetry book he took
out from the public library. “Alright Mom, thanks. Send down t'e
freak!”

“Salut, Pierre– mon freak!”

“Johnnie!”

“Est-ce… extérieur chaud?”

Thump ke-thump thump came Pierre’s big black boots down the stairs.
“T'ey are hard to take off, and boy t'ey stink if I do,” he would say.
If they weren’t muddy, Mom not only allowed but encouraged him
to keep them on in the house. Even though the basement was dark
John could see his smiling face by the light of his own room pouring
into the living area. Pierre negotiated the furniture with the ease of
familiarity. He was in full regalia with freshly shaved lid. “Skinhead
revival,” he called it. “Not freaken' Nazi skins,” he would explain.
“Most skins hate racist pigs. I shave my head because screw hairspray
and poo-sham too.” Even though it was summer Pierre wore his
sleeveless leather vest: black. Found, not bought. Spikes on the
shoulders, cut off jeans– right at the knees– and old black boots with
red socks rolled over the top. “It keep t'e stink in,” Pierre would say.
He wore a newly painted flag pinned on his back:

“Pas pire. Comme si, comme ça.”

“T'is da boot! C’est vraiment cool par ici.”

“Que… secoue… mon frère?”
“Ehh! Je viens te kidnapper.”
“Huh? Kidnapper?”
“Ehhhh. I here to kidnapper you.”
“Oh. Ha, that’s funny.”
“I seen Bean’s home. Let’s go for hoot-hoot?” Pierre clipped his thumb
and finger to his lips.
“Uhhh, I didn’t sleep well. I don’t think I’m up to it.”
Pierre looked his crooked nose around. “You gonna grow green down
here, Jaay.”
“Oui… I know.”
Pierre sat on John’s bed. Then he jumped up and wandered around
the room. Pierre was always moving and fidgeting. He could never
keep still. His engine was always on hyper-drive. “All t'e sugar I ate
as kid,” he’d say. Without missing a beat he grabbed John’s guitar to
plunk around.
Pierre came to Victoria from the predominately French community
of St. Boniface Manitoba with very little. Most of what he now has
was given to him since last September by his student exchange host,
and now, unofficial foster Mom. Pierre loved to play John’s guitar– a
guitar that Mom bought him when Dad was sick. John got a lot of
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gifts then– mostly things to do. In the last five years he had learned
less guitar than Pierre’s 10 months. Other than painting his jacket
flags it was one of the few activities that Pierre could stay focused
upon for an extended period of time. He plunked.
“You love to play guitar hey?”
“Oh yeah– it my fire.”
“Hey?”
“I light up inside.”
“Wow. I feel that way when I write. That’s cool.”
“Non frère– C’est chaud, chaud, chaud!”
John smiled. They came from very different places in life. But he felt
like they had so much in common. Soon after his Dad died, John
stopped getting his hair cut. Then when he hit 16 he even stopped
washing it. Kids who never liked him in the first place started calling
him ‘toilet-john’. It soon matted up into dreadlocks. Nobody could
convince John to cut or wash them. Each dread was like a middle
finger. Then last year John entered grade 11 dread-locked and
dreading the whole scene. He didn’t talk to people and people rarely
spoke to him. He felt perpetually out of sync.
Pierre plunked and John gazed at the Orca sticker on the guitar face.
Uncle Joey gave him that sticker. The common name for Orca is
Killer Whale– misnomers: they aren’t killers and they are technically
dolphins.
John drifted into the memory of the day he fell in love with Orcas.
It was grade 9– the ‘fighting years’ and a couple of crazy-brave
Youth and Family counsellors loaded up 7 of the rangiest kids from
‘Recharge’ class, and John. They paddled in Johnson Strait on an
unusually calm day. They were in doubles, of course, because you
have to work really hard to tip a double. John sat with Jordie, the
counsellor slash adventure guide. It all started with phhhhhfts in
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the distance and continued with punk black fins slicing out of the
water like knives. It made its crescendo with the fins slicing under
the kayaks– the boys trembling and Jordie the counsellor whispering
loudly “Nobody panic. We’re safe, they’re checking us…” His words
stuck in his throat when he saw the sea begin to churn and bubble
20m away. The bubbling began to boil and an instant later seven
Orcas in a perfect circle– each the size of a small car– breached half
their bodies into the air, mouths gaped, salty fish spilling over jagged
teeth to submerge in unison with a baloop that baptized the whole
crew. They all looked at Jordie who concluded the event with silent
tears and a dazed smile.
Pierre increased the intensity of his playing. ‘He’s getting really good,’
thought John. “You were a guitarist in your past life, P.”
“Oui, Sid Vicious deux-point-oh: more Sid t'an Vicious!” John looked
at Pierre’s shaved head. It had nicks.
After the kayak trip John chose Orcas as an assignment. He wrote:
“Scientists identify individual Orcas and pods because of the marks
and scars on their dorsal fins. They are either residents who stick
to routes and territories, or transients who are more aggressive
renegades. Just like humans, each pod has a distinct way of speaking
and customs. I don’t have a pod. I guess I’m a transient.”
Early in grade 11 he was swimming the hallways ready to bite and
he ran into Pierre– hovering. Pierre was a different mammal. His
English was comme-ci, comme-ça and his fidgeting was even worse.
He excelled at school though he often skipped. He would have been
shooed back to Manitoba if it weren’t for John. They anchored one
another. They formed a pod.
“Maybe I make a band: disco-revival! How 'bout you?”
John chuckled and shook his head ‘no’. “Guitar doesn’t thrill me. I’d
rather write.”
Pierre nodded having read many of John’s poems. “Oui- words, t'at’s
your fire.”
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Back in May, when John floated off into the downtown darkness, it
happened so fast that even Pierre didn’t catch him. However, Pierre
was first in line to see him when he came home nine weeks later in
June. He’d been visiting John almost every day since.
“Pierre, I want you to have my guitar.”
“Oh merde– you gonna slice?” Pierre dragged his hand across his
throat.
“No, you dink! I don’t play it much. You need a guitar, bro.”
“Frère! Merci-Merci-beau-fricken'-coup, mon ami!”
John smiled hard at Pierre. “Now let’s get over to Bean’s for a hoothoot!”
“Really? Bon!” Pierre cradled the guitar. He laid it into the hard case,
and gently closed the clips. Pierre looked up into John’s eyes.
John looked away.
………………………………………..

J30.2

Bean lived alone in the bottom suite of an old lady’s house. She
rented it to him for half of what she could really get. Her husband
died 4 years ago. John visualized the little birds that ride the bison
and smiled.
“Howdy, gentlemen!” bellowed from the patio door. Bean opened the
screen, ducked his head to pass and stood out squinting in the light.
Bean was a very big stock of a man who sported a long, slick ponytail
and the beginnings of a goatee. He faced his share of discrimination
and judgements due to his size. His favourite CD is a rare recording
of Mendelson Joe. “You’ll never see that one around,” he’d say. He
described it as that sweet, deep, jazzy-man voice that he liked. Bean
is a very big man, and the CD is entitled: ‘Born to Cuddle’.
“Whoa, it’s a bright one! The old people say the Sun is way more
intense than it used to be. I believe it!”

With escort, John had an easier time leaving the
house today. He never talked with Pierre about
his ‘attacks’. Pierre also never asked.

The Sun was bright, but it wasn’t as hot as John thought it would
be. There were some light clouds over on the horizon. Together
they strolled down the hill. The landscape surrounding John still
seemed new. Mom moved them into the heart of Fernwood at the
beginning of last school year. They couldn’t afford their old house
living only on Dad’s insurance. The house was too big anyways.
With Manda moved out– it was just John and Mom. Too big and
too many memories. Fernwood was strange and foreign to John. The
community seemed patched. Huge, old, early 1900 heritage homes,
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large subsidised complexes, crack houses, students, co-ops, artists,
musicians, malcontents, and the poor. A community defined in
part by its perpetual state of transition. It was home to the biggest
population of renters in the obscenely overpriced Victoria. The
wooden street poles were constantly decorated like multi-coloured
collages– stapled with every event imaginable. These crazy trees
sprouted much art, music and thought. John, however, kept his eyes
to the ground when out, missing the fruits that could have fed him.

“Salut, Bean! What shaking?” piped Pierre, waving his guitar case.
Bean grinned with big teeth: “I felt too good to work today!” He was
employed in a software corporation. However in his free time he was
a ‘pirate, freeing the microserfs’. He also volunteered with schizos.
“They teach me about the mind, universe, and all that jazz,” Bean
once said. “John, you’re alive– I heard you hit the streets.”
“Yeah... I had an episode.”
“Good! What would one’s soap be without episodes? I was just about
to strike one up. Care for a rocket, gentlemen?”
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The gentlemen nodded and grinned.
Bean always took a moment to lift his glass pipe to the sky. “Respect
the medicine,” he smiled. “Never say you’re stoned– it’s too cold
and biblical.” A quick fingernail flick on a match sparked it up. The
glass glowed with each puff. Bean took a big hoot, handed over his
pipe with two hands, and squeaked out: “Home-blown. I’ve had this
baby for 10 years.” The gentlemen took a couple pulls each. John
spilled his smoke with coughs and laughs. Bean took several extra
puffs, “being size XXL and all”.
The crew moseyed back into the suite and wandered around. “Getting
the wings steady,” Bean bellowed. The place was a mess.
Pierre fiddled and explored the shelves. “Eh– you into D&D, Bean?”
He asked flipping through the large row of books and maps.

being different. It looks like the government changes but it really
always remains the same. Power in a few hands remains power in
a few hands. The only thing that government is really good at is
maintaining the status quo. Can’t blame them really– they are just
controlled by their ape brains!”
John laughed out: “Ape brains, Bean?”
“Ape brains! Survival brains! Ape brains like routine. Why else would
we recycle the same dysfunctional and inane acts over and over unless
being static is more comfortable than change? And the ‘governed’
willingly succumb to the will of the gov. Imagination, however
doesn’t like to be controlled. That’s why pot is illegal.”
“Really?” asked John. Pierre went off to plink on his guitar.

“Oh yeah. For many years fantasy has taken up a great portion of my
life.”

“Absolutely– that and racism made it illegal. It also means you’re not
going to go off and fight some silly war, and if respected it can help
some people break out of ape brain.”

John wondered: “Is that a bad thing?”

“Is the world really divided– ape brain and what?”

“Well, it’s had some costs, undoubtedly, but I love it! It has grown
my garden.” Bean tapped his forehead. “My power of vision and
imagination is a direct result of working my inner experiences.”

“Our brains are divided! We have been struggling to separate from
ape brain since we crawled out of the swamp. The shift really started
the day we landed on the Moon.”

“Woof ,” said Pierre.

Pierre stopped plinking on the guitar: “T'e Moon? Hoobie-doobie!”

“Let me tell you, gentlemen…” That was how it started. The gospel
according to Bean was to begin. He made no apologies for his speaking
presence. He expected that if you had something to say, you would
just jump in. If not, he’d ‘hold-the-mike’. “Think about this: Back
in the day, the government took measures to make D&D playing
illegal. Which obviously impacted how it was viewed and played I’ll
tell ya. Leave it to creating a law about something to create problems.
Would you believe that D&D was illegal in Australia! Why the threat
to government? Well it’s because D&D grows your imagination. And
imagination is dangerous to government, because imagination is
vision, and vision opens the door to possibilities of change, of things

“Absolutely,” bellowed Bean. “Ever since our first eyeball developed
we looked up into the sky and contemplated existence– the meaning
of it all. It’s mind-boggling really, to be plopped into this world;
to interact with so called reality, and have to guess what the Atom
it is all about! Exciting, but also a cruel joke for some. Anyways, I
regress– we had no idea what the Sun nor Moon was. Even in the
last century some actually thought the Moon was cheese! But we
wanted to know. The heavens above were the metaphor for the gods
or goddesses: AKA– that which we did not understand. Our range of
consciousness and knowledge could only extend to the limits of our
imagination. They are linked.”
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“How Bean?”

Pierre dropped the box. “Tabernac!” Bean and John howled.

“Well… Roger Bannister– 1954.” Blank looks on the gentlemen.
“The fellow that broke the 4 minute mile back in the 50’s, You
know…” Blink, Blink. “OK, history lesson, boys: There was a time
that nobody ran a mile in less than 4 minutes. It was thought to be
impossible. They’ve been holding Olympics before Jesus strolled in
his long underwear, and counting our speed as long as we’ve had the
clock. It wasn’t a possibility in our consciousness to go any faster.
Then one day– blammo– either Roger forgot or just stumbled into
the possibility, but he broke the 4-minute mile. Suddenly everyone is
breaking 4 minutes! The possibility of our species had grown. There
are countless examples. So for thousands of years of progression and
thought, the desire to touch the ‘Moon in heaven’ passed on from
generation to generation. Our collective knowledge passed like a
baton and still days before, some of the head scientists said it was
impossible to leave Earth. Imagine: to literally pull away from our
species’ birth place– our mother. And in 1969 we broke away; we
touched the Moon and everything, as we knew it, changed. This was
the first huge true evolutionary leap of consciousness. A new species
of human being was birthed that occurred in ones relationship to the
world. You can test this shift. Just ask an oldie: ‘Is anything possible?’
They will say ‘No– not everything is possible.’ Ask a newbie the same
question and they’ll say, ‘Of course– anything is possible. You just
have to think it up.’ ” John stared at the roof. “And when we touched
the Moon our vision expanded. Even our view of God had to change.
It’s kind of like the more we look outwards the farther we kick God’s
ass! God now isn’t what rolls a storm in upon us, or grants or denies
us rain. God is not in the heavens any more. We can even see beyond
our solar system. We can look beyond the Milky Way. We can see
other galaxies, which are a-spinning just like us. We are so small in
this mammoth, gigantic universe! Amazing huh?” The gentlemen
were speechless. Bean shuffled through a drawer and handed Pierre a
box. Pierre stopped plinking and fiddled with the box. It had a clear
lid with a small rectangular rock inside sitting on foam. “And that,
my friends was the sperm of God that started it all.”

Bean sat and leaned back on his chair. It groaned. “So when Earth
was formed– thousands of years ago– it was a whole mess of water
and rock. Storms everywhere. But because of the intense heat of
creation of Earth there were no amino acids: the building blocks of
life. Amino acids are just complex hydrocarbons. But when there is
too much heat they break down to hydrogen and carbon. Simple
forms of life are created when amino acids and salt are mixed together
with an incredible amount of electricity– such as lightning.” Pierre
opened the box and pulled out the oblong little stone. “Now get
this– the only way there could have been amino acids on Earth was
for something to have penetrated the atmosphere; our Earth egg…
Amino acids are all over the place up in space… To survive the entry
the aminos would have to be in a…” Bean smiled and wiggled his
bushy eyebrows.
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“Meteor,” John and Pierre said in unison.
“What you are holding there is carbonaceous chondrite– the oldest
rock on Earth– because it is older than Earth herself– in fact it is
probably a piece of the Sun. Those lighter specs are called chrondules.
They are never found in terrestrial rock– Earth-formed rock. They
are basic amino acids: the building block of all-life-on-Earth. Cosmic
sperm gentlemen!”
Pierre and John passed the sperm back and forth. John smelt it.
“This one is from Mexico. The U.S. army basically invaded and took
samples of the rock. And then another big one struck down in
the outback in Australia. It landed in this down-to-Earth couple’s
property. They went to check it out and peeeyoooouuu did it stink. A
day or so later the U.S. army came, looking for what had come down.
They looked at this hole in the ground and thought not much of
it. Then these country folk piped up that the smashed meteor is all
back at the house. Being down-to-Earthers, they canned the damn
rock– and the gas it was giving off. Preserved!”
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“What was the gas?”
Bean made a huge shrug. “The U.S. army knows though– and they
are the last people you want having more secrets. And so from the
time the first meteor struck Earth we had begun our journey as a
single celled amoeba– to what you see before you today.” Bean rose
off his chair and spread his arms. “We looked up and in 1969 we
separated from Mom, touched the Moon, and everything as we
knew it changed… Take a guess what the first thing I did when my
astronomer friend Neal gave me this little wad of God-sperm.”
Pierre and John shook their heads in unison.
Bean grinned so large that his teeth reflected the whole of the
universe: “I put it in my mouth.”
………………………………………..

J31

It was early in the morning and John lay in bed with
his arms behind his head.

‘Lazy ass. No good for nothing little shit!’

“Go away.”
John knew it was going to be a basement day. He looked at Mahatma
on the back of his door. Uncle Joey gave him the poster when John
was 12 and home suspended from school. It had been raining hard
and if Dad was home, he’d pick John up. This continued even when
Dad was sick. It rain stormed just one week before Dad went to the
hospital– for good– and he showed up at school: gaunt, shallow face,
drooped clothes. The next day some kid said to John that his Dad
looked like a junkie.
SMACK! SMACK! SMACK!
Three-day suspension.
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Uncle Joey came over the next day with the Mahatma poster and
a story. He said to John: “See this man– skinny huh? He ate very
little and sometimes nothing at all for weeks. Yet he could move
mountains of people. He was one of the strongest people in the
world, and is even stronger after he died!”
John wouldn’t tell Dad what happened at school. Dad said to him,
“You’re old enough to walk home now if it is raining.”
John started crying and choked out, “YOU pick me up Dad!”
Dad laughed, “OK, one more ride.” He tapped John’s wet face. “But
don’t cry John. The man of the house can’t be a fairy.”
The rains didn’t come in time.
………………………………………..

Late in the evening John strolled into the living
room. It was dark except for the flicker of the
box. Mom stared at it. “Hey Mom.” She didn’t
answer. “Mom… Heeeelllloooo?”

J31.1

“Hello, Johnnie.” She didn’t move her head to look at him. She didn’t
even blink.
“The house is on fire.” John turned and left back downstairs. Mom
said nothing.
………………………………………..

A4

‘Christ, it’s hotter than hell today.’ Mom asked John to clean
the kitchen floor while she was out grocery shopping. He
knew it was meant to have him share the responsibilities
of the household and also an ‘intervention’ to get him out of the
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basement. Probably co-conspired with Suzan, John was unsure of
whether he liked their plan, but he trusted Suzan. Besides, he actually
felt bad for his crap that has spilled out onto Mom.

Jesus, or even worse– I got nailed by Jesus’– huh? Huh?’ Those Jehovahs
turned and left. However these ones were still talking away on John’s
front step.

John was reeling from the shock of leaving his cool and dark basement.
He stirred a fresh cold iced tea in his Wish Cup to ease the transition
when ding-dong went the doorbell.

So being an Orca and not a little bitty fishy, John swam in: “I imagine
you’re thinking I’m a sinner and you’re here to save me.”

“Mail?” John darted down to the door, still in his boxers. He began
to slow as he noticed the face of an elderly person in the blindingly
bright rectangle of the door window. ‘Oh god, is that who I think it
is?’
“Hi, I’m glad you’re home,” said the older of the two. She was about
68 and wearing a bright flowery hat. Her eyes were bright, yet had
some old age weepiness. She had sweat on her top lip.

“Oh-no,” said the flower-hat, “We wouldn’t think that. That would
be judging you and only Jehovah could judge you.”
John felt his stomach tighten and jaw squeeze. “Oh and you wouldn’t
judge that I will be judged by Jehovah now would you?”
They kept on smiling. “We just wanted to know if you are familiar
with God,” asked the other one.
“Which one?”

The other one– 45ish, was very plain, wearing no hat, but smiling
at John.

“We use the name Jehovah. For it says here in the Bible/”

“Yeeeah?” John squinted both with hesitancy and Sun shock.

“I don’t believe in that.” John pointed to the book with his nose. “That
book has done more harm on this planet than good/”

“Are you clear in your spiritual beliefs?”
“Ah-ha! Jehovah’s, aren’t you?”
Both of their faces lit up. They were pleased to be recognized– ‘Christ,
I think I have just encouraged them,’ thought John. They launched
into god-spiel and John tuned out with smiles from the memory of
an uncle Joey story. Joey once open the door and without letting the
Jehovahs speak a word ranted: ‘Are you trying to hook me into Jesus
because he didn’t fish, he was a carpenter like his pa, so shouldn’t you be
throwing out timber licences instead, i mean, i know some of his posse
used to fish– gill netters to be exact, but you know it’s kind of a nasty way
to catch cause the little bitty fishies usually get their heads ripped off in
the net while being shaken out and they’re still alive and all, and headless,
and their little-bitty eyeballs are looking over there at their own body
flapping around so, hey, maybe that’s why Jesus is said to be shepherding
us lost sheep because who the hell would want to say ‘I lost my head for
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The flower-hat interrupted, “But,” Flip, flip, flip, “Jesus makes
reference to the Bible in…” and she read John some long quote.
John listened to it all, just to give the flower-hat a chance.
He squinted because the quote didn’t make any sense to him and
from the blinding hot of the afternoon. “You can’t use the bible to
validate the bible. That is like… letting a CEO of a corporation decide
how much taxes is fair for them to pay, or letting clearcutters decide
what a healthy forest looks like. The bible is wrong!”
“WRONG?” spoke both of the wide-eyed ladies in unison.
“Yeah, it hurts people and it’s full of crap.”
“But… But do you believe in God?”
“Well… I don’t know. Sometimes, but my two-bits are kilos away
from yours.”
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The flower-hat wiped her brow. She was sweating. “But don’t you
believe that if God who-is-all-magnificent gave us this world, that he
would give us a rulebook?”

“I don’t know…” Mary and the other one just stood there smiling at
John. John’s eyes searched around. “Uhh… Hope?”

‘Rulebook? She must think I’m a hockey fan or something. Well I’m not.
But what is this– a deak and a smile from under the flower hat.’

The glow returned to Mary’s face. John didn’t want to look into her
weepy eyes. She smiled, “Now wouldn’t it be nice if there was a lot
more hope in this world?”

“My name is Mary, what is yours?”

John felt subdued. “Yeah and a lot less chemicals and cancer.”

“Uhhh, I’m krowe.” Just as the other one was about to say her name
Mom came around the corner. “Hey Mom!” John smiled at her.
He knew she wouldn’t want to stick around, being that there were
Jehovahs all over the front step.

The other one flipped madly in her Bible and began to pull out a
quote when Mary wiped her brow, nodded, and said “Well, we won’t
keep you any longer, we have someone waiting for us in the car.
Would you be interested in a Watchtower?”

“Hello Johnnie,” she said as she scooted by with her groceries.

“Nah. I’d just recycle it.”

John had an ‘I just got caught’ smile on. “Look, I know you ladies
really believe what you are doing is the right thing, but if anyone
thinks they have the sole skinny on truth. It’s… It’s… I don’t even
know what to call it. It’s like being racist or sexist with religion.
Religion supremacists! Religionist! You are being religionists!”

“OK then. Well, I hope you have a wonderful day.”

The other one began to flip madly through her Bible. “It says here
that Jehovah came into this world to/”

John felt off. Something rolled around in his gut. “Uhh, you too…
Walk in love!” and they were gone. The mail deliverer came around
the corner and handed a letter to John addressed from ‘the Prime
Minister of the Universe’. John smiled at the timing. He recycled his
conversation with the Jehovahs and walked slowly up the stairs and
into the kitchen.

“More harm has been done in God’s name/”

“Did you have fun arguing, dear?”

“And it says here that there is only one God and his name is Jehova/”

“I guess so… I think I got them.”

“God, Spirit, Jehovah, the Grand Pooba, the prime minister of the
universe, what-ever. Whatever!”

“Did you now?” Mom continued to unload her groceries while
watching the kitchen TV. John flicked the TV off. Mom stopped in
her tracks. “Why are you so angry, Johnnie?”

They were speechless. Mary was red. The other one waved her Bible
at her face. Mary’s face suddenly smiled. “And what is your truth?”
“My truth… Well, my truth is… I don’t know. I just think that
whatever made this whole mess is a hell, oops… heck of a lot bigger
than you or I will ever understand.”
“And what does this magnificent being stand for?”
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John pfffffffted, grabbed his iced tea and headed off downstairs with
his letter. Half way down the stairs the wall of basement cool and the
weight of the Wish Cup told him why he felt so bad about nailing
the Jehovahs. On such a hot day he didn’t even offer them a cool
drink.
………………………………………..
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A4.1

John put the letter down. He felt inside the envelope– there was
something else. He stood and pulled out a piece of paper that was
intricately folded around something flat and firm. John unfolded an
edge and a card spun to the carpet. Facing John was an image of a
crow peering into water. “Hello, Crow.” He got down on his knees,
left the card where it landed and looked inside the paper wrap to see
uncle Joey’s handwriting– a quote:

“Thanks! I’ve been working hard on it,” smirked John. “So what
brought you outta the woods, sis?”
“Errands. Getting ready for… for the winter.”
“Hairy Bus didn’t come in with you?”
“No– Baas is at home working on the cabin. Getting ready for/”
Up popped Mom balancing a tray of frozen sweet treats. She used
to make her own sweets before Dad died. Now she buys them from
the market. However she still held the custom of having dainties on
hand to serve up guests when they arrived. An old custom– its origin
lost long ago on the seas. Manda has been gone from home over a
year now. Apparently she has received her guest of the house status.

John sat back down. He never felt more understood in all of his life.
………………………………………..

A6

“Johnnie… Johnnie, Amanda is here.”

John bounded up the stairs from the basement. “Hey,
hippie– How’s it smoking?”

“Johnnie!” snapped Mom.
Manda made stoner eyes. “Reeaaly great bro. How’s life as a vampirepunk?”
“You two will never change!” Snickers rose from the siblings as they
watched Mom leave the room to get some goodies from the freezer.
“Wow– you look good! More earthy every time I see you.”
“Thanks. And you look… paler.”
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“Getting ready for what?” Mom asked.
The siblings moved to help Mom place the treats, and to grab a
couple favourites.
“Y2K,” Manda managed to say, shooting crumbs at Mom.
“Yeah, that’s freaky. Everyone seems to be getting a bit spooked by it
all,” said John.
“And they should!” Manda forced the rest of her brownie down
the hatch and began punctuating her talk with her hands. “We all
should be getting ready for it. I can’t believe how many people are
just dawdling around– thinking everything is going to be OK!” An
exclamation point from the hands.
“Well, dear,” Mom placated, “It’s just computers– we can live without
them. You don’t even have a computer.”
“You don’t even have electricity in your hippie-hovel! What are you
worried about?” John poked.
“It’s not me that I’m worried about. We’ve already built a root cellar
and have tonnes of grains, beans, cans, dehydrated stuff. We’ll be OK
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when it hits. Baas has been learning wilderness survival techniques
for the last year now. But it won’t mean squat if everything falls
apart.”
“Everything’s not going to fall apart, Amanda.” Mom looked
annoyed.
“Think about it– every single form of commerce and banking is
completely reliant upon computers. Our electricity, water, even
sewage uses computers somewhere in the process. Even the new
ferries they built have computers that aren’t Y2K compatible, so they
won’t be running. We’ll be stuck on the rock!” The hands gestured
cuffs.
John frowned: “Aren’t they working on it though– I mean it sounds
like every single computer geek in this world has an employment
opportunity. In fact they probably conspired this ploy.”
“Yeah, they’ll probably have most of it sorted out here– but not
elsewhere. What about all the nuclear reactors in China and Russia–
I heard their plan of action is to wait till New Years and see what
happens! Oopsy– guess we should have changed those computer
programs. Oh excuse me, I have to melt now!” The hands smeared
Manda’s face.
Mom frowned hard: “But/”
Manda kept spilling: “And just think how vulnerable we will be to
attack from someone who thinks the west is evil and needs to be
destroyed.”
“Might not be a bad idea– considering,” smirked John.
“It’s that kind of attitude that is part of the problem, John. What do
people have to lose? We’ve destroyed our lakes and forests and are
controlled by corporations.”
John pursed his lips. “Corporations?”
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“Yeah– Mega corporations have taken over the world if you haven’t
noticed! And if unemployment or low wages and demeaning work is
what we get up for in the morning– why not blow it up? I heard that
three kids got caught with explosives to blow up a dam in Northern
Manitoba. Arranged by someone over the internet. And what does
the third world have to lose– they’ve been pummelled into the dirt
by the first world.”
“But Amanda/”
“Why not send over the bombs when we are all running around in
chaos. What are people going to do when they wake up New Years
day and our money is worth less than the paper it is printed on, and
the whole food system falls apart– nothing on the shelves– no milk,
no bread, it’s going to be madness. People are going to loot and take
anything possible from others.” Another exclamation point came
from the hands.
“But Aman/”
“Why do you think we moved out to the woods? I’ve even heard that
the police and army will be on full alert!”
“Amanda-Dawn: This is crazy talk!” Mom pressed her lips together so
hard they were turning white.
“Can you say para-juana? Where’d you hear all this, Manda?”
“Off the internet at the library in Ucluelet. There are hundreds of
sites. I’m not paranoid, John, I’m being cautious. And so should
you– you need to make a survival kit.”
John and Mom announced in unison: “Survival Kit!”
“Look– I’m really not trying to scare you. I didn’t really want to bring
all this up. It’s just that it can’t hurt to have some food on hand.
Remember what happened in ‘96– the really big snow? Everyone
rushed the couple of grocery stores that were open and bought
everything. People got ugly.”
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“That storm also brought a lot of good out of people. Remember the
snowmobile’s delivering medication to the elderly. We also have our
Earthquake kit– and that’s good enough.” Mom was shaking. “I wish
Dad were here to talk some sense into you.”

“Very nice, Pierre.” Bean shook. “I should have guessed you are a
science geek– why with that new safety pin through your ear!”

Manda’s hands settled down. She took a deep breath. “OK Mom– I
didn’t mean to freak you out. You’re right– there’s nothing to worry
about.” Manda exhaled and looked at the ground. “It’s kind of all
that Baas and I have been thinking about lately and I’m hyped up.”
Manda’s hand brushed the other as if it were a kitty-cat.

The three gentlemen howled at the brain movie of Pierre corralling
the other 13 year olds with his horns.

“Well, OK dear, but have faith in our Policemen. They will keep law
and order.”
Manda and John rolled their eyes at each other. Fortunately Mom
was fidgeting with the sweet treats.
“Well, I’ve got to go– I have tonnes of errands before I head back up
island. Mom, I need to ask you something.”
“Anything, dear.”
“Can I have one of Dad’s guns?”
………………………………………..

A7

“It’s a holographic universe gentlemen!” spoke the mighty
Bean. “You know what a holograph is?”

“Ehhh! I was king bison of t'e science fair!”

“Then you know a hologram is a 3D recording of light wave patterns
made with a laser. And what happens if you smash one?”
Pierre grinned. “If I make a hologram of a doobie.” The crowd
snickered. “I smash it to 500 pieces,” Pierre peered at Bean through
a circle in his fist. “I 'ave now 500 little doobies- Non?”
“Grand! Bravo, Pierre! Bravo– that’s French isn’t it?” Bean winked at
Pierre.
Pierre rolled his eyes. “Tête carré!”
John made a ‘oh my!’
Bean shrugged. “Anyways, yes gentlemen– a hologram is a mysterious
metaphor for everything that exists! Every mountain, every being,
every spec of sand and molecule all contain a reflection of the whole
of the universe. Nothing is separate, nothing is unique. Every, every,
every single thing in this world is interrelated. We look around us,
and think we exist separately from one other, and separate from the
Earth, the sky, the stars, from the apple on the table. But we aren’t.
We can’t be. You can’t even just look at something without influencing
it.”

“Oui! I did science fair project.” Pierre shocked them all.

“Très-bien, Dr. Bean!”

John snickered. “I’m not surprised because you are always surprising
me… If that makes any sense.”

“Ahem.” Bean adjusted his make-believe monocle. “So check this
out: you have this object, and you have a sensor– something that
is sensing the object. This sensor impacts, influences, changes the
object, in a greater or lesser form, but always impacts it. Even our
eyes, we are receiving light from the object. We cannot not be a part

“Grade 8… Non laugh– I won big! From St. Boniface to Halifax for 7
days. It was best experience of my life! First time I leave Manitoba.”
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The gentlemen’s heads were spinning– just like the universe.

A9

of the process. And that is on a smaller scale. The interconnection is
even greater than that.”

Dr. Bean orated: “Everything is observing or sensing each other in
various ways. Everything! Birds, trees, rocks, my underwear! Sensing
is a reaction or response.”
“Poor underwear.” Pierre shook his head.
“Yup, and we stroll around in these little body units and we think we
are individuals. Ha! Everything that happens ‘out there’ changes and
influences what happens ‘in here’.” Bean pointed to his huge body.
“And vice-versa. Everything that I do, the stuff on the inside of me
influences and makes change out there.”
John’s face was ruffled. “So then even our thoughts, Bean– even the
stuff that is happening in my inner universe– that impacts the world
around me?”
“How can it not? The world around you impacts your inner universe
in ways we can only guess… and vice-versa.” Bean wiggled his bushy
eyebrows.
The three stopped talking– brought into deep thought. John had a
worried look on his face. “Whoa, Bean– that kind of freaks me out.”
“Why?”
“So are you saying that what I’m thinking affects the world… Out
there?”
“Yup. So?”
“Well… I have some pretty scary thoughts sometimes.”
………………………………………..
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“Tell me about your Dad John.” Suzan was wearing
silver arrow earrings three cents long that pointed
down from her ears. “They keep me grounded,” she
said earlier.

A12

“What do you want to know?”
“Well, anything. I would like to get to know him.”
“Well, I don’t know... I was 12 when he died… Cancer– prostate.
Do you know where that is?” John pointed to his groin and Suzan
nodded. “No surprise– seems like cancer is everywhere… He was
a Victoria cop for 14 years. He was really liked by the force. ‘The
force’. That’s a mirror isn’t it? Anyways a lot of cops were crying at his
funeral. One of them said ‘Mat was last of the good ones.’ I didn’t
know what he meant, but I have a guess after being on the streets.”
“What do you mean? Are your memories returning?”
“Yeah. I had a dream– or more like nightmare in which I got the shit
kicked outta me by some cops.”
“You think it was real?”
“It confirms the scar.”
“How do you make sense of it all?”
John shrugged. “I don’t know. I see street kids out there... We know
it ain’t OK to dis a woman, or black guy– but people feel they have
a right to cut down a street kid. Yeeesh. Hell, even the mayor was
pushing to ban drumming downtown– yet all those freakin' bag
pipers can squeal like a crushed cat all day long!”
“Yes, they call that oppression.”
“Oppression, I’ve got a lot to learn... ‘I work for my money’, ‘Get a job,
you scum.’ I would never have believed it.”
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“You’ve gained empathy for youth living on the street because you
were out there..”
“I’d like to see mayor ‘Butcher’ Cross try to survive on the streets. I
don’t understand why politicians don’t do anything right. Poverty
and oppression are like, I don’t know, they don’t have to exist– am
I wrong?”
“I’m right there with you John. I would even say they are constructed
realities.”
“Wow… Well then it seems like if people in power like Cross really
wanted it to be gone then it would be– in a microsecond! You know
I just don’t think like they do. I’m like the anti-Cross!”
“Brilliant! That you are! Well I can’t imagine that even his eyes couldn’t
open just a bit,” Suzan shrugged.
“Yeah…” John looked at the floor and twirled his finger in the armrest hole of the Super Sloucher. “I still can’t remember very much.”
“Well, we’ve figured that your anxiety had a lot to do with it. The big
blow up where you punched the TV, and not eating well… Not to
mention the drugs/”
“I think I got kicked in the head as well Suzan.”
“Really?”
“Yeah, the cops in my dream... How ironic.”
“Wow John. I’m so glad you made your way out of the darkness and
back home.”
John just looked at the floor.
“So how does this all fit with your Dad?”
“...He was mean... I feel this twisted love-hate for him...”
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Suzan’s arrows acknowledged a ‘yup’.
“He was a Cop at work and at home. When he got sick it became
worse. Everything was… tight.”
“Tight?”
“Kind of like ‘don’t speak out’ or ‘don’t stand out’ in my house. My
gut was always tight around him... He would just cut and cut and
cut at me. And I wouldn’t do nothing back... This is shitty, but when
he died I stopped cutting my hair and bathing– just to show him.”
“I don’t think that’s shitty. You were finding your power, your selfcontrol.”
“Yeah, but I felt… I feel guilty like all the time.”
Suzan paused a long breath. “Sometimes our lives are best understood
with our hearts rather than the mind alone.” The arrows hung still
and gentle. “What does your heart say to you?”
“Bunk!”
“Bunk?”
“Pfffhhh,” John exhaled. “I mean… Frig' I’m angry.”
“At your Dad?”
“Well, yeah, at everyone really!”
“...Where does the anger point?”
John took a deep breath in. “My Dad for dying, my Mom for sitting
on her ass all day. I hate cancer! I hate friggen' TV. I hate the stupid
Christian religionists! I hate the useless politicians and the chemical
corps and… and everyone else for being such idiotic ape brain’s
doing stupid things over and over!”
Suzan thundered out some laughs: “Wow! What a great list of hates!”
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She pointed at his heart. “That thingy must be full and spilling
over!”
John shrugged and twitched his feet around.
“What’s top of the list-o-hates?”
“Chemical corps,” John answered without a breath.
“Corporations?”
John nodded.
“Well, you’re clear about that. Tell me more.”
“Earth is dying.”
Suzan’s lips moved in struggle to find words. Her silver arrows didn’t
know where to go.
John spoke in monotone: “Another dead Orca washed up on the
beach in Tofino yesterday. PCB’s.”
Suzan nodded– the arrows caught up.
“Everyday, Suzan, everyday I hear or see more and more. That’s why
I can’t watch TV any more. It eats me. It just seems so obvious to me
that if you crap in the lake you drink from, you’re gonna drink your
own crap!”
“Hmmm. So how do the chemical corporations fit in, John?”
“The corps make the crap giving us cancer. And then they try and sell
us cancer cures. It’s messed up. It’s all wrong. Bean and I were talking
about how everything is interrelated. Everything. That makes more
sense to me than separateness. It’s like we live this big lie that we can’t
even see. I… I can’t even name it. I don’t have the words.”
Suzan squished her eyes and spoke slowly: “So the way we treat our
Earth/”
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“We treat Earth like shit.”
“…is the cause of our disease?”
“Yup– ravage, ravage, ravage till we all fall down!” John stood up. “I
just want to shout, ‘Wake up everybody! Stop the Madness! We’re
running towards a cliff!’ ”
Up jumped Suzan. “Then do it! Let'er rip!”
“I can’t.”
“Trust yourself!”
“I CAN’T!”
“WHY NOT?”
“I can’t!” John exhaled like a balloon and fell to the Super Sloucher.
He stared at the ground. Suzan sat as well. “I can’t, Suzan.” John’s
body squished down deflated and tight. “Because I want to blow
them up. I want to hurt them. I want to shoot a CEO of some stupid
corp just to show them what they are doing! I see someone spraying
killex on his lawn and I want to spray him back in the eyes. I walk
past a café and all the people are drinking out of disposable cups and
I want to kick over their tables. I want to hurt them back…” John’s
words trailed off to a slur. “Killex– that’s a mirror isn’t it.”
Suzan leaned over to look in his face. “John… John, you talked
before about an attacker... Describe it to me.”
“It’s a monster.”
“What does this monster do to you?”
“It cuts me down, calls me names. It claws my feet stuck.”
“Does it talk to you?” John nodded. “What does it say?”
John slurred out: “Rip their heads off you pansy, you useless twit, you
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don’t deserve to live...” John’s eyes were stone cold, staring straight
ahead. His fists were clenched on the armrests.
Suzan visibly shivered. “John... Do you see this monster?”
John broke his trance: “I’m not that nuts Suzan.”
“Whew. It sounds like then, you’ve got a bad case of the snarks. That’s
what I call my inner critic. My snark is always telling me silly things.”
John’s face relaxed. “I think you’re normal.”
“Really?”
“Oh yeah! Not that I believe in normal, but you were raised under
harsh criticism, you feel frustrated and angry at the world you feel
powerless over, and your monster is that whole blob of a voice you’ve
internalized.”
“It’s me then? But I have no control to stop it.” John’s eye glazed with
a layer of tears.
“And I imagine you also feel ashamed and guilty for your uncontrollable
thoughts, ironically, because of your Dad.”
John’s mouth was a large upside down U. He nodded, “Yup… Yeah,
Suzan.”
“Noooooormal. The best thing is that you are talking about it. This
is an age-old dilemma of activism, John. What is the best way of
making change especially when what you are witnessing is enraging
your heart? And you’ve been taught by media to attack... Anger is an
awesome emotion! I love anger!”
“You’re kidding!”
“No, John. Anger is a flag for me that something is wrong, or
incongruent. It tells me to look, listen, feel, think and act. It moves
my bootie at times. But I don’t let it drive my bus, because we both
know what happens when anger drives the bus.” John looked down
at his scarred hands and nodded. “Many amazing social movements
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were fuelled and started by anger. Many movements were consumed
by it. You have a path laid out before you where you can learn to
understand your anger.”
“But I don’t think sitting around sniffing flowers is gonna change the
world.”
Suzan shrugged with a head tilt. “Some people would disagree with
you, and that is why you’ll have to discover what your personal change
is. Understanding your anger doesn’t mean you don’t take action.
Like the women who back in ‘96 climbed over a military fence in
England and in a matter of minutes did $2.25 million dollars of
damage to a Hawk jet with ball-point hammers.”
“Really?”
“Yup, and get this, they were let off as not guilty because the jets
were being sold to Suharto’s Indonesia– who has been responsible
for horrendous deaths and tortures in East Timor. The real crime
was the English government trying to sell a killing machine to a
murderer.”
“It’s so complex, Suzan.”
“Yup, it’s incredibly complex, and there are no right answers. All we
can really do is try to know ourselves and BE it, like Mahatma– that
dude on your door– says.”
“Really? But I don’t know how, Suzan… I have so much to learn. I
don’t know squat.”
“Sure you do, but more importantly you feel, John– you feel the pain of
Earth. And you are being consumed by your monster. Immobilized.
You’re on a path. Keep on journaling, writing. Ask those questions,
and question everything. I have faith that you’ll find your calling!
You are transforming, John!”
“But…” John’s eyes turned to the floor. His fists were clenched. He
stood up. “But…”
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Suzan moved her head forward trying to capture his eyes. Instead
she caught John in mid fall. Waves of sorrow crashed into his skull,
seeking a crack in the dam. ‘Suck… Suckhole,’ slurred silently from
behind him. Suzan guided him back down to his chair. John slumped
and covered his ears. He gulped down breaths. His chest tingled with
electrical zaps and slowly enough salty water squeezed through to
fill the cups of his lids. He caught a glimpse of a silver arrow and he
found the words that would eventually set him free: “Suzan… I…
I’m afraid.”
Suzan waited, smiling and nodding with encouragement. John’s face
suddenly transformed to a lifeless stone cold.
No rain was to be found today.

A13

Pierre and John faced the ocean and leaned against an
old chilly log. It was well past midnight and the outtide created a grand sickle of dark wet strand before
them. The combination of new Moon, cloudless sky, and dry air
made for a bright starry scape to ponder. Pierre’s feet kept a rhythmic
and consistent tap on the sand, keeping time to a tune only he could
hear. Half a mickie of rye moved between them. Canadian grain.

“I spoke to Suzan about my Dad yesterday.”
“Bon Jaay. Let it out– so t'ey say.”
“Yeah, t'ey t'ink it’s that easy... I like Suzan. She listens. I’m thinking
of becoming a counsellor when I grow up.”
“I never seen one.”

………………………………………..

A12.1

John rode the bus home because his bike tire
was flat. He held in his hands a card Suzan
gave him as he left. People glanced at him as
he mumbled the words to the song:
And the men who hold high places
Must be the ones to start
To mould a new reality
Closer to the heart
Closer to the heart
You can be the captain
And I will draw the chart
Sailing into destiny
Closer to the heart
Closer to the heart
Well, closer to the heart
Rush 1977

………………………………………..
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“A counsellor? Not even with all the shit that’s happened?”
“Non– never asked, never told.”
“Christ– If I had a billion bucks for every shrink I’ve seen I’d be a fat
wallet like Gates!”
“Sacré bleu – don’t curse yourself!”
“Ha!” John pouted his mouth and ruffled his brow. “The poor little
rich boy.”
A streak of meteor flashed diagonally in the sky above the ocean.
John spurted: “Hey– God’s jerking off!”
Pierre covered his eye. “Tabernac, whack-whack! Careful, Monsieur
Dieu!” The boys giggled.
“Quick– make a wish!” The rye put a glow on them. Warming them
up. The meteor took their words. They sat in silence below the
massive massive universe. Pierre fidgeted.
“You miss your papa, frère?”
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“…Yeah… Yeah I do– some of him, anyways. I don’t miss his royal
asshole moments. He would loom over me– a big man… Well, before
he got sick. And he’d give me this look from his eye like– ‘don’t defy
me’. And I wouldn’t– I was friggen' terrified when he was angry. I
hated that! I would just shut down– hole up.” John took a big slug of
booze. “He would freak to see me now: one-big-fuck-up.”
“Fuck-up? I look up to you, Jaay. You speak truth!”
“Merci, Pierre. If only I could believe that. If Mom would believe
that… How about you, P? You ever gonna go back home?”
“Non.”
“Don’t you miss home?”
“Je m’ennuie du monde… de ma langue… But not t'e drunk-bum.”
Pierre’s fidgeting doubled. John was surprised that he was still
sitting.
“What was it like living with a drunk-bum?”
“Like running barefoot in cow shit field– at night… Never know
when drunk-bum was gonna stink up. Not'ing, not'ing, t'en come
home pissed and goofy or bonfire mad. Eit'er way– no good. He take
turns with me and mon mère. Poke my ribs, call names, push us, hit
us. He was a terrorist.”
“Christ, Pierre– that’s horrible.”
“When I was 13, my birt'day, drunk-bum come home and on mon
mère. He push her, call her putain. I snapped– I pushed him down
the stairs. He broke his arm and I went to group home… Not long
enough. Nobody talk about it. Nobody asked. I’m good at school so
I use it to get away, and here I come.”

John shook his head. “Sorry– stupid saying. I meant that I’m glad
you’re here, and thanks to your house Mom for letting you stay. She
loves you, frère.”
Pierre became silent and pulled his jacket tighter to his neck. He
began to shiver. ‘Is he crying?’ John turned his head to see– Pierre
looked like a little boy. Pierre also turned and looked back into John’s
eyes. Neither boy turned away. Something jiggled in John’s gut and
he whipped his head back to the ocean. He felt weird and embarrassed
like they had looked at one another just slightly too long.
Pierre jumped up to stretch. “Marche!” His sitting was maxed. He
pogoed around to wake his legs while John grabbed the mickie and
wiped the sand off his rear. They strolled in silence at the ocean’s edge.
Off to the right were rows of mansions.
“The privileged few who bought themselves one hell of a view! Look
at them, Pierre. What’s that about? King of the castle is being played
out on a grotesque scale in this world.”
Pierre yelled at the mansions: “Arseholes!”
John laughed whenever Pierre used slang. John pointed to a huge
double patio door that came off what was probably a living room.
“And look at that house,” It flashed with blue light. “Check it out
Pierre… Just watch the flickers of the TV… Holy shit– it’s like a
friggen' strobe light!”
“Aaah-ha.”
“Whoooa. You know when I’m around a strobe light I feel like waaay
too high. Just think what that person watching the tube looks like
right now– I betcha he’s drooling on his chest.”
“TV’s bad dope. T'ey research to glue you.”

“Pffeeeww– thank God!”

“Hypnotized… Like a fire.”

“Yeah, God.” Pierre made a whacking-off gesture. They laughed.

“You know last year– when I come, I pace each night and I even
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worse fidget. My house Mom ask me if I watch lottsa TV back home.
I say: Yup.’ She say I wasss detoxing.”

“Pah! 9,000. With good eyeball you only see 9,000 stars from whole
Eart'.” Pierre arced the sky with his hand. “So we see half t'at.”

John kicked a stone. “You know my Mom’sssa TV drunk! Ever sssince
Dad died– she just watchess TV– allllll the time. Frig I hate TV!”

“Really– 4,500 then… Chrissst!”

Pierre nodded once, wobbled and sat back on a log overlooking the
ocean with the mansions to his back.
John thumped the log with his foot. “Dead treesss everywhere. You
know all this driftwood on the coastss is 'cause of the clearcuts?”
Pierre shook his head ‘no’.
“Yeah… Everywhere men could get their dirty fingers into, they
ripped 'em down and floated them to the millsss… Joey once said to
me it’s not amazing that treess burn, it’s that they float on water…”

“Eeehh?”
“I just remember– on TV last year. How many nukes, on teeny little
Earth. Take a guess.”
“Ehh?”
“30,000. Enough to blow up a thousand Earths. The noble leaders are
screwin' with sssix times more nukes than stars we can see in the sky.”
“Arseholesss. You know what really scary– t'e U.S. army probably
working on new bombs right now t'at make nukes look like farts!”

Pierre nodded and looked into the sky. John joined him on the log.
He exhaled loudly, pulled out the mickie, took another swig and
passed it to Pierre. Another comet streaked. “Whack-whack.” Pierre
pointed silently to a satellite making its trek across the heavens–
staring down at little Earth. John felt small.

John jumped up and faced Pierre. “What’s it all about, P? What’s
wrong with all the friggen' men? My Dad was a jerk, yours a drunkbum, and ape brains are running the world! Why the hell are we
doing this to ourselves? No! Why are they doing this to us? Why
bother? I wish it would fucking end!”

Pierre fingered: “Watch satellite… C’est droiiiiiiite là! T'ere– t'at
clump of starsss.”

Pierre took a swig and handed John the bottle, almost empty. Pierre
slurred out: “Let’s-blow-it-up!”

“Yeeeah.”

John took one last slug and belted: “Yeah, let’s-torch-it!” and hurled
the mickie into the expanse of the dark towards the mansions. An
eerie and strange singing came from the sky as the bottle in mid arch
suddenly met a streak of light. In perfect harmony a little meteor
flew down to Earth, struck the bottle and exploded it into a little
ball of flame.

“Les sept ssoeurs. Ehhh, seven sisters. Many tribe around Eart' say t'at
clump where we come from. Us humansss.”
“Huuuh.”
“And one star not star but galaxy, wit' sunsss and planetsss.”
John slurred: “It’s ssso big.”
“Take guess how many starsss you see, Jaay.”
“Dunno. A hundred thousand?”
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From behind, a wind came up from the ocean and ruffled the young
men’s dreads and stubble.
They both stood in silence with mouths open and eyes real wide.
………………………………………..
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John re-read the letter while feeling the bulge left in the envelope.
Then he tipped it over and out fell two familiar triangle folds of
paper. Gifts and stories always coming from his uncle. He shook one
of the triangles and smiled at the familiar shucka shucka. He walked
to his desk and pulled down the clear jar filled with layers of ochre,
browns, terra cotta and beige sands and soils from all over Earth.
‘Layers, layers– everywhere layers.’ John turned the jar to see the growth
from 12 years of uncle Joey’s wanderings. ‘Coming and going– always
coming and going.’ John flipped the first triangle to read:

Bean: the man who back in ‘96 ate shrooms while being one of the first
to surf the web. He said aloud with tears in his eyes: “All information
has been freed!” He spoke this, as one would say a prayer.
“Think of it this way, gentlemen: If you were a cell doing as cells do:
eating, shitting, expanding, contracting. And you looked around at
all your buddies– the other cells. You might just reason that you were
a separate entity just doing your own thing. You may not have a
clue at all that you are in fact a muscle cell in the cheek of MY-BIGBUTT!” Bean stood and slapped his fanny for effect. Pierre and John
laughed hard. Bean got more intense. “So the Earth is pretty huge
isn’t it?”
The boys shrugged and nodded.

He ripped off a corner of the triangle, held it up above him and
spoke: “For the bison.” Out came grainy brown dirt into the jar.
John read on the second triangle:

John tore off the corner and poured rich and black soil into his hand.
He let most of the soil slide off into the jar and kept a small circle in
his palm. John licked some of the Earth into his mouth. It tasted like
dirt. His mouth immediately salivated which eased the swallow: “For
the farmers.” With a flip of his hand the rest went into his mouth.
He took a sip from his Wish Cup to wash it down into his body as
he spoke: “For Mom #1.”
………………………………………..
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“It’s all one mammoth, interconnected, unified
coexisting phenomenon!”

“Holy shits– that was one big mouthful, Bean!”
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“I mean it took me four looong days to drive from Victoria to Regina
once! And if you think the Earth is big, how about the fact that it
would take a million Earths to fill the Sun’s britches! And if you
wanted to check out how big the Sun is for yourself, just hop in
a car and drive a thousand kilometres per hour. However bring
lunch, because you’ll have to drive all day and night and it will take
you over 17 years to get there. Truth is big gentlemen! Don’t even
bother driving to Pluto– it’ll take you 340 years to drive non-stop.
But you think our solar system is big? It’s really only a spec of dust
in a spiralling arm of our Milky Way Galaxy. In fact when you are
talking galaxies you can’t even use kilometres to measure, but light
years. One light year is the distance a beam of light can travel in
a whole year. That’s 9,500,000,000,000 kilometres boys! And our
galaxy is one of the small ones. So if you shot a laser beam on one
end of our galaxy it would take 100,000 light years to reach the other
side. Just to compare– the light would take 6 hours to zip through
our whole solar system and a measly half a second to pass by Earth.”
Bean paused to breath and relentlessly continued: “And you think
our galaxy is huge humanoids?”
The boys nodded blankly.
“Well– let’s talk universe gentlemen. Universe! They aimed the Hubble
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space telescope into an itsy-bitsy spec of darkest sky that appeared
empty from our Earth telescopes. They held the shutter open for 10
days to capture light. This teeny-weeny dark spot was seen to contain
hundreds of galaxies like ours. And each of these billions of visible
galaxies are zillions of light years apart in this incomprehensibly
MASSIVE universe!”
Bean paused– as if he weren’t dramatic enough. He was breathing
hard. The boys were silent. Pierre’s mouth was open.
“And let’s travel in the other direction: Our little old body is walking
on this teeny Earth and we are made of cells, our cells are made of
molecules, our molecules of atoms and atoms are made of electrons,
neutrons and positrons which are made of quarks etc, etc. So when
you look at the world from that small the distance between everything
is so absolutely huge that stuff is literally flying through you all of
the time. Most light waves go right through us. What light you
actually see that gives the illusion of solidness are the few waves that
bounce off. Proof: they discovered a particle when some miners were
hundreds of kilometres underground– digging rock as miners do.
Every once in a while the surface of water in a drum would plink as if
something fell into the water. However– they couldn’t see anything
hitting it. They covered up the drums and still– plink… plink… You
see there is a particle that is so small it just cruises through even the
quote– solid Earth. It just happens that at that deep dark depth, the
particle slows down enough to make a plink as it travels through the
water. In fact what we call matter is mostly empty space.”
“Where will it end, Bean– how far can we actually physically see?”
John’s forehead was ruffled.
Bean was on a roll. “Well, I predict that one day when we look far
enough out into space…” Bean stood again and bent over– head
between his legs. “We are going to be staring at our own hairy butts!”
John’s worried look left his face. “It’s not only how far we can see
John, but what we see. We see squat-diddly of this world. If all of
the light frequencies we know of: x-ray, radio, TV signals, microwave,
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heat, green, purple and so on. If they were all lined up on this table
and were about a metre long, our eyes can only see a couple of
centimetres!” Bean’s fingers made an ‘itsy-bitsy’. “Even sound is on
that scale– sound is a frequency of light! So be careful what you say!
There are worlds existing right here, right now, right all around us
that we just can’t perceive!” With a wiggle of the bushy brows and an
ominous voice, Bean bellowed: “Some say the dead exist there.”
John’s rumpled forehead returned.
Bean noticed John’s face. “Yes, gentlemen, isn’t it mind boggling? We
could have multiple other worlds happening right here. Maybe even
they can perceive us!”
“T'ink t'at next time you play wit' yourself!”
John gasped.
“Absolutely! The ‘world’ changes according to your frequency of light,
size, scale, and speed. Just think of two bacteria hanging out together
on the end of a pin and one of them goes ‘Hey… You believe in
humans?’ And the other one goes– ‘Ack! Humans– they’re just a
myth!’ ” Bean belted out a “Ha! And just think if our speed of
awareness moved like continents in sloooow moootion or zinged like
an electron. Time is nothing more than the illusion created by our
speed of consciousness clocking nowness. Buckminster Fuller said it
best– ‘We now know what a person can hear, smell, touch, taste and
see is less than a millionth of reality.’ Bean says, however, a zillionth!”
Bean drifted off into the cosmos.
In the silence they noticed that John was crying.
“Frère! You OK?”
Bean shifted uncomfortably.
John slumped. “Yeah– I just… I mean– isn’t it all absolutely fuckin’
miraculous!” His body danced a different tune than his mouth.
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Bean’s big eyes were even bigger. “Yeah, uhhh, It’s awe-striking, really...
Uhhhh, you want some water?”
“No– shit! Sorry. I’m such an idiot.” John wiped his face. “I just feel
like… crushed… I mean if it’s all so huge and amazing and profound,
and we are so small– why are we screwin' it all up?”
Pierre put his arm around John. “Jaay, you fill your pockets and sink.
It not your fault.”
John slapped Pierre’s arm away and jumped to his feet – his wet eyes
raged: “I friggen' know it ain’t my fault– I didn’t choose to crawl
outta the swamp– I didn’t choose to be born! I didn’t choose to blow
up nuclear stinkin' bombs in the ocean or, or for my Dad to get
cancer! I don’t choose to kill Earth– but I do! I do it every day– every
day I chew on her– we all do– are we just weeds on this planet? Is this
what life is supposed to be about?”
Bean slowly nodded at John. Pierre looked hurt.
“Ahh! Sorry, P– It ain’t you– I’m just… I mean sometimes I think
that it would be better if we were extinct. We are a failed experiment.”
John sunk and melted back into his chair.

think we are in charge but who’s to say that the potato isn’t running
the show? They do sit at every golden altar now, don’t they! So
are we out of sync or not? Everything has a life span. All things
decompose and become something else. You die; we all die. Rocks
become sand; trees become soil for new trees. Earth will one day
blow– either by our hand or consumed by the swollen Sun. And
every single thing in the world is in pattern. Even seemingly random
atomic decay. Chaos happens, but it happens in pattern. Like leaves
on a tree, just sprouting out here and there. But then you look top
down you see a spiral just like DNA. Everything is in pattern. So why
wouldn’t humans also be in pattern? Even our behaviour. It’s just
such a complex pattern that it is hard to pin down. Maybe humans
are to grow beyond their means, and like a virus, kill their host and
subsequently us… Or… Maybe not.”
John nodded steadily. “Yeah, but we know better. This sounds plastic,
but it’s, it’s just a shame! Bean, you once said that everything that
is wrong in this world is because of people thinking with their ape
brains. But it ain’t apes killing Earth– It’s man.”
Bean shrugged. “Man is an ape, John.”
“Fuck t'e man!” Pierre blurted.

For once Bean’s mouth moved wordlessly around. Then his eyebrows
ruffled up and down. “Yeah, it’s kind of like Earth’s got a bad case of
the humans.” Bean made the international ‘I have crabs’ signal. “The
other planets are spinning around avoiding Earth– not making eye
contact.”

“But… Then we have no choice.” John looked at the floor.

John cracked a smile and shook his head slowly.

Bean rolled on: “Science! Not scientists– but science. We have the
collective scientific knowledge to fix every environmental and disease
blooper we’ve committed upon Earth. And we have the capability to
house, clothe, feed, educate, heal and entertain every single person
on Earth with minimal impact to her through science. Science just
needs to evolve to that place of whydom. Why it all is. We know
and have potential to know almost every single how in the universe

“I’m confused about it all too, gentlemen.” John and Pierre looked
amazed at Bean. “What? I don’t know it all. Most, but not all.” Bean
grinned. “You see– we are, for whatever reasons, born of the Earth.
We are a natural product of evolution. Yes we have changed our
environment– but environment has evolved us as well. We like to
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“Sure we do. We just need to cut the cord– separate.”
John looked back up and nodded steadily. “How, Bean?”
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and yet we still commit continual unfathomable harm until science
moves into the realm of whys. Since the dawn of time we have been
creating myths and stories to explain both the whys and the hows.
Science chased God around for a while and gave up on that slippery
devil. Then it split off on its path of hows. That division disabled
both science and spirituality. Now we know you cannot engage upon
the higher levels of physics unless you question what reality is. Nor
can you engage deeply into the spirit realm without questioning the
physical. Quantum physicists and spiritual prophets are beginning
to speak the same language. I find that really inspiring. You know
that Einstein believed that there can be one big grand unified theory
that explains it all.”
“Like what,” John sneered, “A unified god theory? Phhfffff. That is
where we get stuck in the hooie of it all. People have been trying to
create gawd for eons and look at where that has got us. If god were
really around he would slap all our asses! I mean more harm has been
committed in this world in the name of gawd than any other name.
Where the hell is gawd then?”
“Agreed #1. That’s why I pray at the altar of science. When I look up
the skirt of a nebula I see the grand holiness. When I crunch my
brain on the relationship between gamma rays and black holes I’m
in awe of the incredible mystery.”

“Ouai, chu d’accord. I vote Bean. Bean for God!” Pierre mused.
“No way, fellows, then every time someone is cumming or dying they
will be screaming, ‘Oh my Bean, oh my Bean!’ ”
“No Bean, I think P has something here! We could call the devil ‘hasbean’. And, and for holy water we’ll use bean juice!”
Bean rolled his big eyes.
“Oui, and we be called bean sprouts!” The gentlemen roared.
Bean shook his head: “Oh you silly human beans!”
………………………………………..

A23

John sat in his basement and stared into the candlelight that glinted off the blade of his father’s hunting
knife that hovered over his wrist. Out from behind
him slurred: ‘Pansy! Faggot! What kind of a man are you? May as well
slice yourself you coward, you’re gonna die anyways!’

John’s fingers clenched fist tight, knuckle white around the blade
handle. “If I could kill you, I would.”

John’s brow sank. “Yeah, well ‘God’s a prick’– That’s what my button
says!” His fists were clenched.

‘You don’t have the balls.’

The gentlemen paused. John’s eyes bolted around the room frantic.
Pierre focused in. “Is it t'e word you angry at, frère?”

John stood, shooting his chair back with a crass squeak. His dreads
slapped his face as he whipped around with the blade swung into an
arc behind him at… nothing.

“Huh?”
“T'e word. What behind it.”
“Mostly… I think we need to give gawd the boot.”
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He pulled his chair in, sank back down, dropped the knife and
grabbed his Wish Cup full of hot mint tea with both hands. Eyes
closed, he announced: “I wish I were free of you– you bastard,” and
took a sip and held the cup in one hand. John paused. Nothing
happened. He opened his eyes and his journal.
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John stopped writing, and stared into the candle flame. He bolted up
and grabbed his letter from uncle Joey. He pulled out the card and
looked at the crow who was staring at his own reflection.
Warmth began to glow within his belly. “It’s time.” He bounded up
the stairs to talk to Mom. He slowed down as he entered the all too
familiar blue flicker in the darkened room. Mom was on the couch
staring at the tube. Her mouth was slightly open. She looked glazed.
“Mom… Mom?”
“Uhh.”
“MOM!”
Mom’s gaze broke away from the box, “What– Can’t you see I’m
watching TV, Johnnie!” He just stared at her. She mumbled something as he turned away back downstairs to his room. He grabbed
his father’s hunting knife off his desk and spun out. He suddenly
froze in front of the pictures of Dad on the wall. Dad was crouched
in his bright orange hunting overalls. One of his hands hoisted up
the head of a deer by his antlers. He was a mess of five day beard
growth– a very rare sight. Dad’s shotgun was in his left hand and his
smile beamed with pride.
Just below that picture was another frame of a yellowed newspaper
clipping. Dad was in full police uniform. He was standing in front
of the little grocery store that was around the corner from their old
house. Two days prior to that photo Dad caught a live robbery in
action. The robber, wielding a huge kitchen knife, lunged at him
outside the store and Dad had to shoot his gun. The man died. Dad
received an honour from the mayor of Victoria. He looked into
Dad’s face– he had no smile. He looked rigid, like a statue.
‘Don’t be an idiot, boy. No good for nothin'.’
“Shit… Sorry Dad.” He gripped the knife and ran upstairs. Mom
didn’t notice him slowly enter the room. He stood silently in the
blue and grey flicker of the box. Blade in left hand, fist in the
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right. He moved behind the TV and without unplugging it ripped
through the electrical cord with the knife. Sparks flew as his body
shot backwards, landing half way into the kitchen. The fiery end of
the cord in the wall sparked, flamed and smoked until the electrical
breaker broke downstairs with an audible snap.

Mom flicked on the light and screamed in the smoke: “JOHNNIE…
JOHNNIE, WHAT IN GOD’S NAME HAVE YOU DONE!”
He was dazed. He opened his eyes to see Mom standing over him.
He raised his head. His hands stung with hot melted plastic and
electrical burns. He cracked a smile: “Call me krowe, Mom… I’m
krowe now.”

krowe laughed but Suzan was not laughing.
“I know– it looks pretty bad. It was stupid really, but I sliced the TV
cord on Mom last night.”
“Plugged-in, sliced, John, krowe, whoaaaa buddy, what was up?”
Suzan held her chest and took a deep breath.

“Well, I did it, Suzan!”
“Great John… What?”

“So what about TV do you hate, krowe?”

krowe smiled hard as his head thumped back onto the floor.
………………………………………..

“I weeded John! I’m krowe now!”
“Oh!… You mean crow: squawk, squawk. Or Krowe like your last
name?”
“Yeah! k-r-o-w-e– krowe. Small k though. I don’t need stupid capitals.”
krowe beamed hard. He was transformed. He looked lighter.
Suzan nodded a deep, slow nod, “Welcome, krowe!”
“Thanks.” krowe sat in the Super Sloucher and shuffled his feet–
happy feet.
“How did you do it John, I mean, krowe?”
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“Jesus jumping Christ, John! What did you do to yourself?”

“Sorry, Suzan– I kind of snapped. I just couldn’t watch my Mom
junk out on TV. You know we have five TVs in our house. And there
is always at least one on, if not two. I hate it, Suzan. TV is a drug and
it feeds the consumption of Earth. When she watches TV she looks
comatoast. And whenever I walk into a room I immediately stare
at it. I was practically raised on TV and I can’t not look at it. And I
refuse to eat the shit that pours out of it any more.”

“Oh, whatever, Johnnie!”

A26

krowe held out his hands. His right hand was seared between the
thumb and pointer finger, and his left hand had a cherry-sized raw
burn in the centre of his palm.

“Pretty much everything. It wrenches up my gut. And it always
makes me feel like a loser: not good enough, cool enough, or smart
enough– life’s just a big gap. Be afraid. Fill the void, consume,
consume, ravage, ravage, ravage till we all fall down. Screw that! I
cut the cord! I think TV helped make me sick, Suzan. You know my
last memory before floating away was of TV.”
Suzan’s chin gave a ‘tell me more’.
“A reality show. A bunch of videos that ‘circumstantially’ caught
people getting baked by cars. Videos that probably earned a schwack
of dough. Get my drift? Friggen' TVs! And we allow this dark light
to blast into our heads.” krowe pounded his head. “And I can’t get
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this image I saw of a grandma stuck on a car grill out of my head. I
just couldn’t move or look away from the box!”

Suzan suddenly turned to her desk, whipped out and waved a white
flag she had sitting under some papers.

“Whoa, krowe.” Suzan spoke gently. “It’s OK. I think you were
traumatized by what you saw.”

“What? Did I break a rule?”

“I know it isn’t TV’s fault. It’s the man behind the screen that’s spewing
the garbage out. But still– TV feeds everything that is wrong in this
world. So I cut the cord.”

“As a matter of fact you did– I just want to coach you a bit about how
to speak to your Mom.” She fluttered the white flag for emphasis.
“Could you put that last sentence into an ‘I’ statement? Pretend I’m
your Mom.”

“I see, krowe.” Suzan paused to gather her thoughts. “Did it work?”

“Uh… OK, I think you have a TV addiction.”

krowe shrugged. “Maybe not as well as smashing the satellite dishes
at the cable station would have. Imagine that– people would go
crazy! TV should come with a huge sticker– like on a pack of smokes:
‘Warning: this product is hazardous to your pimply ass and flabby
gut; will stain pictures into your brain; and make you feel like shit.
Enjoy the high-life!’ ”

“Nope– tell me about you, not me. And don’t label it as an addiction.
That’s a judgement word that would set me off.”

“So did it work?”
krowe was getting miffed. “Well, I killed it. One of them anyways…
'Cept my Mom was hanging out in her bedroom this morning–
watching TV of course. I know, Suzan– it wasn’t well planned. You’re
missing the point! I took action. I feel good for that, and I’ve marked
my transformation.” He held his hands out again.
“Yeah, OK, krowe. I apologize for getting stuck on the extreme
DANGER of your act.” Suzan cocked her head and looked at him
for acknowledgement. He nodded once. She continued, “OK then.
How’s your Mom?”
“Well, I don’t know actually. She hasn’t spoken to me since.”
“Damage control– what do you think you need to do now?”
“Well… Tell her she’s a TV addict?”
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“Uh OK. I have a problem with… the amount of TV you watch.”
“Bravo!” Suzan threw the white flag back on the desk and grabbed a
little rainbow flag: flutter-flutter. She was always full of tricks. “Now
why is that a problem for you? Remember– ‘I’ statement.”
“OK, it’s a problem for me… because I… I miss my Mom, Suzan. I
liked her more when she didn’t watch so much. We do absolutely
nothing together. She doesn’t bake any more. All she does is zone
on the box, record what she is going to miss due to bathing and
shopping– and watch recorded videos. You know the towels and TP
are stored in my closet because the freaking bathroom closet is full
of videos of soaps and game shows.”
“There we go– you miss your Mom. You miss the time you spent
together. You wish she would bake like she used to and do stuff
together– like what?”
“I don’t know– I don’t actually want to like go hang out or anything–
that would be embarrassing. I would like it if she hung out with
friends– you know– talked about what’s going on in her life– talk
about Dad even.”
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“So when are you going to share this?”
“Oh I don’t know. It’s won’t be easy, Suzan.”
“It will be hard, krowe– but you’ve transformed yourself– Does krowe
like a challenge?”
“Uhh, Yup.”
“Does krowe have strength and courage?”
“Yup!”
“Does krowe have a voice?”
“YES!”
“Do me proud, birdie– Show your Mama Bird how you’ve grown.
Talk to her about how you’re feeling.”
krowe reached over and grabbed the rainbow flag: “I may need
this!”
………………………………………..

A26.1

krowe came back from the can. He paused to
read a poem on her office door. He nodded
slowly, mumbled “My heart soars…” and
turned his head to look at Suzan. She winked at him and then
turned to write something on a pad on her desk. krowe moved down
the row of things to read. He noticed Suzan’s ‘Child and Youth Care’
degree on her wall.

“What do you believe, Suzan? You said in the beginning that we
would talk about our-selves.” krowe was smirking; he threw on a
German accent for fun. “Tell me vhat you zee in the vorld, zuzan.”
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“OK Dr. Fraud. I don’t get asked that very much. I’m glad you’re
interested.”
“Avoidance!”
“Did you know that ‘up yours’ was once a clinical term?”
krowe pulled his eyebrows apart as if he were righteously indignant
and wearing a monocle.
“I believe…” Suzan let out a sigh. “I believe that the whole world
is in total transition. I agree with you that we’ve got some pretty
serious choices to be made very soon because of the many silly
things we have done to the planet and one another. It seems like
there is so much more poverty and violence in the world now– an
era of despair. Yet power, control, war, famine, oppression– they’ve
always been around. I see all of these issues as different faces of the
same dynamic. But today there are two major differences, the first
being that these dynamics, have just changed form. Hitler, Stalin,
Mussolini– they’ve all died. But control by a few of the many is
still here: governmental and corporate. Slavery didn’t disappear; it
just changed forms of the first world over the third. Feudalism is
played out all around us, everyday by the unfathomable disparity of
collective wealth.”
“Whoa!”
“Yeah. You sure you want to hear this?”
“Absolutely! I need to learn.”
“Well, believe it or not this all makes me hopeful because if we are
aware of it and can see it– we can name it and change it.”
“Yeah… But awareness is like a fire that warms and burns.”
“Nice, krowe. You are quite a poet! Yup– it’s painful. Even more
painful because the second difference is that our same actions
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we’ve always committed now perpetrate much greater harm and
consequence. Have you seen that movie that came out a couple
years ago called Contact?”

It is international law. It covers education, rights to respect, rights to
health-care etc. And it implicitly states that children have the right
to be consulted upon issues that affect them.”

krowe shook a ‘no’.

krowe shrugged a ‘so’.

“With Jodie Foster? Well it’s about a contact from an extra-terrestrial
and its impact on the world. Some people’s beliefs of God felt
threatened by this alien contact and they reacted by control and
aggression. Foster, on the other hand, stated that the first question
she would ask the alien is ‘How did you survive your technological
adolescence?’ That really hit home for me. Our technological abilities
have exceeded the rest of our consciousness.”

“You see, all decisions need to be in the best interest of children. Think
about it– nuclear arms affect children– if just one is used in warfare it
will trigger a chain reaction that will completely annihilate the Earth
in nine minutes flat. Now that affects children. It is obviously not
in the best interest of children to have nuclear arms, nor chopping
down ancient trees to wipe our bootys or poisoning the oceans.”

krowe looked at the ground. “Apes with a bomb. So what is the
solution?”
“I don’t believe in ‘the’s. I believe in ‘a’s. You have a solution and I
have a solution. I have to have faith that you are taking care of your
corner, and you have faith that I am taking care of mine. Right now
there are millions of people who spend their whole lives trying to
enact their solution. I believe we know– cognitively– in our heads
what needs to be done. I hear people time and time again saying ‘I
know this isn’t good for me,’ but they do it anyway. What seems to
be missing is the knowing in our hearts.”
“What’s your solution?”
“Have you heard of the United Nations Convention on the Rights
of the Child?”
“Nope.”
“I’m not surprised– Let me tell you that I believe it is the most
important document written in the 20th century. To render it down
to bare essentials– it is a convention signed by almost every country
in the world to honour the rights of children set out in the document.
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“Ziggy! Are governments following through?”
“Nope. That’s where I come in. And you, as a youth. We are getting
the word out. Canada signed it in ‘91. The United States is one of
the last two counties in the world who hasn’t ratified it yet. The
other is Somalia.”
“Fasc-U-S-ts! I’m not surprised. Uncle Joey hates the arrogant yanks.”
“Hmmm,” Suzan squinted.
“The only problem is that it has to happen a lot faster. What’s being
done? Has it made a difference?”
“Well, actually child poverty has quite increased since Canada signed
the Convention.”
krowe shook his head. “You see– governments are useless. They don’t
act in the best interest of the people or the planet. We need really
big change; I mean the whole freaking kit-and-caboodle has gotta
be worked over. Massive globular change– MGC!”
“MGC. I like that!”
The door knocked.
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“Oh jeez, krowe. Sorry, I lost track. My next appointment is here and
we haven’t even talked about the ‘monster’.”
“It’s OK. I re-named him ‘the malevolent’.”
“Oooh, good one. Has he shown his butt-ugly face this week?” No
response. “Has he taken you over with anxiety recently?”
krowe shrugged.
“How many times have you left the house?”
krowe looked at the floor and fiddled with Suzan’s rainbow flag.
“Not much. Once to Bean’s. And the hospital, of course.”
“krowe, how has your transformation impacted the malevolent?
You are the new krowe who is strong and has a voice. Has he been
evicted?”
krowe shook his head. “Not yet… But he will. He has to. I have to.
I have to face him.”

………………………………………..

“Johnnie– First day of school next week. Are you ready?”
“Yeah, Mom– I’m ready.”
“Did you buy new clothes with your birthday money?”
“Yeah.”

“Why?”

“Good for you! You feel better?”

“Because the world needs me, Suzan. The world needs me to spark
change.”

“Ahh christ, Mom!”

Suzan reached out and grabbed krowe’s hand that held the rainbow
flag. Flutter, flutter, flutter was all she said.

“It’ll be OK.”

………………………………………..

S1

“Johnnie I’m just worried that school/”

“Do you/”
“Mom! Don’t worry!”

A30

“But will you/”
“MOM!”
“Alright then, Johnnie– You don’t have to harp about it!”
………………………………………..
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krowe sat on the bed. He read the letter twice. He shook his head–
the dreads dreaded. He turned to look at his calendar– September
3rd. Three days until school. Worry oozed out of the pores on his
face. His hand mashed the business card that Suzan included in
the letter. He unfolded it, looked again, then ripped it and the
letter up and threw it in the garbage. krowe thundered out of his
room. Moments later he pulled back in, grabbed the pieces of
paper out of the garbage can and slammed them into the recycle
bin instead.
………………………………………..

“Johnnie!… Johnnie!” Donk, donk, donk, donk: Mom
bounced down the stairs. She opened his door– without knocking. “Johnnie– you’re still in bed– Pierre is
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going to be here any…” No response. Mom stared at the figure
in the bed: a body shape completely covered– with blanket taught
and tucked under feet and head. Straight and solid– like in a
casket.
Mom’s guts turned over, “JOHNNIE!”– and she lunged forward
to rip the covers completely off of him– hard.
krowe lay rigid: eyes wide open, fully dressed, arms crossed on his
chest. “What.”
“You shit!” Mom never swore. “You really scared me.”
“What?” krowe had a look of indignation.
Mom marched out of the room and krowe remained in bed and
stared at the ceiling.
………………………………………..

S7.1

“Oi! Hurry up, krowe– We gonna be late.”

krowe gathered The Rucksack. He wore his bestworst for the first day of school. Baggy faded black hemp jeans,
freshly washed and very ripped, black underwear with skulls
showing through holes in the ass. Twisted Sister ¾ length concert
shirt from 1984. A cherished gift from uncle Joey’s head banger
years: black arms, white body, with Dee Snider’s demented lipsticked face on the front– perfect condition. The ‘We’re not gonna
take it’ tour.

Then there was Pierre: fresh shaved lid; leather vest– smelly;
polished black docs– also smelly; and a newly painted flag pinned
to his back:
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“I can’t believe you are rushing to get to school, ya freak.”
“I want t'e good seat.”
Pierre bolted out the door. Krowe pulled on his boots and followed
but froze solid in the early light of the Sun. His heart slammed
into his chest. Hot liquid ran down his spine and gathered at the
pit of his gut– dissolving his innards with acid. Pierre stopped
when he noticed krowe wasn’t with him.
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“Frère… Frère. You OK?”

looked the malevolent straight into his eye, “Burn, you bastard!”

krowe just stood, stunned, like a deer in headlights. “Wha…?”

krowe turned his back on him and walked on in.

“Look to me, krowe.” Pierre got right into his face. krowe managed to
focus on his eyes. “You don’t 'ave to go… You stay 'ome.”

………………………………………..

“No, I do Pierre… I have to do this.”
“OK t'en.” Pierre took his board and laid it down on the ground.
Pointing at it he said, “assis-toi.” krowe followed and sat down.
Pierre started pushing, slowly at first. krowe gripped the board, feet
pulled in, curled up and safe. Then faster. krowe felt more alive by
the exhilaration of movement and the adrenaline dose. Faster– the
board screeched along the pavement. Pierre shouted– “I 'ave surprise
for you– at school.”
krowe yelled back, “What is it?” Pierre ignored him and pushed.
Faster on the flats and held a bit back on the downhills. The wheels
squealed and krowe leaned into a curve at the stop sign– his heart
pounded and he laughed hard.
They crossed through the road without even looking. A car– that
wasn’t even close– screeched to a stop, and wailed on his horn to
show his inconvenience. “Stupid damn kids!” Pierre gave him a Billy
Idol and pushed on. They rounded another corner and stopped to
face the grand, old stone building of Vic High .
Pierre gleamed: “Regarde– pour toi!”
krowe jumped off the board. His body buzzed from the ride. He
rubbed his sore butt and beamed with delight. Even from the road
he could see the words above the doorway. All the students– and
teachers– were welcomed on their first day back to school with the
bold red and black letters: “THINK FOR YOURSELF!”
With Pierre leading the way, krowe walked across the grass and up the
stairs. Feeling sharp tug after slur after tug he whipped around and
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krowe sat in English class. ‘Yeesh– Englitch in first
block. How cruel. And P is not in any of my classes!’
krowe theorized that it was an intentional act of the
‘Principal-Vice’ due to last year’s antics.

S7.2

krowe sat at the back of the class– of course. Nobody sat with
him– also of course. The class filled with new doo’s and duds. Lots of
laughs and talks. Also loads of gold and obscenely expensive brand
names. “Walking friggen' billboards,” krowe murmured. ‘How do
they take over our minds?’ krowe heard moments earlier in the hallway that some kid got beaten to oblivion– jacked for his clothes.
He imagined a board-meeting full of stiff, fat, white men: ‘I have
a dream… We will get people to pay us to wear our advertisements!
We will create ‘upings’ in the name of our logo. Our name will make
headlines. We will never surrender!’
The teacher came in and closed the door. The din dulled with her
presence. New to the school this year, she was a young brown woman
with pierced nose and shoulder length dark hair. ‘East Indian?’
wondered krowe. She was grinning strangely. She didn’t speak but
went first to do something at her desk.
Then the door opened again and the din stopped altogether. In
walked a mop of bright orange and purple; a neck encircled with a
spiked dog collar; a long-sleeved red and black striped shirt under
soggy black overalls; army boots with purple spirals painted on the
toes; brown eyes and a smirk. krowe and the smirk made immediate
eye contact. Heads turned as she walked graceful and deliberate right
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up to his desk. He was stunned by her gaze. She breezed out a mock
American twang: “Is this seat taaken, straaanger?”
krowe’s heart pumped double time. His face flushed from the
attention but he managed to pull off a smoky Americano: “It’s free,
doll-face.”
She plopped down on the stool beside him and looked up to see
most of the class staring. Before she had a chance to give them the
finger, heads turned back as the teacher said, “Welcome to grade
12 English– I am new to the school and My name is Ms. Mandeep
Gill.”
krowe raised his eyebrows and noted in his mind that he was expecting
Ms. Gill to have an East Indian accent. ‘Well, wasn’t that racist.’
“Who are you?” the smirked one beside him whispered.
Krowe turned his head towards her. “Uh… I’m krowe– john krowe…
Small letters, no capitals,” he whispered back.
“krowe. Was your name given or found?”
“Uhh… Both I guess. What’s your name?”
“Harold.” Blink, blink, blink.
A laugh erupted from krowe so fast that he could barely contain
it. Out sprayed from his finger gaps a head turning ggnaahftt!
He managed to conceal it with a couple of coughs and a big fake
aaatchhooo.
‘Harold’ leaned over and whispered: “You can call me Harry.”
krowe stopped in his laughter tracks. ‘Oops, maybe her name is
Harold… Maybe she’s a he.’ He re-found his usual stupid nervousness
that erupted around people.
‘Harry’ broke a smile. She wrote on a piece of paper and slid over to
him:
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krowe wrote back:

and shook her hand.
They both turned their heads and tuned in just in time to hear: “Well,
let’s just say that I’ve been struck by a spark of inspiration. I will be
honest with you– I decided 10 minutes ago to completely change
this years’ course. For the next three weeks we are going to whip
through the regular English curriculum while I get prepared. Then
we are going to study Media Literacy.” Ms. Gill took a big breath. She
looked like contained fire. “This is one of my biggest passions. Why?
Because we are avalanched upon with information in today’s world–
just in advertisements alone. By the time you leave highschool– and
that would be this year I hope.” Snickers from the crowd. “You will
see at least 8000 TV murders, 100,000 other acts of violence and over
60,000 TV commercials. These are stunning figures. Just today even
before you sit down to supper tonight– on average– you will have
consumed nine chocolate and candy treat ads, three fast food and six
soft drink ads. What I hope you will learn from this section is how to
deconstruct media. Blow it up– rip it apart, then put it back together
again so that you will be smarter than the information pushers.”
She gleamed. “True or false, on average children spend more time
watching TV than going to school or talking to parents. Hands up
if you believe that is false.” About half the class raised their hands.
“Nope– it’s true!” Huhs from the class. “How about this one– North
Americans drink more pop than water. Hands up for true.” Some
hands went up. “Unfortunately you are right– that is true.”
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A dialogue ensued between the class and Ms. Gill. krowe turned to
Wind and said, “Wow– I can’t believe I’m saying this. I’m actually
looking forward to learning this.” Wind just smiled a Mona Lisa.
krowe threw a ‘what’ from his chin.
“Media… I am my own media,” she smirked.
krowe’s heart wanted to flip through her magazine.
………………………………………..

S7.3

Mom came downstairs to hear krowe’s low droning
music. She spoke as she opened his door: “How was
school today/Oh my Lord!”

Mom spoke in spasms: “I’m so… sooorry, Johnnie… I can’t believe..
I walked in on you…”
“You sure ruined the moment!”
They laughed more and giggled, then laughed hard again and sighed.
krowe wiped a tear from his eyes. Mom let them hang out on her
cheeks and savoured their warmth.
She finally managed: “I forgot that boys– you know.”
“What? It’s not only boys that whack-off.”
“Johnnie! I mean it’s sort of more…” Mom giggled and flexed her
neck and jaw: “obvious.”

krowe– caught on his knees, fully naked, clothes sprawled all over
his bed, boner in hand, bottle of hand lotion by his knee and shock
on his face.

“Wheeewww. Yup!” krowe exhaled what seemed like a year of tension.
He felt light. Buzzed from the laughter.

She spun around, slammed the door, raced upstairs and into her
room. On went the TV.

krowe turned fully towards Mom. Words of Suzan echoed in his
head: ‘Let'er rip krowe, Let'er rip!’

‘Well, you got your answer!’

“Mom I/” | “Johnnie I/”

S7.4

………………………………………..

They both smiled.

“Hey Mom… I/”

“Let me go first Johnnie. It’s been a long time since we laughed
together.”

“I’m so sorry, Johnnie. I will never, ever open your
door again without knocking.”

“About time, Mom!”
krowe sat on the edge of Mom’s bed. She actually turned off the
TV. Silence rang loud in krowe’s ears. He looked at the floor. He sat
kilos away from her. He cocked his head sideways and cautiously
stretched his eyes to meet hers– smiling.
They burst out in a hard laughter that shattered the silence and space
between them.
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krowe nodded.
“I don’t know what I have done wrong as a Mom.”
“You haven’t done anything wrong/”
“But I don’t want it to be this way/”
“Neither do I.”
“I want/”
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“I want too, Mom…”
Both krowe and Mom’s mouths flexed. Mom burst out. Tears flowed.
She rushed over and hugged krowe, arms and all. He went rigid like
a rake. His forehead crumpled and he squished his eyes shut. No
tears fell from him.
krowe kept his eyes closed as he spoke. He talked to Mom about
Dad, his anger and the night he cut the cord. And he heard from her
that TV helped tune out the world. “You see, Dad never left. I see
him everyday in you… when you’re angry.”
krowe felt stunned.
“But he was also a good man, Johnnie.”
“Yeah, I know, Mom.”
“He was very strong and he did love you. He was a good man.”
“I know, Mom! I know.”
Mom rubbed krowe’s back. “I’ll make cookies tonight.”
“Really?” krowe looked up at her and smiled. “And I’ll clean up my
room!”
Mom’s eyes went big. “Really?”
“Just kidding Mom.”
“Ah! You have your father’s sense of humour!”
………………………………………..
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In the brown manila envelope there were three items: a
letter, a typed story and a little book. The letter said:
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krowe paused to rest his eyes from travelling more words. He was
surprised. For the first time ever he felt a hint of worry for his uncle.
krowe shook the thought out of his head and grabbed uncle Joey’s
story.

Smoke rode the air currents, twisting a
greyish yellow stream from the cigarette nestled
between the tar stained banks of her fingers.
She thrashed a stir in the smoke pool with each
arm raised to pull a breath of smoke. Her mouth
harboured the smoke for a moment only to expel it
as a fire hose column of grey up into the air.
”I was 10,” spilled Auntie Yaryna’s words that
began sharp like the onion shaped cupola spiralling
above a Ukrainian church, the word ends softened
with whisky.
”I was too young to know all the details,
rozomeyou, you understand? I diden’t read the papers
even though Deedoos wrote for the Ukrainian one. I
diden’t attend all the meetings. But I watched. I
saw. It was just after the Great War. I don’t know
why they called it the Great War. I don’t think any
war is great. Whoever had the luck to come back
diden’t come home in one piece.”
Another pull and column of smoke.
”You’ll remember that I was raised by Baba
and Deedoos. My Mama and Papa died young in an
accident. Or that is what I was told. I don’t
remember them and there are no pictures of my Papa.
I think that something else happened, like Mama got
pregnant and he took off. I have a good idea what
happened to Mama by the look in Baba’s eye whenever
I asked of her. That was the way things were for
the old people. You diden’t talk of tragedy.
”They were from the old country. They were not
in Canada for very long. Deedoos was a bright man.
He spoke 5 languages. He wrote for the newspaper,
Robochny Narod, the ’Working People’. He was allways
smoking his pipe, listening to radio and writing or
reading. He attended all the meetings each night.
He brought me to a couple. He wanted me to know. I
was one of a handful of children and usually the
only girl. I remember the excitement of the votes.
’Hurrah, Hurrah, Hurrah,’ they would yell. And the
night they voted 11,000 to 800 for the strike, the
excitement was so feverish they threw in a fourth
’hurrah,’ called a tiger back then! The Winnipeg
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General Strike began, 11 a.m., May 15th, nineteen
nineteen.
Auntie butted out her smoke. Her fingers
crushed the hot ash without a wince.
”You see times were tough. Wages were peanuts.
Hours of work long. Winnipeg was divided by
class and by river. We lived with all the other
immigrants in the North End. Across the river lived
the bosses and owners in the south. All of them
were white and English.
”The day of the strike, 30,000 people walked
off the job. Trams were stopped. Post offices,
restaurants, gas and food shops were closed. We
got our food in secret from an immigrant grocery
store. We were allways OK with food. There were no
telephones and the workers even lowered the water
pressure. I don’t know how they did that.
”Even the police supported the strike. But the
strike committee asked them to stay on the job
so that some order was maintained. Because they
supported us, they eventually got replaced by hired
thugs with clubs.
”The war was over but a revolution was still
happening in Russia, the Bolsheviks! The Canadian
government feared revolution here. No doubt, we
shut the city down! The strike committee had
complete control. I remember the signs giving
permission to certain stores to sell ice, bread,
and milk. Even the theatre was open ’by authority
of the strike committee.’ They got the bosses’ goat.
There was talk of one big union. Here, look at
this, a poster that Deedoos hung around town.”
Auntie Yaryna gave me a Chick’ai while she
grabbed and searched around in a cardboard folder.
She pulled out an old tattered poster that was the
colour of her smoky fingers. It was written in
the beautiful dance of Ukrainian Cyrillic script.
I handed it back to her too quick to have read
it. She squinted at me then looked out the window
with far away eyes. ”Deedoos used to write that
as immigrants we needed to learn and speak the
language of this country. He also wrote that we
had the right to learn and teach our own language
in school.” She looked down at the poster and
continued, ”The government diden’t let us.”
She first read it in Ukrainian. Her words
danced like they looked. Being left out of that
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dance I felt an ache from my chest to my rootless
feet. Auntie took a raspy breath and translated for
me: ”We have withdrawn labour from all industry,
and it will stay withdrawn until the bosses realize
that they cannot stand against the labour masses.
If we can control industrial production now, at
this time, we can control it for all time to come,
and we can control the government of this country
too.”
”Three Hurrahs!” I said.
”Dushe dobra,” she smiled, put down the poster
and continued. ”The owners and the bosses also
organized themselves. All that the strikers wanted
was the right to collective bargain. It went on
and on for over a month. The bosses dug in thier
heels and it got uglier. The thugs even stormed
our church. There were threats of expulsion of
immigrant Canadian citizens involved with the
strike. They were even threatening to deport thier
children who were born in Canada! It was scary.
There was a lot of ugly discussion about who was
and who wasen’t a Canadian. They arrested some of
Deedoos’ friends on sedition. Then it ended soon
after the mounted police came in and stormed a
parade. It caused a riot. We called it Bloody
Saturday. Many people were hurt. Some people were
killed! Deedoos got hit in the head with a club. He
was 68, those courva!”
Auntie Yaryna shuffled again through the
cardboard folder. ”I guess we scared them.” She
pulled out a newspaper clipping that she said once
hung on her bathroom wall by the mirror. She smiled
with memories. ”If by revolution is meant violence,
forcible taking over of property, the killing or
maiming of men, surely no group of workers dreamed
of such action. But if by revolution is meant that
a Great Change is coming over the face of the
world, which will transform our method of carrying
on industry, then we do believe in such a Great
Change and that our General Strike was one definite
step toward it.”
”Three hurrahs AND a tiger!” I exclaimed.
”Dyakayou, Auntie Yaryna!” She smiled and nodded
as she lit another smoke, and I felt a little root
grow from my feet into the Earth taking a little
piece of my ache away.
Chick’ai!
Chick’ai!
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krowe put down the story. He would leave the book for tomorrow.
His eyes just couldn’t travel another word.
………………………………………..

S15

Right out of bed krowe grabbed the little book uncle
Joey sent called: The Riel Poetry of Rebellion. The fuzzy
end of a grass blade gone to seed was sticking out of a
page. krowe brushed the fuzz across his palm and flipped the book
open:

À d’autres la tempérance,
Moi je ne suis pas si fou.
Je me crois dans l’abondance
Quand j’ai pris un petit coup.
S’il me fallait ne pas boire
Je me croirais à ma fin.
Et l’on ne pourrait pas croire
Que je suis canadien.

Others prefer moderationmyself I am not that crazy.
I do not believe in abundance
when I take a drink.
You see if I were not to drink
I would be at my end.
Because then how could I proclaim
That I am Canadian?

krowe laughed out loud. He continued to read the tiny writing that
filled the margin of the book. Uncle Joey once said “What good are
books if you can’t write back?” It said:

………………………………………..

S16

about evil sugar sometime.” krowe reached into The Rucksack and
threw him a stuffed Orca that he used to sleep with, but now carried
around. Pierre nodded and fiddled with it as he walked. “Louis was
voice. Gabriel t'e fire! T'ey form Manitoba. Canadien government
didn’t want reds in power. Louis and Gabriel held a huge rebellion.”
Pierre buffed his scalp and looked at the grey sky. “1885.”
“Ziggy– a team! Wha’d they do?”
“T'ey stood up! Ottawa government told Métis how to live. Stuck
t'em in squares of land. Square don’t follow rivers, t'e water or bison…
What bison were left. Didn’t make sense. Métis were starving and
dying. Louis was elected t'ree time by t'e people but Ottawa no
listen. So t'ey fought and won… T'en lost. Louis stopped Métis from
killing t'e anglais. He turned himself in. He spoke truth in courts.
He thought truth set him free. He had vision t'at nort'west Canada
be land for Indians and all oppressed people of world. He say t'at
canadien government lost right to govern t'e people.”
krowe pounded a fist onto the grass. “All the freakin' govs of the
world have lost that right! They still aren’t doing what needs to be
done for the people or planet.”
Pierre stopped pacing and looked krowe in the eye. “T'ey hanged
him. T'e canadien’s hanged him. November 16. Take guess who
government of nort'west Canada was before Louis made Manitoba.”
krowe shrugged.

Pierre giggled reading uncle Joey’s comments. Excited
he jumped up and paced the grass they lay upon
outside of Vic High. “Oui. Oui, I know Louis– He’s
Métis hero. Cree en français– like me! 'Im and Gabriel Dumont
stirred up much bison shit!”

“'Udson’s Bay Company.”

krowe’s eyes followed him back and forth. “P! I’m getting sea sick
watching you!”

Pierre nodded. “A frickin' corp. T'ey sold nort'west to t'e canadiens
over Indians and Métis– t'e people who born and live Here… Why
invade country if you can just buy it.”

Pierre shook his head. “Je suis. Too much sugar as kid. I tell you
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krowe shook his head. “Hudson’s Bay. A friggen' corp!”

krowe looked up at the canadian flag flying high over Vic High. It
waved back at him. Then like a bolt of lightening from above, he
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remembered the newspaper article Ms. Gill assigned him and Wind
to read and deconstruct. “Pierre… I just read that some yankee
corp– warehouser or something like that– is buying macmillion
bloedel– that huge BC forest clearcutter.”
Pierre nodded with steely eyes.
“So that means an american corp is in charge of over a million hectares
of BC land and will own a quarter million hectares of what was our
common land– our land!”
“Why invade country when you can just buy it?”
krowe jumped up to Pierre face on. “P– we’ve got to do it! We’ve got
to fight like Louis and Gabriel to take it back, to take it all back– our
Earth!”
Pierre shrugged. “Louis maybe nuts. He t'ought he was a prophet
and talked to God.”
“Oh.” krowe shoulders slumped. Then he whipped his eyes back to
the canadian flag flying high and gave it a middle finger salute. “Fuck
the govs!”

never wrote in cards in order that they could be reused. Reuse– the
second ‘R’ of krowe’s holy trilogy. Reduce being the first choice with
the least impact. Use it up, wear it out, make do, do without. Reduce,
reuse and of course recycle being the third holy ‘R’. He flipped open
the letter and scanned rapidly.
‘Sept 12th, 1999… blah, blah, blah… thinking of you……… Uncle
Dan is feeling better… blah, blah… Your father… blah, blah… John
we are praying for you to open your heart and accept Jesu/’
krowe wrenched the card, letter and envelope up into a paper twister,
marched to the corner of his room and chose the third holy ‘R’
accordingly.
………………………………………..
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krowe, Wind, and Pierre sat in the foyer. Breaks were
the only times all three could connect together. Pierre
now brought his guitar to school with him to play. He
sat there plunking, wearing his new button krowe painted for him as
an assignment in English class:

………………………………………..
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“Johnnie, a letter came in the mail for you.”

krowe raced upstairs to grab it. He could tell, even
from a distance, that it was from Auntie Esther. His pace slowed
from a race to a trot, to a crawl, to feet stuck in the mud.

Mom walked towards him. “She means well, Johnnie,” and handed
him the letter.
He went downstairs to open the card out of obligation. On the cover
was a picture of Jesus holding a lamb. krowe spoke as he opened the
card: “I got sheered by Jesus!” The card’s inscription read ‘God is love.
John 4:16.’ krowe humpfed. There was also a letter. Auntie Esther
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It was strange and awesome to hear him plunk old punk licks on
a classical: “Bam, bam, bam-bam. Bam, bam, bam-bam. I want t'e
be sedated.” Since becoming the new owner of the guitar, it now
sported a Métis flag– the infinity sign and a bison, white on blue.
Pierre kept the Orca sticker on, in honour of krowe, but he gave it
a red ‘mohawk’ and a fin piercing.
“You wanna know what I find the most disturbing about this Y2K
shit?” posed krowe.
Wind cocked an eye towards him out of her magazine she was
reading.
“It’s the money suckers.”
“Fricken' money suckers,” Pierre threw out while still plunking
away.
“What do you mean?” blew from behind the magazine.
“I mean, I was driving up to the mall with my Mom yesterday, and I

passed at least three store-front signs trying to scare me into buying
something for when the world falls apart. And I saw this other sign
on some church– can’t remember which one, it was linking the new
millennium with the apocalypse. That pisses me off and freaks me
out.”
Wind put down her mag. “Oh don’t worry, the Christians have
been waiting for the end of the world since the beginning of the
world. Adventists, Mormons, Jehovahs, Jews, Davidians– all of 'em.
The world was gonna end in 666, 1033, 1284… 1492, 1496, 1588,
1666, 1789, 1844 and even December 23, 2012 according to the
Mayans.” krowe’s eyebrows ‘wowed’ at the list of apocalypses recited
by Wind. She continued: “I guess we’re just due for a new end-ofthe-world freak-out.”
“I guess so– but it’s kind of a self-fulfilling prophecy isn’t it?”
“Well, it hasn’t fulfilled itself yet. It’s a big deal moving from 1999
to 2K. It’s like a marker. Remember those old hokey space movies
that were said to take place around the year 2000? With all the hype
and skewed ideas, people get nervous– especially with the computer
bloopers.”
“Y2K– Blow it!” blurted out Pierre.
“How do you know all this, Wind?” krowe asked.
Wind shrugged, “One of my hobbies.”
“Apocalypses?”
“No– cults.”
krowe was captivated with Wind. Every day for the last 2 ½ weeks
he has learnt new things about her. Her hippie birth parents. Her
adoption and upbringing in a ‘well-to-do’ Uplands home. Her
adopted father’s hyper-capitalism and his political/business ventures
(which are one and the same according to Wind). Her expulsion
from a Christian private school (which prefers to be called an
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independent school because ‘private’ sounds way to, well, private).
Her self enrolment in Vic High because she wanted to be with ‘the
people’. Her sense of being a renegade in this world– a maverick.
Her isolation and aloneness compounded by her self-described
weirdness.
“Cults! Wicked– tell me more, Wind!”
“Fricken' cults!” Plink, strum, plunk.
“Well first off– I think that everything is a cult. All organized groups
have varying levels of ‘cultness’– it’s just that some are more ‘culty’
than others.”
“Name some cults!” The challenge was on.
“Well– Weight Watchers, AA, Ravers, Catholics, Protestants… Even
gender is a cult… Unions, the Masons.”
“Frickin' Masons!”
“Careful Pierre!” Wind made her brown eyes go steely, darting back
and forth, “They’re everywhere.”
krowe’s eyes narrowed. “So everyone’s a cult! What the hell is a cult
then?”
“What the cult is a hell then?” Wind snickered. “Alright, follow
my lead.” Pierre tuned out to plunk while krowe rubbed his hands
together excitedly. “One: They zealously follow a leader.”
krowe thought and shook a ‘no’.
“Two: They’ll try to get you to join.”
krowe flung up a finger.
Wind raised an eyebrow but continued: “They obsess on making
money.” krowe nodded furiously and raised another finger. “What
are you doing krowe?”
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“You’ll see.”
“OK, weirdo! Four: Don’t question or doubt… They use mind
numbing techniques.”
Boing– another finger.
“The leaders influence how you think and act. They believe they
have the right and just truth. They see the world as ‘us versus them’.
The leader is protected from accountability. The ends justify the
means. You are made to feel guilty. You’re encouraged to cut ties
with family and friends and spend all your time with the group and
only the group.”
Wind looked at krowe’s nine fingers. “Alright– Who’d you gauge?
Tell me!”
“The Y2K fear cult!”
Wind nodded. “Freaky huh? You think that’s bad you should see
how many cult points America gets in war time.”
krowe shook a willies. “You know it just seems like all this fearmongering is trying to gain either customers or sinners.”
“One and the same,” Wind wisped.
krowe squished his eyes up. “What do you believe? You go to church,
yet...”
Wind shrugged and smiled: “Don’t know yet.”
krowe shrugged as well. “I think what disturbs me the most is not
It’s people’s response to it.” krowe was getting ruffled.

Y2K.

Wind spoke slowly with wide eyes: “There are some who have much
to gain by creating fear in the world.”
“Yeah, and my sister and her hairy boyfriend: Earth-people as Bean
would say. Yet she took one of Dad’s guns to their cabin in the
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woods. I went out to visit the other day and they have a huge stock
pile of food, water, and artillery!”
“Yup, they’re not the only ones freaking out. My parents have
converted a chunk of money into gold– just in case cash is useless
after the complete economic collapse. Such capitalists! What good
is gold if the world falls apart?”
“No shit, hey. Well my sister firmly believes it will. So the other day
she pulled me aside, away from my Mom and had this demented
look in her face like she was offering me redemption and said ‘when
it all comes down, you and Mom will come stay with us– huh? You
really don’t want to be in the city.’ New ne new na. New ne new na.
I told her to ‘head out of the mush-room.’ ” krowe shook his head.
“It’s like on P’s jacket– ‘You see yourself ’. You know what I mean?
We create the outcome.”
Wind nodded. “Yeah and at any given time if you look for apocalypse
you’re gonna see it because society is constantly in a state of creation
and decay.”
“Huh.” krowe’s voice trailed off into a whisper. “A lot of decay.”
“But then again, what if nobody prepares and something does
happen? There’s an old saying: ‘Have faith in Allah, but harness the
camels.’ ”
“Good point.” krowe stood and paced– His forehead creased and
mouth tensed.

krowe shrugged, “I guess I would give you two a call.”
“Phones are dead.”
“Then I’d take a bus over/”
“Buses not running.”
“Then I’d walk– I think my boots are Y2K compliant.”
“Can’t leave, army is in streets, martial law, total government control,
media says terrorist attack imminent in the states/”
“Fricken' States!” Plink, plunk.
“Oh come on, Wind/”
“Mass panic and looting, no food in stores, water system doesn’t
work, people getting sick.”
“That won’t happen!”
“Hospitals down/”
“Then I’ll/”
“Cities on fire/”
“I’ll/”
“House robberies for food/”

“Well– I don’t know. I know they’re working on it. But if the
doomsday psycho-cults keep pushing the end of the world then
there will be a problem. It’s like a mirror.”

“WE’LL RUN AWAY THEN!” krowe yelled, by accident. He
shocked himself and his crew. Pierre stopped plunking and looked
up to see krowe staring right into Wind’s browns, her smile coy. She
winked at krowe. He felt kind of chivalrous on the inside. krowe
was succumbing to the cult of Wind.

“So Mr. Philosopher, what will you do if Y2K comes true?”

Pierre rolled his eyes: PLUNK! “Frickin' romantics!”

“What– are ya trying to solve this one for the world?” Wind giggled.
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S27

Once not too long ago, when the Earth was green, the people of the
land lived in harmony with the land. They called her Turtle Island,
because when you look at North America from the eyes of golden Sun, that’s
how she looks. Then one day a boat of very lost and hungry people were
found on the shore by the people of Turtle Island. These sea people were
not well: they were sick of body, mind and spirit. The Island people gave
generously and healed their bodies. The sea people spoke of their search
for glory, but they had only gold in their eyes. They spoke of acting on
behalf of the creator, but they raped the people’s women. These sea people
acted like savages. The island people let them stay though, for we are
children of Earth Mother, not owners of her. There is enough room for us
all.”
The sea people became feverish over the furs the island people used
to keep warm. They brought out all sorts of magical, unseen objects that
dazzled the mind: to trade with the First People. And they traded, and
they traded and more people from the sea came, and they moved deeper
into Turtle island: and they traded. The First people gave up old ways
to hunt and trap furs so that they could trade. And they traded. Many
young people became old, over and over and over, until one day the people
from the sea decided that turtle island was theirs. To maintain control
of the island they stuffed the First peoples away into prisons fenced by
poverty, dope, and disease. And many years later the sea children of the
children’s, children’s, children said to the First People ”You are cruel to
trap and hunt. You are savage.” And thus the First People were caught.

S28

krowe met up with Wind in the hallway prior to
class. She was home sick yesterday and missed the
grand opening of Ms. Gill’s Media Deconstruction
component. Arranged by phone last night, krowe never thought
he’d see the day he’d be sitting at school 8:20 in the morning talking
about English.

“That question must have got people going.” Wind sounded sleepy.
“Yeah, and of course Zipper put his hand up: ‘I like to be
manipulated!’”
“Of course he does. So then what?”
“She asked us if we ever got a toy for a holiday or birthday, and it
absolutely sucked– nothing like what we thought it was.”
“Ahhh, did you?”
“Yup, tonnes of times. I got this set of plastic army guys when I
was seven. Tanks and missiles, little plastic soldiers, some of them
wielding little plastic guns with bayonets on the end. You know– I
can’t believe they would sell that crap to a child as a friggen' toy!
Some of the little plastic people looked like they were shot! Don’t
you think that would make you violent when you grew up?”

“Your Dad gave you money for Christmas!”
“Yup– that’s another story. It was a Barbie doll. It looked so cool on
TV. When I got it home it didn’t look human to me.”
“No doubt– Barbie the mutant.”
“Yup. Disturbing. Tell me what else happened in class.”
“Well, Ms. Gill’s a nut. First she gets up to clear the room of chairs
and tables and line up– backs against the wall. Then we pick words
that represent three levels: we chose ‘Diddly squat’, ‘middle-of-theroad’ and ‘humungous’. Then she read out stuff like ‘TV is violent’
and we walk to the level of our beliefs. I’m standing waaay past
humungous of course. Then we all turned ¼ turn to the right, and
shuffled backwards until we hit the wall or ran into someone… You
following my drift?”
“Barely.”
“Then she ran a piece of tape around our feet and made a line chart
out of our opinions! Pierre would’ve loved that!”
“Riiiiight.”

Wind smirked. “You turned out alright.”

“OK, then we did a couple of other questions with the usual blab. But
today she is gonna show us some ‘nasty’ ads.”

“Yeah. Did I?”

Wind waved her eyebrows and waaa-waaaaed.

“OK, move it! We don’t have all morning!” Wind gave krowe a poke.

“I took notes.” krowe handed them over.

krowe gave her a ‘and what kind of toys did you play with?’ look. He
continued: “Yeah, well, the toy looked absolutely nothing like the
picture in the catalogue. They were smaller, missing tonnes of pieces
and not in colour but plastic green. I was bummed when I opened
the box. How 'bout you?”

“I had better copy these.” Wind started writing. She once said she
avoids photocopiers as the fumes give her a headache.

“I’ve sure had some sad gifts. The worst one I actually bought myself
with Christmas money my Dad gave me. I was 8.”
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“Sharp. Ms. Gill said this would be important for the final exam. She
also said that this exam will be like no other.”
“I wonder what that means?”
Wind read and rewrote the notes and smiled at his doodles.
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krowe flipped through the free ‘Teen Magazine’ handed out in their
school. “This whole friggen' mag is an ad!”
Wind ummed while finishing copying krowe’s notes. When she hit
the last line she smiled, paused, then copied it as well: ‘My wings miss
the wind today.’
………………………………………..

S28.1

krowe and Wind shuffled after Ms. Gill into class.
She looked at the two of them curiously as they
sat in the back row and whispered. She called
out: “Hello John. Glad to see you’re feeling better, Wind!” Wind
smiled and nodded. She wasn’t feeling better, but she didn’t need to
tell anyone. “You received such a beautiful name. Did you know that
my first name– Mandeep means ‘light of the mind’ in my people’s
language?” Thus the banter went till the class filled and started.

“So advertisements have trickled down two trends in the last few
years. Can anyone guess what they are?”
Zipper yelled out, “Sex,” and everyone laughed.
“Well Steve, that seems to have always been a trend, but you’re right,
it is ever more pervasive today. I was in the grocery store yesterday,
and there was a model on the front cover of a fashion magazine– a
magazine about clothing– and the woman on the cover was nude, all
curled up so you couldn’t see her parts, but you knew she was nude.”
Ms. Gill put on a TV fashion voice: “And this years nude fashion is all
the rage… Just $399 will put you into this nude-suit and all the eyes will
be on you! The empress wears no clothing, people!” More laughter.
“Since we are so continuously bombarded by advertisements at an
ever-increasing rate, they constantly need to reinvent themselves
to hook your attention, your brain space. So where do we now see
ads that we never saw before?” A list was evoked from the class that
included: floors of stores, grocery divider bars, banana stickers and
tattoos. “Exactly. Since we are becoming numbed by the barrage, they
are trying harder and harder to claim some of your conscious and
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subconscious space. That leads to a current trend: Shock advertising.
Ads that are on the edge of obscene. What was considered racy grows
farther each year. 20 years ago a woman in a bra was shocking. Each
advertiser ups the ante. I call it ‘tugging at the taboo line’. Can
anyone name some shock ads they have seen recently?”
A discussion ensued. Someone mentioned the deKlein ads as shock
advertising– and Ms. Gill burst out– “That’s it, and that’s also another
trend: the portrayal of sexualized children.” She held up several ads
of adult models who looked like children whose clothes were falling
away and another in foetal position sucking her thumb. One student
said they saw these ads a million times and never thought about how
wrong they were until now. Another student asked how they could
legally put out advertisements like this. Ms. Gill told the story that
they did get in trouble when they depicted a male model that looked
to be 15ish in his underwear on an orange shag rug with imitation
wood panelling behind him. “Supposedly it looked like basementshot child pornography. However even when the ads get pulled they
still make money because they get news and claim brain space.” Ms.
Gill asked the class to think about why people in society reacted to
the boy, but tolerate, allow, and thus condone the sexualized girl
images. ‘Reactions are a mirror,’ thought krowe.
One student said that ads don’t work on him. Then a debate ensued
between those who believe they are unwillingly manipulated, and
those who don’t think they are. Wind clinched the argument when
she pointed out that every single item of clothing the first person was
wearing was a popular brand name. He shut up.
Ms. Gill took back over– “Nobody wants to believe they are or
have been manipulated– except Steve, I guess.” Zipper beamed, he
loved attention, even if it was negative. “Now-a-days they know if
their advertisements work or not, practically instantaneously due
to product tracking. You know– like those customer point cards.
Companies can instantaneously watch if their advertisements have
contributed to a sale increase, and how much. And they can chart it.”
Ms. Gill drew on the board. “The ad runs here and here and here on
TV in a certain area. Here are the sales of the people who live in the
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area”– the line snaked up. “Not so good ads– not so much money.
Really mind-catching ads– lots of money.
“Take a guess how much an ad is on Monday Night Football in the
states– a 30-second ad.” Various very wrong guesses were spoken.
Ms Gill continued: “$375,000 U.S.– for one 30-second-commercial!
Remember Seinfeld? It became very popular– and one 30-second ad
cost $1,300,000. One ad! E.R.– $565,000. So if you are spending that
much money, you want to make sure it works. So take a guess where
they get their information about how to persuade people.”
One person said “studies”, another “guinea pigs”, and someone else
asked “psychologists?”
“Yup to all of the above. Especially psychological journals. As a matter
of fact the greatest consumer of psychological information is the
media and advertising business! Have you ever seen a commercial on
TV that ran twice in a row? Who, before today, thought that it was
an accident?” Most hands went up. “Who now thinks that it is an
accident instead of an intentional repetition-based persuasion.” Not
a hand went up.
“The sole aim of advertisements are to persuade you to consume.
Inevitably, it will also help form your values and beliefs. I want
you to journal your reactions in your notebooks as I read you each
statement. Pretend you’re a space alien that is learning who humans
are through our media.”
“I am a space alien,” said Zipper.
Ms. Gill gave one ambiguous nod to Steve and slowly read the
statements one by one. “There is a 65% male, 35% female and 0%
trans and intersexed representation on TV… In movies only 17%
of lead roles are female… 20% of Canadian newspaper articles are
about women… In advertisements only 1.4% of women are doing
something ‘useful’, as opposed to 25% of men.”
Ms. Gill evoked some dialogue from the class. Generally most of
the students were outraged, and thought the distortions were not
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acceptable. A couple of the male students became defensive, stressing
that it was not their fault that media is dominated by males and their
perceptions.
For the first time ever, krowe spoke out in class. He even stood when
he spoke: “You know, sure you and I didn’t make the ads, but as men
we gotta call each other on our power crap. If we don’t then we are
responsible.”
He was red and shaking. He heard some guy mumble “fag” under
his breath. However he got a round of applause from the class. Wind
pinched his ass and grinned.
“So the female population is severely under-represented in the media,
and if they are shown, they probably are not doing anything useful.
And then, if that wasn’t bad enough, look at what they do with
the females they do show.” Ms. Gill held up an ad of an extremely
emaciated woman. “Now can anyone see which body part is missing
from the woman in this ad?”
The eyes squinted as she walked around and someone yelled out–
“Her spine, look at her back, it’s completely airbrushed away.”
“Good eye! She has been modified to look even skinnier… OK, next
class we are going to talk more about how advertising affects our way
of relating to the world. Take some time flipping through magazines
the next couple of days to find some more nasty ads and bring them
to class. Look for the difference of how men and women are depicted.
What is the size, attention, and position of the people? Do any of
those variables depict superiority or domination? There are a lot of
destructive male images created as well. Also look for use of violence
blended with sexual images.” Ms. Gill held up a final ad of a woman
on the wet concrete wearing a see-through nightie. She even looked
like she had black eyes. “And look for dismembered bodies, where
bodies become objects that can be chopped up and put on display.
We will deconstruct those ads together and present it to the class. Be
questioning out there!”
The bell went and a cacophony of chair squeaks and table rattles
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roused the room. krowe gathered his stuff into The Rucksack when
Wind asked him: “Ya doing anything tonight?”
“Nope.”
“You wanna do our homework together?”
“Yeah!”
“I’ll be by your place at 7 o’clock.”
“Ziggy!”
“And wear all black,” wisped the Wind.
………………………………………..

S28.2

“It’s so good you’ve gone every day, Johnnie.”
“It’s English class. It’s actually relevant.”

“And what about the/”
“Mom, she’s almost here! So, don’t embarrass me.”
“I won’t.”
“And don’t hound her.”
“I won’t! Don’t hound me!” Mom began arranging the sweets on a
tray. Most bought, but some of them home-made. krowe paced.
“And don’t forget/”
“Johnnie– It’s alright, calm down, you’re making me nervous. Have a
cookie.” krowe sat down.
Ding-dong. Up popped krowe, he raced to the door in a streak of
black clothing. Minutes later he walked around the corner with a
huge smile on. “Mom, please meet Wind.”
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Mom gasped and dropped her cookie.
“MOM! Wha'the/”
“Oopsy, gotta get the broom.” Mom scurried out of the room.
krowe followed. They met in the walk-in hall closet and made fast
whispers.
“Johnnie– You didn’t tell me she was… Chinese!”
“Japanese, Mom! And what the hell difference does it make?”
“That’s important! I just… I was expecting/”
“It doesn’t make a difference.”
“Well I guess it doesn’t but/”
“Mom– the majority of the world ain’t whi/”
“No, Johnnie I/”
krowe spun out of the closet. Mom followed with broom.
“Hello, Mrs. Krowe– It’s awesome to finally meet you! I heard that
you make the best sweets in the world.” Wind extended her hand.
Mom looked at her hand and grabbed it. “Hello, Wind. Please… call
me Marjorie. I’m so sorry, I just…” Mom looked really embarrassed.
krowe, with worried face, looked back and forth at them. Mom
continued: “You know, I love Japanese people, they are so/”
krowe intervened: “Here Wind, have a cookie. Take this one, it’s
the best– Mom made it.” Mom, Wind, and krowe all popped whole
cookies into their mouths. Everyone stood in a circle looking at each
other, mouths full, chewing slowly. Mom shrugged, pointing to her
full mouth, and hummed a ‘sorry, full mouth’. Silence. Chew, chew.
Wind’s jacket started shaking. Mom’s eyes went huge as she watched
Wind burst out into laughter shooting cookie pebbles all over the
floor. krowe shot next– teeth full of gummed brown cookie. Mom
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covered her mouth and bolted to the sink, spraying and laughing all
the way.
Mom finally managed to say, “Well, I would like some tea to start
fresh. How about you two?”
“I’d love some! That’s a Japanese tradition you know– to start fresh
with tea.” A kind lie from Wind.
Mom’s eyes said ‘thanks’ and she poured water into the kettle.
krowe swept up the cookie mess.
………………………………………..

S28.3

“Racism is focusing on skin. And it’s ignoring skin colour.”
krowe didn’t respond. He looked straight ahead of him. His face was
flat and expressionless. Wind hip checked him. “I’m sorry, Wind, I’m
such a stupid idiot.” Wind elbowed him. “I just… Shit.” Wind side
flipped her leg to whack krowe in the rear. He finally looked over at
her. She smiled a ‘no problem’ and gave him an ‘it’s all good’ wink.
krowe nodded and faked a smile.
They walked onwards. “So what are we doing anyways, dressed up
all in black?”
Wind wiggled her brows: “Advertising!”
………………………………………..

The words “Have fun at the arcade,” got muffled
in the closing door of the house.

“Thank dawg we survived,” krowe lamented.
“How come you didn’t tell her I’m Japanese, krowe?”
“Uhh, cause I’m not racist.”
“Who is Wind to you?”
“Well… Wind is a breath of fresh air on this planet. She is wise and
witty. Worldly too. She sometimes whispers, other times roars. And
always speaks the truth, except when it’s better to lie… Wind is my
friend.”

S28.4

Wind led krowe downtown, along the bus
routes. He didn’t quite know what was about
to happen but he had an idea. They stopped at
a bus shelter that had an illuminated advertisement aimed at passersby. It read ‘Break Right’ and a goofy McHand was pointing right.
“All roads lead to Ronnie.” Wind stood and looked at the sign for a
minute. When krowe began to speak Wind held her hand up in a
‘creation in process’ pose. She then whipped out of her pack a huge
black marker– the biggest krowe had ever seen, at least two cents
wide. “Watch for anyone and block me.”

“There’s nobody else like you, my friend.” They walked on into the
night. “krowe, I want to plant a seed.”

She went to work scribbling a big black ‘H’. krowe faced outwards
towards the road. His heart thudded in his chest. Visions of getting
caught and Dad’s voice echoed in his skull. He couldn’t believe what
she was doing. Thud-thud popped his head back and forth. Wind
scribbled an ‘e’ and an ‘a’ hard and fast. “Car,” squeaked out of
krowe’s clenched throat. Wind sat up straight, covering her handy
work with her body. “Clear,” he managed and back to work she went:
‘r…t…’ and a dash.

“Shoot.”

“Done!”

“You’re such a sappy poet.”
krowe made weepy eyebrows: “Is there any other kind?”
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“Lots of Cars.” Thud-thud, thud-thud.

“Ziggy!”

Wind stood up beside krowe to face the road. The stream of cars
passed. “Clear,” she jested. They both turned to view the new road
map. Now the world was to follow the direction of McHand to
experience ‘Heart Break Right’.

“I’ve seen people take smiley-happy-faces who are selling you some
crap, black out the eyes and put a grid on the teeth and turn them
into skulls. You know there’s a movement of doctors in Australia that
liberate tobacco billboards. Then they call the media and cops and
wait around to be arrested so that they can spew their facts outloud
in court.”

krowe nodded a ‘nice, very nice’. Wind whipped out a mini-camera
with flash, angled herself to avoid reflection and snapped a shot. “For
the portfolio,” she said. A stranger on foot rounded the corner up
ahead and Wind took krowe’s arm to cross the street and continued
on downtown.

“Do they go to jail?”

“Billboard liberation? Over a year now. It’s not original; there is quite
a movement all over the world to correct advertisements. It’s an art.”

“No, they get a petty mischief fine and go home. You can’t deny the
truth to the liberations. It should be illegal to advertise anything that
addicts you then kills its customers. Capitalism is poison! And the
tobacco companies say they don’t advertise to create new addicts, but
to convert customers to their brand. I heard that tobacco corporations
recruit a thousand new users a day!”

“Where did you learn it?”

“Cancer and corps. Garbage! Look– there’s another bus stop.”

“Zines and websites. There are alot of groups that gather together to
liberate. I’ve always done it on my own, which is kind of stressful,
because I always have to do my own watching. It’s way more fun
with you.”

From a distance all they could see was a nude back with her bottom
barely covered by a towel. Closer up they could see it was an
advertisement for body lotion. “Sex, sex, sex, what do you think we
should do with this one?”

“I have to admit I was freaked out. I kept thinking of Mom getting a
call from the cop-shop.”

krowe held his chin and made hmmms. “Well, she’s pretty skinny, not
the average weight, probably airbrushed and pieces missing. They are
using sex to sell a body lotion… They are like screwing me to buy
it.”

“My chest almost exploded! How long you been doing this… this…”

“Yeah, I used to get sketched, but I don’t care any more. For the jobs
I’m gonna apply for I could put this kind of arrest on my résumé!”
“Really!” krowe’s eyes scanned her. “Tell me more!”
“Well, the goal is to use the ad to expose the truth behind the product.
Use their oversight, take out a word, add a word, and completely
change the meaning. Even add a picture or drawing. There are
multiple levels; I work on the ground and with markers. I’ve seen
people print out new text or words, climb the huge billboards, paste
it up in broad daylight and take off.”
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“Nice critique!”
“Yeah, how about ‘Quit screwing with my body’.”
“Great– may be seen by children though.”
“Hmmmm. ‘Stop buying me with sex’.”
“Effective and to the point– Here ya go,” Wind chucked him the
marker.
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krowe stood and looked at it in his hands. The thud-thud, thud-thuds
of his heart accelerated to crashes and smashes between stomach and
throat. Joey entered his head screaming DOA: ‘I don’t care what you
say, Fuck you!’ krowe popped off the top. He took a deep breath to
try and steady his shaking hand. Wind blew “clear,” behind him. In
he jumped, moving fast, the tip of the pen thick enough to stand out
with one stroke. Done. krowe looked at his handiwork. Not good
enough he thought.

They assumed the positions. All was clear, a very quiet night. krowe
worked away, fast, charged by his thumping heart. “A-HA– take that,
you bunks!”
Wind turned to see a rack of bones traced upon the woman’s body.
The slogan below was modified to say: ‘you are dying to look like
me!’

“What’s taking you so long?”

Wind was speechless. krowe beamed. “There– maybe that will save at
least one woman from wishing to death she looked like a model.”

“Hold on. Don’t look. Almost done.” Thud-thud, thud-thud, thudthud !

Wind didn’t say anything. krowe turned to her. “What’s wrong
Wind?”

“Car!”

“Not every skinny girl wants to look like a model. That’s a myth.”

krowe just kept on scribbling. One… more… to go.

krowe was confused. They could hear cars coming up over the hill
behind them, so Wind grabbed his arm and they walked on. They
walked in silence. krowe asked, “Was it wrong, what I wrote?”

“CAR!”
Done. “OK– look!”
Wind spun around and ooooed at the new message to the world. The
skinny, exploited, semi-naked woman sexing you to ‘buy, buy, buy’
was now adorned with clamps and chains around her neck linked to
the bottle of lotion.
“Nice metaphor– you are a poet!” Wind snapped a photo.
“Hey– look at the next bus stop up there– it’s another of the same
ad– Ms. Gill was right.”
“Let’s get it!”
They jogged down to the next shelter. krowe asked, “Can I do this
one too? I have a good idea.”
Ms. Twang: “Little ol’ me didn’t bend you now, did I ?”
Smokey Americano: “I was born kinked, darling.”
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“No krowe– it’s… Sorry. I just reacted. You know– you’re right– a
whole lot of women are dying to look like her.”
“Sorry, Wind.”
“No, krowe. There are many truths.” Wind paused and handed him
her pack. “Hold on.” She ran back to the bus shelter and snapped a
photo and ran back to him. “You’re good, krowe– you have talent.”
krowe felt a bit better. “Thanks.” But his belly still held confusion.
They walked the streets, talking and liberating. Liberating and
talking. An image of a man with wide eyes caught eating enough
cheese to plug a dam used to read ‘Say Cheese’, but now reads ‘Say
Constipation’. Wind hated the milk pushers. A Canadian military
collage ad attempting to enlist young people in the exciting world
of death, rape, pillage, and dismemberment once said ‘It’s your
life– Take Command.’ Now has lost a few words to say ‘It’s life–Take
man!’ And the ‘I wonder-what-it’s-made-of-bread’ ad, with colourful
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‘wonder dots’ illuminating the drab black and white life of a child, is
now renewed. The big black words ‘Part of a complete childhood.’
Now read, even a grammatically correct ‘Part of an incomplete
childhood.’

O6

Wind and krowe made their way home. High on adrenaline and
endorphins they giggled and hung off one another– weaving down
the street. They approached the stop sign near krowe’s house. Wind
said, “Just one more,” and strolled up to the sign. Without words she
lifted her foot and krowe cupped his hand to raise her up. She had a
hard time pulling so krowe, unthinking, pushed her bottom up with
his head. “Do ya got any other uses for that head of yours?”
“Smart ass,” he said balancing her. She was surprisingly light.
“Down,” and down she came. They walked back a few steps to see the
red octagon tell the world to ‘STOP the WTO’. She beamed.
“What’s the WTO?” krowe asked.
Wind looked incredulously at him. “Where have you been the last
few years– cooped up in your basement?”
krowe looked sheepishly at the ground, “Kind of.”
“Well, I guess I have a lot to teach you then! I’m glad I broke you
out into the light.” krowe looked around at the dark sky. “Street
light that is.” She moved towards him, brown eyes intent on his face.
Slowly she moved her lips onto his. krowe didn’t know what to do,
but his body did. His lips kissed hers back, moist, her breath was
sweet. His temples tingled and warmth rained down upon him. She
moved back a step to look into his eyes. Wind was breathing short
and fast.
krowe closed his lips and pulled them in to feel their warmth and
moisture pressed together. Savouring it. His chest felt like fleecy
static– ready to laugh or cry. ‘I’m glad I broke you out into the light,’
echoed in his mind. “Me too, Wind. Me too.”
………………………………………..
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O11

This time of year reminded krowe of the ‘Victoria is...’
contest Uncle Joey won. For years krowe kept the
magazine clipping on his locker door. It reminded
him of when Joey shouted “Score!” as he first read his own words in
print: ‘I’ve heard them say “Victoria is the land of newly-weds, flowerbeds and nearly-deads.” I’d add “dread-heads” to the list as you can’t
skate a block without being downwind from a smelly neo-hippie surfing
around the city. You see them, in their rickety V-dubs sleeping and rocking
their shocks in any parking lot that will have them. Or you’ll find them
sniffing out what’s left of the rain forests– the gatherings of noble trees that
have been waving at the universe while spinning on this little ball for
the equivalent of 3, 7 to even 13 full human lives. Old, old grandfathers
that would have marvelled and humbled you. And to think that Victoria
was once covered by these giants that one by one two men could fell in
a day. It makes me wonder- Did any of the men cry when the big old
grandpas came down? Could they even see the loss when they believed the
world and her resources were infinite? I’m sure the dread-heads wonder
too, as they bask in the semi-arid droughts of summer, waiting for fall
in which the rains return and take over. Victoria used to be a rain forest.
Now, Victoria is a rain-city covered with newly-weds, flower-beds, nearlydeads and dread-heads.’
krowe closed his locker and met Pierre in the foyer of Vic High.
Wind was at home sick again. The rains had returned today.
“You in love, frère?”

“In love? I feel like love has meteored outta the sky and smashed
into me. My head is spinning like a molecule, I feel high, and I can’t
stop thinking of her… And I’ve got a semi-erection all-of-the-time!”
krowe stood to show Pierre. Pierre looked at it, shook his head and
smiled, blushing.
“krowe’s gone! Where’s krowe? You look different too… I’m 'appy for
you, Jaay.”
Pierre looked away from krowe. Something wasn’t right. “You don’t
look happy, P. What’s up?”
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“I’m… Just don’t forget me, krowe.”

revolution? How?”

“P– you are my brother! I won’t forget about you. I’m sorry I haven’t
spent much time with you lately, frère. It’s just, you know.” krowe
shrugged. “What have you been up to?”

“Riel revolution! Total break up of t'e state. Smash t'e machine!”

Pierre still looked away, but suddenly his face brightened. “I met
some cats who play music. T'ey want to start band. We practice two
times already.”

“FSU– Fuck shit up! Break it down by fuckin' it up. We meet t'is
T'ursday night at FCA. We are planning action for WTO protest in
Seattle. I’m gonna fight t'e man! Do you know of WTO?” krowe kind
of nodded. “You t'ink of going? Come to meeting with me.”

krowe felt a strange twinge in his belly. Maybe it was the rain. Maybe
he was missing Wind. Or maybe it was hearing that Pierre has made
new friends. “Hey, great… Sounds fun.”
“Yeah! We play old punk tunes. One of t'em, Juin, is french too.
Juin move from Québec 4 years ago. She’s 19 and play bass. And
Zipper– he play drums. He borrow me a electric guitar he don’t use.
Me and Zipper, frère, ehhh I want to tell you… Ehhh, me and Zipper,
we are/”
“Zipper– from my english class?”
“Maybe t'at’s him– he goes to school here. How many Zippers in Vic
High?”
“One too many.”
Pierre cocked his head towards krowe. It was krowe who looked away
this time. Pierre just continued. “You know t'ey are anarchists. You
always hear t'at anarchism is chaos. T'at’s capitalist pig-poo. It’s…
It’s real. It’s order. Exciting. It’s feeding my fire!”
“Is Zipper teaching you?”
“Non– Juin. She belong to a collective– mostly women. T'ey are
working towards revolution!”
krowe’s ears picked up. A surge of excitement rippled through
his body at the mention of the word: “Really– you mean… Real
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“Whoa… Are they… How?”

krowe stared at the ground. “I don’t know, P. It’s the states… You
know, they’re crazy down there.”
“Yeah. T'e beast! We go down together, krowe. Hike all t'e way. Come
to meeting wit' me t'is T'ursday.”
krowe’s heart sped and ached. All at once he felt anger, excitement
and anxiety grabbing his heart and shaking it. Then his heart almost
stopped when for the first time in weeks the malevolent slurred out
from behind him: ‘Come on chicken shit– blow it up!’ krowe squeezed
and shook his head. “Ahhh! Sorry, P. I can’t. Wind and I have plans
on Thursday.”
Pierre just nodded in silence and looked at krowe rocking. His
eyebrows sank and out came a flat “You know she’s sick- No?”
“Who? Wind?”
“Oui.”
“What the hell do you mean by that? She’s just at home, sick. What’s
up with you?” Pierre nodded with thin, flat lips. The bell rang. Break
was over. krowe jumped up, “Gotta go– bye.”
Pierre remained sitting. There was a five minute break until next bell.
“Salut,” he spoke to krowe’s back as he walked away:
From behind krowe heard: “Pieeeeeerre! How’s my faggy frog friend
today?”
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krowe shook his head at Zipper. “What a friggen' goof,” he mumbled
to himself as he sped away.
………………………………………..

O14

“Tell me about the WTO, Wind,” krowe requested as
they sat against an old weathered log on Gonzales
beach– four blocks from the Uplands where Wind
lived. A huge house with only Wind and her parents. A hyper-rich
municipality that has by-laws restricting tenants, banned outdoor
laundry lines, and tight standards of yard upkeep.

Wind lived only blocks from where krowe and Pierre once took
action for which he now felt some guilt. Inspired by krowe’s street
experiences, fuelled by anger and uninhibited by booze, krowe and
Pierre had spray-painted the word ‘GREED’ all over the Uplands
this summer.

“Because what I know has changed my life. It’s easier… to stay in the
dark.”
“I don’t want to be in the dark any more, Wind. Light me!”
“But the things that I tell you aren’t gonna bring you light. They are
going to make you more aware of the dark… Even I don’t know how
to get into the light yet.”
“Holy shits. Can it be that bad?”
Wind stared straight ahead. Her face was blank as if she were staring
at a long dark path. “It doesn’t make life easier.”

They sat snuggled in a blanket with their backs against a smooth
part of the log. This bay, as the entire coast, was littered with dead
trees– memories of the relentless clearcuts that happened along the
whole of the west coast.

krowe sat and looked at the ocean. “You know that I hit the streets last
year… But I haven’t told you all that happened. It was dark for me.
So dark– no Sun, no Moon. I just couldn’t do it, live that is… and
die. My consciousness fogged. I felt… No, I didn’t feel– I was spaced.
I got into some heavy shit on the streets. I just didn’t care. I wanted
to die by neglect, by accident. I was… I was haunted by… a… like
a monster. And I… I don’t know– I just raged. I’m ashamed that I
think I hurt some people. I don’t know why. I kicked and fought and
ripped free. And waters poured from the sky, just like birth. I came
home– with new eyes. I felt very raw. But I felt. And here I am– like
a four-month-old baby.” Wind nodded slowly. “I’m not free yet. It
still follows me. But I’m alive… A part of me had to die in order for
me to live… And I have been learning what made my day so dark. I
need to learn. I need to know about the WTO and all the dark or else
I’ll never know how to search around for the candle.”

The night was chilled, illuminated by a surreal glow from the brilliant
Moon that snuck through clouds above. Monochrome– everything a
shimmering shade of blue. A rainless moment that at the beginning
of October was a gift– a gift that Wind and krowe were opening
together.

Wind nodded. She knew krowe had a hard time sharing this past.
But every time he did open, she saw a light. A bright aware light. A
light with a sense of hope that drew her to him from her core, like
a moth’s desire to touch flame. She sensed that krowe was drawn to
her for the same.

“Are you sure you want to know?”

“Let it blow, Wind!”

“Yeah, of course. Why do you ask?”

She began: “Well… The WTO means world trade organization. What

Wind said she recalled. ‘Those hooligans’ caused an uproar in the
community. krowe chuckled at ‘hooligan’. Wind was not mad at
him– she said it was good for the Uplanders to have ‘GREED’ spraypainted in their face. And it was good for krowe to now know one
of ‘those people’.
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it really means is world-take-over!”
“Christ!”
“McChrist! And world globalization is really world gobblization! So
here it is in a nutshell. The WTO is an attempt by gobble capitalists,
primarily multi-nationals, to establish trade rules and rights that
apply to the world as a whole. Sounds not too bad, but the approach
is neo-liberal, no-holds-barred. The documents that are being
pushed try to open the door to all trade, regardless of any ethical
or moral considerations. Environmental concerns, labour, human
rights– Pah! Not important. The underlying belief is that greater and
more accessible trade will bring benefit to more of human kind.”
“Well even I can see that’s a load of garbage– look at yankville– the
king shit of capitalism, full of poverty and violence. The states are
decaying.”
“Exactly! And it’s the American government that’s mostly pushing
these negotiations. And so is Canada. It started with Mulroney– who
was, by the way, a lawyer for an American law firm and our freaking
PM! Then our government signed the NAFTA deal and now they are
pushing something that is worse than NAFTA. The protesters are
calling the WTO ‘NAFTA on steroids’.”
“NAFTA… North American?”
“Free trade agreement.”
“How so?” asked krowe.
“Well supposedly when NAFTA was signed, the trade minister from the
states was heard saying that Canada was hooped. It essentially fully
opened up our borders to full economic colonization by American
corporations. The WTO is the same thing but on a global scale.”
“Can’t we just stop them– what about our government and our rights
as citizens?”
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“Citizens? Tsk tsk. Naïve little krowe. Don’t worry, most people think
that way. Perhaps the sole goal of globalization is to remove our
citizenship. These are trade deals, all right. And our governments are
the traders. They are giving away local civic, provincial, and federal
power. In the eyes of globalization we aren’t seen as citizens of a
country any more. We are seen as shoppers! And Earth is a product!
And with this WTO agreement, a non-elected body will decide any
trade dispute. A non-elected body of people chosen by the World
Trade Organization! Now I’m usually not a conspiracy theorist– but
that’s a world take over– because everything boils down to trade in
this world of capitalism!”
“Give me an example.”
“Easy! Some sea turtles were being netted and killed in Thailand
while they were fishing for shrimp. A group in the states, I think
California, lobbied the government to ban the shrimp– because it
is awful what was happening to the turtles to feed our fat asses, and
especially because these turtles are already almost extinct! It’s real
simple what needs to be done here– right? Well the case was brought
to the WTO board and they ruled that this ban on shrimp was illegal;
it was a barrier to open trade. A barrier to trade! Can you believe it?
Of course they would rule that– they are a group of hyper-capitalists
who reap such huge monetary rewards to the existence of this trade
oligarchy. In fact every single dispute brought forward to the WTO
board, every single law and act that tried to protect something to do
with the environment, human rights, equity, etc, has been struck
down and ruled in favour of trade! Every… single… one.”
“Shit!”
“McShit!”
“How has this happened? How come we don’t know about it?”
“Whose gonna talk about it? Multi-nationals are run by the same
people who are sitting at the closed door negotiating tables creating
and pushing the WTO agreements. And they own almost all of the
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mainstream media! So mainstream media portrays that trade is good.
More trade is better.”
“And the govs– why are they supporting this?”
“The people in power are either the fascist or the rich. They get into
power by the oodles of money multi-nationals give. Then they make
the decisions that promote trade, and the club gets richer.”
“Ahhh! That’s insane!”
“Yup. Listen up: A local Mexican government denied the building
of a hazardous waste incinerator by an American corporation called
Metalclad. This corporation bought a toxic waste dump in Mexico
in which the children of the village near by were already getting sick:
birth defects, missing lips, arms. The village said ‘NO’ to building the
incinerator. A NAFTA tribunal ordered Mexico to pay $17 million in
damages to Metalclad. They sued Mexico for their loss of business.”
“You’re kidding!”
“Nope– a chapter of NAFTA and the WTO gives corporations the right
to sue a country for laws, acts, bans, and actions that result in a loss
of trade. And of course every single affirmation of any right– Earth,
human or otherwise– will result in a loss of trade! It gets worse: Down
in California they banned a carcinogenic gasoline additive made
by a Canadian corp that was poisoning the state’s drinking water.
California got sued $1 billion for damages! Then last year, Canada
was forced to settle a NAFTA complaint over an air pollution control
law. Canada was forced to roll back its ban on MMT, a gasoline
additive known to damage the nervous system– especially in babies,
and pay $13 million to the U.S. corporation that makes MMT. It’s the
ultimate twist– imagine– you have to pay me to be environmentally
sound or to stop making carcinogens!”
krowe was speechless, just shaking his head.
“I’m sorry to be the one to tell you all this crud.”
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“McCrud! Well... Suzan said that the only way we can make change
is to become aware of what’s wrong. This ain’t good. We have to stop
them.”
Wind held out her hand: “Let’s do it then.”
krowe shook it. “OK… Let’s do what?”
“We’re gonna stop them.”
“How?”
“We’re going to Seattle.”
krowe looked off into the night sky. The thought of heading off into
the McStates scared the McCrap out of him. ‘How would we stop the
WTO ?’ Images of krowe and Wind– throwing their bodies in front of
a very huge, heavy tank, crossed his mind. He stood up and stretched,
trying to shake it off. Wind stood to join him.
“Hey– look Wind,” krowe pointed directly above them. “Look at that
cloud all around the Moon. Holy shits– it’s like that Picasso bird
with the Moon for its eye. Do you see it? Wind?”
krowe turned his head, too late to act, too late to move, but early
enough to see Wind collapse backwards and strike the log with her
body and head creating a thud-thump sound of bone hitting wood.
krowe’s stomach cringed and the thud-thump echoed over and over
in his head, accompanied by laughter from behind.
………………………………………..

O14.1

krowe carried Wind, as best he could, supporting her soggy head in his arm. She was
incredibly light, which made it possible for
him to carry her up the stairs from the beach, and through the
Uplands towards her home, four blocks away. He kept on reassuring
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the unconscious Wind: “It’s OK. We’re almost there. You’ll be fine.”
krowe could see the house.
Wind began to groan, “Ohhhh my head.” krowe shifted her weight.
“OHHH my ribs.”
“Wind– I don’t know. You collapsed– I’m carrying you home.”
“How chivalrous,” she smirked up at him.
krowe did not smirk back. He walked up to the door of her house.
The intruder light clicked on, blinding him, a dog barked next door.
krowe ding, ding-ding, donged. Wind could have stood on her own
at this time. But a small part of her wanted her parents to see her
carried home by krowe.

O14.2

That night krowe got home late. He didn’t
care what time it was. He picked up the
phone and called Pierre. Pierre’s house Mom,
Doreen, answered the phone. She liked krowe. She could hear panic
in his voice. “Are you all right, dear?” He said he didn’t know and
apologized for calling so late.
A groggy Pierre came to the phone. “'Ello, krowe– What’s up?”
“It’s Wind, frère.”
“Ehh?”

“What’s wrong with her?” Pierre didn’t say anything. “What’s wrong
with her, Pierre?”

It took forever. Finally the door opened and Mr. Mercer looked at
Wind, then at krowe. His mouth opened, “Oh my lord, Windy!
What happened?”

Pierre was stunned. He didn’t know how to say it and just little
sounds came out over the phone. Finally he managed. “You noticed,
krowe- No? At lunch time, all day, you must noticed!”

“We were down at the beach– she just collapsed, Mr. Mercer. We
weren’t doing anything.”

“What Pierre!”

Mr. Mercer reached out for Wind. “I just fainted, Daddy. I’m alright.”
He grabbed Wind from krowe. She made a groan when he pulled her
up. She breathed in fast and ahhhed from the shot of pain in her chest.
“I think I landed on a log.” Mr. Mercer backed up with Wind, looked
up at krowe and slammed the door closed with his foot. krowe stood
blinking at the closed door in his face. He could hear Wind yell
something, then Mr. Mercer, then Wind again. Suddenly the door
opened and Wind stood there with Mr. Mercer behind her– his arms
crossed, glaring at krowe. “Good night, sweetie,” she said, pecked
him on the cheek and closed the door.
krowe just stood there and blinked at the door. The intruder light
clicked off and darkness clicked on.

“krowe… I never see Wind eat.”
………………………………………..

O15

krowe missed school the next day when he heard that
Wind was in the Jubilee Hospital. He drove his bike
all the way to it in the rain. The nurse, at first, was
not going to let him see Wind. Then krowe slunked into a pile on
a waiting room chair. The nurse came back and told him he had 10
minutes– no more. He sprang up and was led down the hall. She
had a private room with TV and huge vases of flowers and balloons.
krowe kicked himself because he didn’t bring anything.
“Hey… You’re here,” whispered a weakened Wind.

………………………………………..
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krowe turned to see her with purple bangs and a bandage around her
chest. His stomach lurched. He stood frozen to the spot.
“I know I look like McShit. I’m a little doped.”
Wind pointed to a chair and krowe moved to it. It was the first time
he saw Wind without layers of clothing. She was skinny. He did
notice that she didn’t eat much but ‘I didn’t know that… that…’
“Why are you shaking your head?”
“I just didn’t know.”
“Didn’t know what?” Wind stuck her pointer finger at krowe’s nose
and gave a weakened glare. “I’m not anorexic! If you think I’m
anorexic I’m gonna punch you in the beak!”
“But… you passed out.”
“…I just forget to eat… I’m not sick. Food is sick. Meat is sick. Cows
and chickens are sick. The fish are sick… We’ve made them sick.”
Wind wheezed and coughed holding her chest tight. “Owie. I cracked
a rib.” Wind’s face suddenly dropped, her mouth curved down and
tears began to well in her eyes. “I hate this, krowe… I don’t want to
be here. I hate my family for thinking I’m sick. I hate animal slavery.
I hate how people will eat anything that moves. I hate my body for
killing to live…” Wind’s body jerked and spasmed. krowe moved in
and held her head to his chest. She gasped and made slight gags. “It
burns, krowe.”
“The anger?”
Wind made a slight soggy laugh, “Yeah, I guess. No– my rib.” She
cried again and groaned loud enough that krowe worried the nurse
was going to come in and kick him out. Tears spilled all over his
jacket.
The rivers subsided. krowe felt her relax in his arms. “Wind… I’ve
got a message for you from Mom #1.”
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Wind ummed.
“She wants you to get strong so that you can protect her… In Seattle.
She needs us to go to Seattle.” krowe’s lids filled with tears almost
to the point of flowing out. “Wind I’m… I …I love you.” Wind
responded with a snore. krowe smiled as he re-lay her head on the
pillow. He whispered, “You’re not sick, Wind. The system’s sick.” He
took a tissue from the bedside table and wiped her face, dabbed his
eyes, and then his chest. Their salt water mingled. He stuffed it in his
pocket as he thought he should bury it later– in Earth.
He brushed her purple bangs from her eyes. Behind him, he thought
he heard the nurse. But a gruff “What the hell are you doing here?”
made krowe’s dreads spin to meet Mr. Mercer’s scowl.
………………………………………..

O15.1

They sat in the awful fluorescent cafeteria of
the hospital. krowe thought, ‘How the hell
can anyone heal here?’ He felt incredibly
uncomfortable and Mr. Mercer just stared and stared at him.

“She says I control her. I don’t control her– she controls herself. If I
controlled her she sure as hell wouldn’t be passing out.”
krowe thought ‘be careful.’ “Wind is quite a free spirit, isn’t she?”
“Yeah. It’s her hippie seeds. Did you know she’s adopted?”
“Yes Mr. Mercer.”
Mr. Mercer just stared at krowe. krowe couldn’t look at him. He was
a very intense man. “krowe– what kind of name is that? Your parent’s
hippies too?”
krowe laughed, “Far from it– my Mom’s so un-hip she needs a belt…”
No smile back. “krowe’s my last name, my Dad’s family name. He’s
dead.”
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Mr. Mercer’s face changed. It became less intense. “I’m sorry…
krowe… What’s your first name?”

“Bad enough she won’t touch eggs, yogurt or cheese, she won’t even
use honey or beeswax.”

“It’s John. You can call me John if you prefer, Mr. Mercer.”

“Can she even eat dairy?”

“No. I’ll call you krowe. Who was your father?”

“Yes. She’s not lactose intolerant. She just doesn’t want to. She needs
to, though, for the protein. I can understand her wanting to follow
a principle. Goodness, I taught her the importance of integrity. And
she says that most vegans are completely healthy, if not healthier
than us– quote– flesh-eaters. It’s just that she doesn’t get the amount
of protein she needs and she forgets to eat.”

“He was a cop. He didn’t die on the job, that’s what everyone thinks.
He died of cancer.”
Mr. Mercer nodded his head. He seemed to have transformed. Even
his face was less rigid, less sharp. krowe felt more at ease.
“Prostate?”
krowe’s eyes opened wide: “Yeah– how did you know?”
“Well, I’m well over 35, krowe. I get the check… every year. It’s our
men’s curse. I have two friends who are diagnosed. One of them is
doing great. The other one… Not good.”
krowe shook his head. His guard was down and out slipped a
“Friggen' cancer.” krowe’s body immediately seized; his eyes whipped
up to see Mr. Mercer staring straight at him.
Mr. Mercer nodded. “Frigging cancer.” krowe imagined that Mr.
Mercer’s friend was very close to the end.
Mr. Mercer took a long breath and looked away. “I’m worried about
Wind, krowe.”
“Me too, Mr. Mercer. What can we do?”
Mr. Mercer stopped in his tracks and eyed up krowe’s matted hair.
He looked away again and breathed out a sigh. “Well… She just
needs to eat more. And this silly veganism– do you know what being
vegan is?”
krowe nodded a ‘yes’.
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“What about Soy– isn’t that high in protein?”
Mr. Mercer beamed irritated eyes at krowe, who looked back down.
“I’ve done my research. Problem is she’s allergic to soy of all things.
She’s one stubborn girl!”
krowe remembered Suzan teaching him the ‘flip-flop’: “Yup, she has
a strong spirit.” Mr. Mercer caught the refrain and steeled his eyes
again at him. krowe cringed until Mr. Mercer cautiously accepted it
with a nod. “Mr. Mercer, I have an idea. I have to tell you though;
I can completely understand how Wind feels about not wanting to
consume any parts of animals. It’s really sick how they are treated.”
“Yeah, I’m aware. She started all this when she read Diet for a New
America– and she belongs to a group that sends her loads of posters
and propaganda. And she says I belong to cults! You should see
her room, krowe– it’s covered with pictures of monkeys with their
skullcaps sawed off and rabbits with their eyelids cut off and raw
from chemicals. It makes me sick to think of it. I had to stop eating
chicken after she showed me their claws grown around the cage wires.
No wonder she doesn’t eat! Yuck! I can’t even go in her room.”
‘That’s one way to guard your space,’ thought krowe. “Well, I don’t
know if Wind would be into this, Mr. Mercer, but maybe if she
knew that the cheese or yogurt were taken less harsh, she might feel
OK about it.” Mr. Mercer’s eyebrows rose. “Yeah, my uncle Joey has
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these friends who raise cows on Salt Spring. They make their own
cheese. It’s expensive, but they sure do love the cows. They even have
names, like pets. Actually more like family. I’ve seen them; Joey took
me there once. They were running around and jumping. Ever seen a
jumping happy cow?”
Mr. Mercer smiled and nodded. “Can’t say I have, krowe. That’s a
good idea. Organic? She’s obsessed with organics.”
Nod, nod.
“Thanks. Maybe a road trip to Salt Spring is in order to meet the
happy cows.”
krowe felt good. He smiled at his visions of hyper-capitalist and
hooligan sitting unified at the table. However, krowe deeply hoped
that he had not just betrayed the Wind.
………………………………………..

N8
I’ve got a sad and beautiful story to tell you.
Knight is dead.
He first showed signs of sickness on the ride
up North to Thompson. Around mile 400 he started
blowing some steam, breathing funny and coughing up
stuff. I rolled him over to the side of the road,
looking up and down the highway that disappeared
into a pinprick in both directions. Nothing but
bush all around me for the last hour. I opened
him up and checked out his steaming rad. Sad rad,
very sad rad. I did what I could. I used a wad
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of chewing gum to plug it, and filled ’er up with
swamp water from the ditch. Thankfully in Northern
Manitoba there seems to be more water than land at
times. Good old glaciers drove thier mad trucks all
the way down south leaving a plethora of scrapes
and lakes in thier tracks.
The first aid got us to Ponton. Ponton: a
beacon of survival in the middle of nowhere. A gas
station town. Population 7, including the llama.
The gasman had just the thing to do the job. He
sprinkled pepper into my rad and it spiced right
up. Hole was plugged. He told me ”if it plugs holes
in car rads, just think what it does to your own
rad.”
Knight and I continued north, under geese
getting the hell outta chilly town to a more
hospitable south. We flew up and down over the
road that once used to be flat and now resembled
a roller coaster. The marshy, swampy, and
permafrosted land: melting, settling, expanding,
freezing, rising, falling, bouncing cars along the
road, bending houses into two.
But Knight did make it to Thompson. He and
I camped beside a river just outside of town.
Everyday he complained as I drove in. Finally I
found both work and a house to rent. Then the day
I moved in to my new home for the winter: Knight
collapsed.
I found him the next morning. Fluid everywhere.
Tires splayed. The rad, brakes, steering, and
transmission went, all at once. He gave his life
for me, he got me here, and it was his final
hurrah!
I talked with the car doctor. They told me that
even if I spent a couple thou’ on him that he still
wouldn’t lead a quality life.
I spent many days mulling over what to do as I
walked. Fortunately Thompson is small and full of
wooded shortcuts. Once again I was reminded of one
of my travelling maxims: the key to enjoyment is
adaptation. You should see my huge snow boots ready
for winter!
So I called an auto wrecker from the phonebook.
I asked if he bought and towed cars away. A gruff
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”Yaa” sealed the deal. He said he’d be right over. I
immediately went out to remove the 8track player. I
coulden’t let that go. You know, I felt like I was
removing Knight’s heart!
The man came, very greasy and very gruff. He
looked at old Knight, under his shorts, in his
privates, up his rear end. ”Fifty bucks,” his smoky
voice scowled.
I stammered, ”But I, I mean, he has 2 brand
new tires.”
”75 then, no more.”
I felt like a sleazy pimp.
The grease stained man drove his greasier
towtruck up to the rear of Knight. I moved to
watch. He slid chains and bars under his rear and
cranked up the winch. Knight slid and groaned.
I gasped. I must have looked very pained and
shocked because he stopped cranking the winch
and looked me in the eye. He voice gravelled to
me, ”You know, I had a van like this once too.” In
his eyes, yes, in his eyes I saw his youth, his
hopes and dreams in his own van, his journeys and
quests. A few of them real, some of them found,
most of them lost. And in his eyes I saw the young
man I picked up hitchhiking in Alberta who was
electrified and ’on the road to find out.’ I saw the
haze of smoke billowing out of the bubble windows
as I transported no less than 17 crazy cats to
the Tragically Hip concert on a sticky late august
evening in the ’peg. And I saw Sheri’s flushed cheeks
as she stifled orgasmic exhalations on the couch
turned fold out bed as we drove Knight around
Winnipeg and humped in any public place we could.
You know, in his eyes I saw life, humanity and
mortality. In his eyes I saw me.
”You know, I had a van like this once too,”
was all that he said. The pause lasted years. Then
he restarted the winch: slower, more careful. He
handed me a hundred, hopped into his truck and
drove away, slowly. And I stood there, in the
driveway, eyes wet and a grease stain on my heart.

N11

………………………………………..
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“Salut, Pierre!”
Pierre walked up to krowe and Wind. “Salut, mes
amis.” Pierre looked at krowe, “Ça fait longtemps.”

N16

“Yeah, I know, P. I’m sorry. Time-warp… Hey, thanks for inviting
us.”
Pierre nodded once still looking at krowe. “Zipper’s coming.”
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“Oh… Uhh, P, we need to talk about the WTO plans. We still going
down together on the 27th?”

“For the queer,” said Zipper.

“Oui. My house Mom only let me go if with you... Meet me at T'e
Edge– half 6 next Tuesday. I have surprise.”

krowe looked around the circle. “And for those who stand up…
for Earth… Our mother… and…” He looked at Pierre. “For our
fathers.”

“Bonjour!” Zipper walked up from behind Pierre, circled and kissed
him on the lips. krowe looked away.

Their eyes squinted from flickers of flame as Pierre lit the flag on
fire.

“Bon-soir, Zipper. You know krowe et Wind.”
“Yup. Bon-soir, you two. Hey krowe, how about that English teach? I
think I’m actually learning something.”

………………………………………..

N22

“Yeah,” responded krowe.
All four stood in a circle by the ocean. Pierre finally rippled the
silence with a ‘look at t'e Moon’ from his crooked nose. “Half and
half, like Métis.” Pierre was unusually still. “Louis Riel and Gabriel
Dumont stood up for t'e people. T'ey wanted nort'-west to be land
for Métis, Indians, t'e oppressed newcomers… and t'e bison.” Pierre
closed his eyes. Their wet slivers reflected moonlight. “Louis said in
trial to t'e crown: “You are perfectly justified in declaring t'at I have
reason and sound mind… T'at I have acted reasonably and in selfdefence… While t'e government, my accuser, being irresponsible,
and consequently insane cannot but have acted wrong… And if high
treason t'ere is, it must be on its side and not on my part.’ ” Pierre
was still, breathing heavy. His eyes popped open, “T'ey hung him
today. November 16, 1885, for standing up.”
krowe felt a collective shiver round the circle. He watched Pierre
crunch down to his knees and pull together a pile of beach sand.
After flattening the top he grabbed a blue and white Métis flag out
of his black jacket and laid it on the pile. He looked up at the others
and called them down to the ground with a silent tilt of his head.
“Name t'em… For Métis, Québécois, Indians…”
Wind caught the drift, “For the animals we abuse and slaughter.”
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“Oi,” entered The Edge before Pierre opened the door. krowe looked
up and closed his journal. Pierre looked wired. He had allowed his
hair to grow back to a short, thick beaver pelt on his skull. In this
stage of growth Pierre’s head was a map of scars– trips that he had
never spoken of, but one could gather where he’d been. He wore a
flag, freshly made for Seattle, on his back:

“Whad’ya tell her?”
“About ‘de-trancers’. My affinity group. I told 'er you not in group
and she’s worried. She don’t like Zipper.” krowe felt a bit smug. It
squeaked through. “What you smirk for?”
“…Shit. I’m sorry. I’m just, I just… You know how I feel, Pierre– I
wish you were hanging with me and Wind instead.”
“Ech– a frickin' conspiracy! You all t'ink t'at I’m gonna blow somet'ing
up! We go to fuck-shit-up, not kill anyone. I wish you hang wit' us!”
“Yeah, but we have no idea what’s gonna happen, P. The seattle cops
are preparing for this, too. I’ve got emails saying that they’re gonna
ensure protestors are ‘kept in line’.”
“T'en we get crooked!”
“Yeah, but don’t forget that we’ll be in the mis-states. Foreigners– if
you get arrested/”
“I WON’T get arrested! Merde!” Heads turned to stare. Pierre huffed.
He stood up fast and his chair squeaked back. He marched out of
The Edge and sat down on the bench outside in the dark square.
krowe just blinked. Pierre never yelled at him before. His chest
ached. He threw his journal into The Rucksack, downed his water
and bolted out to sit beside him. “Sorry man, I’m such an idiot.”
“Oui.” Pierre looked at the ground.
“It’s just that… we’re swimming apart.”

He narrowed in. “'Ello, krowe! How’s it flying?”

Pierre nodded silently.

“Uhh, Je suis bien. Et toi?”

krowe exhaled hard. “Look- tomorrow I’ll call your house Mom. I’ll
tell her something to think that you’ll be OK.” Pierre slowly nodded
a ‘merci’. “I gotta know, P. What are ‘de-trancers’ about?”

Pierre’s hands ‘comme ci– comme çaed’. “My house Mom don’t want
me to go to mis-states.”
“Oh shit. How come?”
“She worried I’m gonna get arrested or hurt. I shouldn’t have told.”
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Pierre looked aside to krowe. His eyes asked ‘to know or attack?’ krowe
bopped his head back and forth and made a small smile. Pierre smallsmiled back.
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“Anarchists! Non– anarchy! You know how it is, krowe. T'e world is
dying and t'e politics still yap about tax cuts and grow, grow, grow
like cancer. And you and me, we just start our protest, and I already
know it useless. Petitions? Phaff ! Give me a spray can– t'at get t'e
message across. You said it yourself, t'e govs are not working for
people or planet. T'ey work for a club of corps.” krowe nodded fast.
“It can’t be fixed so we’re gonna smash it!”

Twinkle, twinkle– smile.
krowe smiled back. “So what are ‘de-trancers’ gonna do in Seattle–
Twinkle?”
“Non. We take down Nike-town.”
“Shut up,” krowe laughed.

“But I don’t want to live in chaos either, P.”

“Yup– t'e church of capitalism. Golden cow. We will do it.”

“Chaos is order, krowe. Look at t'e forest. It’s chaos and order. All of
t'is…” Pierre pointed to the busy paved road, an apartment building,
and the old church in the square. “T'is is disorder, no? Rows planted
trees, rows wheat, rows houses, rows people– marching to war.
Fucked!”

krowe’s face turned more serious. “How, Pierre? What are you gonna
do?”

“Whew… But who is gonna take care of... everything?”
“We do it. I do it. You do it. People’s been controlled for so long t'at
we forgot our freedom. Listen: t'ere was bus driver– Spain, I t'ink,
who pull up to stop and yelled ‘Screw t'is!’ T'en walked off t'e bus.
Everyone just sat t'ere and complain. T'en a woman also said ‘Screw
t'is’ and jumped into driver seat. She drove from stop to stop and got
off the bus at her stop. T'en someone else got in seat and drove on.”
“Nice! But should we have no government then?”
Pierre shrugged. “I don’t know. Just t'ink of a pyramid of people.
Many people at t'e bottom. But power is a upside down pyramid.
Bring power back down to t'e ground. T'en we figure it out. Maybe
it look like how ‘de-trancer’ meets. A circle. Consensus. None of t'at
oooff-oooff-oooff pounding like drunk apes in parliament. When we
agree, we twinkle instead.”
“Twinkle?”
Pierre held up his hands and wiggled his fingers: twinkle, twinkle.
“Shut-up! A bunch of smelly, black clad, paint-can toting anarchists
sitting around twinkling!”

“Nothing too big– just smash windows, spray-paint shit… What– it’s
just property, property is theft. You know who makes law are t'e
rich. And 90% of what cops do is protect privileged property from
t'e poor.”
krowe had a far away look. “Yeah, but…”
“And remember Gonzales beach? Why anyone have so much money?
And t'en media pounds you: ‘make money; fill t'e gap.’ Ehh– You
taught me t'is. Smash it!”
“But– it’s violence, P.”
“Capitalism is violence! It’s war on t'e poor.”
“Yeah, but what is kicking in the windows of nike-town gonna
achieve?”
“It say: ‘Wake fricken' up!’ Break t'e trance! krowe– you smash signs.”
“Liberate.”
“Same t'ing.”
“Yeah, P, I agree that Nike is satan, but/”
“Toxic chemical shoe factory.”
“Yeah, I know/”
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“Tobacco corps.”

“Are they good?”

“Yeah, of course, but/”

“Non– t'ey stink!” Pierre chuckled.

“Billionaires!”

They boogied from the square into the street. Traffic screeched and
honked from both directions.

“Yeah, it’s bunk, but/”
“Little, bitty fingers pickin' little bitty cocoa beans.”
“OK, OK, OK! I know it’s dead wrong. It’s slavery! A pyramid scheme–
I know. The whole friggen' whitey first world is feeding off the
oppressed, the coloured! I know!”
Pierre nodded furiously and jumped up on the bench and cocked his
head to chant to the universe: “No-more-pig-shit, we-gonna-smashit!”
krowe blinked. His heart raced. He was enthused, but confused.
“But… but Pierre, it’s still violence… I just don’t know, where will
it end?”
Pierre shrugged. “Not violence, political protest!”
“Do you have to smash shit to be an anarchist?”
“Non– just tradition.”
“But– if the corps and caps are using violence, aren’t you using the
same tools? Won’t you become one of them?”
Pierre smiled bigger than krowe had ever seen: “Not a frickin'
chance!”
krowe’s head spun.
“Ehh krowe, we gotta run. Come wit' me for surprise– punks playing
at little Fernwood tonight. Hurry, t'e show’s gonna start.”
krowe laughed. “Really? OK monsieur anarchist, you wouldn’t wanna
be late. Who’s playing anyways?”
“Fan and t'e Disco-tents.”
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“Goddam-irresponsible-kids!” from a man in a silver-blue sports car.
Fingers, then “My street too,” sneered from Pierre. The cars roared
away.
There was a small crowd of kids milling about in the community
association’s lobby. krowe recognized some of the faces from school.
The thump-thumps in his chest grew harder. He breathed deeper and
whispered to himself, “Die, malevolent! You’re not invited!” He felt
a bit nauseous and his eyes darted around, checking everyone out.
He felt out of place. They all seemed foreign: their clothes spoke a
language that krowe didn’t understand. Tonnes of ratty red and black
stripes. Big belts, toques. krowe thought they looked like neo-pirates.
Pierre stopped and pointed at a poster on the door. krowe moved
forward to look at the picture of ‘Fan’ with the ‘Disco-tents’ in the
background. “Pierre! That’s you on the friggen' poster. That’s you!”
Pierre ran a hand over his beaver pelt and beamed like mad. “Say
'ello to t'e Fan, frère! No more Pierre– I am Fan now... Fan, as in
Fantôme!”
………………………………………..

N23

krowe’s head ached. It could have been the whisky
or might have been the gin. Or maybe it was his first
time in the mosh pit– bodies slamming, ramming,
smashing together. It didn’t take long for krowe’s ass to hit the floor
and no less than three big punks scooped him back up, surfed him
on their hands and carefully plopped him back into the pit only to
be slammed again. “T'is is t'erapy, krowe!” yelled Fan– who was trèsfrickin-bien. Superb. Their first gig and they pulled off classic, clean,
old style punk.
krowe wiped sleep from his eyes and shook his head in the mirror.
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‘Why’d they have their gig on a Tuesday night?’ krowe wondered. He
looked like he felt. Red, puffy eyed. His dreads stuck out all over
the place. ‘I wonder if my hair is gonna screw me getting into the misstates.’
………………………………………..

N23.1

He bolted alert.

krowe walked into class, eased into his desk and
immediately dazed off into space. Wind was
late. Suddenly Ms. Gill appeared at his table.

“Oh, it’s just some of the water I brought back, John. Use it anyway
you need to, but what’s important is that you bring the vial back.”
krowe looked at the cheap, plastic, wal-marty vial. “Uhhh, OK, Ms.
Gill.”
“Good, I just have this feeling that you’ll need it. Oh, and even though
I boiled the heck out of it– I don’t recommend drinking it.”
krowe chuckled, “OK Ms. Gill… Thanks.” She stood up and began
to turn back to her desk. “Oh Ms. Gill.”
“Yes, John.”

“Sorry, John. I didn’t mean to startle you.”

“Please call me krowe. I go by krowe, small k.”

“Oh I’m still half asleep, Ms. Gill.”

Ms. Gill raised her eyebrows and paused for a moment. Then she
slowly nodded. “krowe… as in your last name? So I was right about
the water.” She made a mysterious smile, turned and walked away.
krowe gave his head a little shake and stuck the water in his pocket.
In blew the Wind.

She leaned close to his desk. krowe’s eyes went big, wondering what
was up.
“I wanted talk to you about going to Seattle next week to protest the
WTO.”
krowe’s thoughts raced– maybe he should have lied to get the OK to
leave school and postpone his exam. “Uh… I hope it’s OK, uhh, the
exam, uhh, it’s really important to me and I/”

………………………………………..

N23.2

“John, It’s OK. I just wanted to tell you that… that if I could I would
go too, so I want you to know that you are going for me as well.”

“Look what I bought, Johnnie!” Mom held a
huge plastic box with both hands. It had ‘I
survived Y2K!’ written on it.

krowe was stunned. He spoke the name of the almighty: “Wow!”

“Oh christ, Mom.”

“And I want you to carry this with you.” She handed him a vial. “It’s
holy water, from the Ganges River in India. I brought it back last
year when I went to burn my grandfather. He was cremated on that
river, his ashes floating… He meant the world to me. He was a man
of great peace, a disciple of Mahatma Gandhi’s teachings. He walked
very gently on this Earth.”

“What! I thought you’d be pleased. We’ll be safe now.” Mom turned
to do the dishes. krowe just shook his dreads. “Oh– by the way a
package came from someone named ‘Jenna Tole’.”

“Whoa, Ms. Gill– What if I lose it?”
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krowe laughed, followed the soapy finger to the desk, grabbed the
little package and tore off to his room. He turned out the lights
and lit a candle. Somehow it made letter reading that much more
enjoyable, more sacred. There were bird tracks all over the package.
It smelt like sweet smoke.
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krowe shook the film canister. It shucka shucked. He didn’t open it.
………………………………………..

N25

Mr. Mercer was reading his paper, not moving a
muscle, batting an eye or granting an acknowledgement of krowe sitting on his couch. Wind was in the
kitchen helping Mom finish with supper dishes. When Mr. Mercer
said, “We are having a meeting at 7 o’clock,” he meant 7 o’clock.
krowe’s chest heaved and he wished he could melt away into the
couch. He was mentally reciting ‘smile and nod… smile and nod’
when Mr. Mercer yelled out, “WIND, it’s time for our meeting!” 7
o’clock, right on the nose.
Wind strolled into the livingroom and gave Mr. Mercer a peck on
the forehead before she jumped over the coffeetable and plopped
down beside krowe. This seemed to have tamed Mr. Mercer a notch,
but only a notch.
“Alright Mister and Mizz Revolutionary. Let’s talk about world
economics and trade, of which both topics I am an expert in, and
you two are not.”
“What-ever, Daddy, I have mouse elbow from surfing!”
“Don’t believe everything you read, Ms. Wind. That is the downfall
of the World Wide Web: anyone can post c, r, a, p and sell it to you
as truth.”
“Yup, people are always selling crap as truth.”
Mr. Mercer squished his eyes up. krowe shuddered.
“To begin with you need to know that economic globalization is
an unstoppable reality. It’s already a part of life, and the attempts to
organize rules around trade are to help it work better.”
“Well, we the people believe th/”
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“We the people? Are you speaking for the people of the globe, Wind?”
“Yeah, why not? You are speaking for the businessmen, CEO’s and
multinationals that are the driving force behind gobble-lization,
and I am speaking for everyone else that is not in those closed door
meetings.”
“Wind, I feel like I am speaking for ‘the people’ as well.” Mr. Mercer’s
face relaxed another half notch, but only half a notch. “Windy, I
honestly believe that economic globalization will have enormous
benefits to mankind.” Eye rolls. “Uhh, I mean people-kind. Just look
at the human condition– it has improved in almost every nation over
the past two decades. The lowering of trade barriers has lifted people
and nations out of poverty, increased education and income and has
provided more freedom of choice.”
“Freedom of choice? Freedom to choose Krap Dinner over locally grown
grains? Freedom to have pineapples flown a thousands kilometres by
jet? Freedom to stimulate ourselves to death? Capitalism doesn’t offer
more choice; it bombards us from the day we are born with messages
of consumption. We are goaded to rebel against sustainable ways
of living, traditional foods, dress, and culture– those which come
free from culture and then fill the void with homogenized purchased
culture. More McBowel cancer in the world is not progress. And
global poverty is way up, Dad.” krowe silently nodded Wind’s sharp
points.
Mr. Mercer dug in: “But the level of wealth in the world has
increased, and this wealth is moving around the world in a more
widely distributed manner, which is better for everyone.”
“The physical location of wealth has spread out, but not the quantity
of people that have access to it. That has decreased. The UN has
determined that the number of people living in poverty has increased
since 1995– how did globalization help them?”
“Just think how much worse off they would have been without
the benefits of trade liberalization. Our general quality of life has
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increased dramatically over the last century. At least everyone now
will have a greater opportunity to reach their potential, to tap into the
opportunities to achieve wealth, and that wealth will get distributed
into their communities and countries.”
Wind’s face contorted while she sucked down a huge breath and
mocked in her best promptitude: “Reach-their-potential? Sweet
Grace!” Out whipped a stack of papers hidden in her overalls. She was
well voiced for this cyclone. “United Nations human development
report– last year– the top 200 wealthiest individuals have a combined
wealth of the annual income of the poorest 50 percent of the world’s
people. That’s 200 on one side and 2.5 billion people on the other.
And get this! The top three hot-dogs of the world have fat assets
that exceed the combined GNP of the 48 poorest countries! Dad, the
extreme wealthy don’t share their wealth. What would you say to a
man who sat in a fortress on a mountain of beans while everyone
around the castle is starving?” Mr. Mercer just nodded slowly. “The
WTO is just gonna make a bigger third world in the first and a bigger
first world in the third.” Slow nod. “Economic colonization… The
world take over of corporations!… Closed door meetings!… It’s
death to democracy!”
Except for raised eyebrows Mr. Mercer was expressionless. “Well,
Windy you’ve done your research.” He suddenly turned and krowe
gasped. “And what do you have to say for yourself?”
Nothing… The silence in the heavy room was amplified by the ticktock clock. krowe’s eyes bolted up and down, all around. Nobody
spoke while he rifled through what he could say, for what he should say.
Suzan suddenly appeared in his head. He closed his eyes and pretended
he was speaking to Suzan who was pretending to be Mr. Mercer. “I
believe…” Tick-tock, tick-tock. He opened his eyes but looked at the
table. “Phfffew. It’s not easy. I mean the global interconnection that
we are having is… revolutionary. We need to globalize, especially just
to stop the exploitation of the third world, but it’s just wrong how
corporate culture is oozing into every corner…” Nods. “I don’t know
if you realize this but both of you are saying you want the world
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to be better.” More nods. “I just believe that the people who truly
have the power to make change are not acting in the best interest of
Earth or the people. If they did, then in a nanosecond– Right now,
world poverty and hunger could end! I fluked out being born in the
privileged land– so it’s my duty and responsibility to speak out, break
it down. Not so that we can consume even more, but so that we can
all live better. I just couldn’t live…. I could not live with myself if I
did not act to break down the fortress and spread the beans.”

“School letters confirming enrollment?”

Wind suddenly guffawed and Mr. Mercer cracked a smile. Wind
plugged her nose, wafted her face with her other hand and peeeyoued.
Little did krowe know that he spoke the code words for ‘fart’ in the
Mercer household. krowe smiled and his hands spoke a ‘what?’

F: “Check.” | k: “Huh?”

Mr. Mercer’s smile faded. Slow and deliberate, he started with a
big breath. “Alright you two… Go and tell them what you think.
It’s your democratic right. Just keep your mind open to the possibility of the positives of globalization. Nothing is ever one sided…
And krowe, if I believed that what I did in this world caused harm,
despair, and death of the people or the planet, I could not live with
myself either.”
………………………………………..

N26

It was a chilly morning in krowe’s basement. ‘Only
one more day. It has to be done.’ krowe stared into the
bathroom mirror at the columns and chunks of hair.
Uncut since the day Dad died. And just like the grandfathers in the
forest, one by one they came down. Some of them took blood.
………………………………………..

N26.1

Wind breathed: “Alright. Permission letters to
travel from parent and/or caregiver?”

Fan search his hockey bag and nodded. krowe ruffled around in The
Rucksack and ‘checked’.
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Fan: “Check.” | krowe: “Check.”
“Cash, bankbooks, debit card and/or credit card?”
F: “Check.” | k: “Check.”
“Gas masks?”

Wind smirked incredulously at krowe. “You didn’t pick up a gas
mask?”
“You’ve got to be kidding– I don’t plan on getting gassed.”
Fan whipped an army surplus mask out of his hockey bag and pulled
it on. Out seeped a muffled “tear-gas-is-like-a-fart-in-a-spacesuit.”
krowe’s worried face looked back and forth from Fan to Wind.
“Wind, are you bringing a gas mask?”
Wind moved her hand over to brush krowe’s forehead down. “No,
worry wart– I wasn’t planning on it. I am bringing bandanas and
lemon juice in case I get caught in gas or pepper sprayed though.”
Fan pulled out his bandanas and jiggled a little yellow plastic lemon–
swish, swish.
krowe rolled his eyes back and fell behind onto Wind’s mattress. He
rubbed his face and freshly cut bristly scalp with his hands. “I don’t
know if I can do this. Why do we have to worry about being gassed
for telling the govs to stuff it? Why do we even accept this premise?
This is stressing me out! I don’t want to go down to the states to
riot– I want… Bunk, I don’t know what I want.”
Fan took off his mask and grinned, “Well, I want to smash t'e
machine! It broke.”
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Wind shrugged, “Call me a freak but maybe the WTO could be
changed– you know– phoenixed to ensure trade is more just and
ecological– save Earth.”
“Well, now I know we are hooped,” ruffled krowe. The others threw
out ‘whys’. “Even amongst us. You want to blow it up. You think it
could be fixed. And I don’t have a clue what I want. It’s gonna be a
bonfire with nobody in charge.” krowe stared at the ground.
Wind fished: “What do you hope will happen, krowe? Make a
prophecy.”
krowe fiddled with the blanket on the bed. He looked small without
his hair. “I hope the world wakes up and connects the evil C3’s…” Fan
shrugged a ‘what?’ “It’s capitalism, consumption and corporations
that are killing us. I hope the change sparks everywhere/”
“Moi too, frère! Everybody burn it down: REVOLUTION!”

krowe yucked while looking at his gooey finger.
Wind pointed: “You two are doing exactly what they want you to
do: divide. Didn’t you hear? You both spoke of solidarity. We can be
diverse as well as one, you boneheads!”
Fan snickered and repeated his new word: “Boneheads… I like t'at.”
He elbowed krowe: “Bonehead!” and grinned.
krowe shook his head. “That was friggen' gross.” Fan looked proud.
krowe cleaned his finger on a bandana. “I’m sorry- I’m a wreck. It’s
just… What if something bad happens to one of us.”
Fan looked at the ground and shrugged.
Wind grinned and pulled their chins together– noses almost touching: “And what if something good happens?”
………………………………………..

“No, Fan– I want massive change not/”

N26.2

“You want fuckin' control, krowe– just like your Dad- No? You afraid
to be free!”

Fan and krowe had their jackets on and were at
the door to go.

krowe jumped to his feet and Fan stood to meet him. With finger
pointed in Fan’s face, krowe spat out: “And where do you get ‘smash
the world’ from, hey scar head?” Fan grabbed krowe’s finger and
pulled it up into his nostril.

“Well– tomorrow’s the big day,” said Wind, while looking at the floor,
kicking the shoes in the entrance way. The three stood in silence–
waiting. It almost seemed that if nobody moved, tomorrow would
not come. There were so many hurdles to overcome, just to even get
to Seattle.

Bang- knock-knock. “What’s going on, Wind? Is everything alright in
there?” krowe wrenched his hand away and looked at his finger.
“Yeah, Daddy. Just role-playing conflict management.” Wind grabbed
both boys by their ears and pushed them back onto her bed, side by
side.
“Alright, Windy. It’s almost time for the boys to go.”
“Alright, Daddy.” Footsteps walked away.
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“Well, we should go,” spoke krowe. But he didn’t move– he just
looked at Wind.
Wind looked up, back at krowe. “Yup. Time to go, full day tomorrow. Can’t be hanging around here all night.”
Fan shook his head. “I’ll see you boneheads tomorrow. Don’t be late
for ferry.” He whipped out the door before either one of them could
peep.
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krowe started to speak, but Wind stopped him with a finger to his
lips. Her hand smelt like lemon. It tingled his lips and dripped to
his heart. She grabbed his hand and slowly, stepping like cats, drew
him down to her room. His heart pounded with nervous joy. Wind
shouted, “Goodnight, Mommy/Daddy,” and waited for goodnights
from the den. She closed the door behind her and locked them in.
She pushed krowe back onto the bed and turned on her stereo. With
tomorrow in such question, today was the answer they sought.
………………………………………..

N27

“Tell me more about your hippie-p’s,” krowe
whispered, trying to not disturb Fan.

Wind lay on her back with her big black fleece scrunched up into
a ball under her head. They had left the fly partially off the tent to
look out the screen. The stars shivered through holes in the clouds. A
quick jaunt on the Coho ferry to Washington state and many hours
of roadside hitching only brought them halfway to Seattle. They
would have considered taking a bus, but the last one left before the
ferry from Victoria even arrived. Fan thought it was a conspiracy to
make you stay in a hotel in Port Angeles.
It was moist but not raining. krowe chose the spot in a field by the
highway. Fan set up the tent, but it was Wind who made the call to
camp. Their tent sat on a dry, flat hump surrounded by grasses, short
bush, and marsh.
“What do you want to know, krowe?”
“How 'bout some spin, Wind.”
Wind giggled. She looked up at the tent screen and watched the
clouds cruise. krowe smiled. His eyes travelled her profile in the semidark: flat with subtle hills, like a dark gentle plain that in the day
turned into a field of wild flowers with purple, red and black grasses
flowing down from her head. He imagined his own profile: a big
nasal ski slope– definitely more mountainous and coastal. His head
would have been a wicked shadow forest of old grandparents. But
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they’re now a clearcut– just like most the world.
“Well, as you know, I come from a line of hippies. My grandfolks
were radicals. They had a collective farm with several families on Reid
Island. Granny was 26 when she had my Mom in ‘66. Their lifestyle
was experimental- total openness, kids running everywhere, allowed
to do whatever. They were surviving off the land for years. Then in
‘82 my Mom got pregnant- she was 16. My father was a boy from
a Japanese family that was visiting. And he was only 15! His folks
bolted with him as soon as they found out. Then, soon afterwards,
my grandfolks got caught growing dope. They were totally broke
and just struggling to live how they wanted. I don’t blame them- ya
make more dough growing buds than spuds. They went to jail and
that killed the collective. Since Mom was still a kid she got taken
into government care. There, she lost it. And I was taken by social
services– the shitiest parents in the world. None of my relatives could
or would take me. Some were more unstable than my Mom. Others
didn’t like that I’m yellow. Mom got worse in foster home after foster
home. Really messed up. Overdoped… In the mean time she lost me
permanently and I got adopted. She thought I’d be better off.”
“And… are you?”
“Don’t know…”
“How old is your Mom now?”
“33. And Granny is 59.”
“Wow! They’re still young.”
“Yeah… You know, I absolutely love my adopted-parents. And I feel
very privileged and guilty to be so wealthy. It’s ironic. My hippie
family struggled with poverty because of their beliefs and my parents
have way more money than they need… Sometime I feel that I don’t
belong in either world. I take turns which ones I’m angry at.”
krowe nodded in the dark. “So what killed the hippies?”
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“What? They’re not dead!”

“Sure, why not?”

Fan piped up “Oi– more quiet, or I do some killing!”

“That’s us then?”

Wind and krowe snickered and returned to whispering. “You know
what I mean.”

“Why not? What if we are the generation that will take the big leap.
‘Generation Last,’ if we don’t do it, well…”

“I know what you mean. Well, everything comes and goes, even
movements. The beats built the ship and the pillage in Vietnam gave
them the launch.”

“So what’s gonna cut the cord? Do we need another Vietnam?”

“Huh- Bean said that as a species we evolved in ‘69 because we left
Earth and touched the Moon.”
“Hmmm. Some of the hippies also talk of a comet that came by at
that time that sparked the transformation.”
“OK, but what happened to them? They were so freed, yet many are
so messed up.”
“For sure, krowe. Maybe it’s the painful birth of a new species: people
flail and have to figure it all out– separate.”
“Hmmm.”
“Freedom’s like the Moon– it always has a shadow. There were a lot of
experimentation casualties. But you can’t deny collective knowledge
was completely changed by them: environmental, nutritional, social
justice, human rights. It kept on going right into the 70’s.”
“Then the 80’s came and disco-ed it.”
“Yeah, it’s like all social movements have a swing to them. They lurch
forward, and swing a little back then lurch forward again. It swings
bigger each time. I think we are lurching forward again– fast. And
the momentum this time is so fast I think the cord is gonna break
and we’ll be launched into a new world of ultra-aware people.”
“You mean, like the new swing started in ‘69 and is peaking now?”
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“Sweet Grace, I hope not. We’ll never survive another big war… If
global warming doesn’t get us united, maybe a mega comet coming
right at Earth will.”
“A comet hey. C'mon gawd– give us a hand.”
“Huh?”
“Who do you pray to, Wind?”
“Not telling.”
“What? C'mon, Wind. Who?”
“Noooot telling.”
“Hmmm. Tease.” krowe took a big breath, turned on his back and
stared out the screen. “Something gnaws at me like I’m staring at
the stars and missing the constellations… I feel like there is some
common denominator to all the shit we are facing today.”
“Sure. We’ll figure it out. I have hope.”
“Why? What brings you hope?”
“'Cause it’s the end of the world! It’s so fresh we have yet to name it…
I’m not trying to blow sunshine up your ass.”
Fan giggled from the corner of the tent, “Sunshine up your ass!”
krowe giggled back, “You’re always on, frère!”
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“Sugar. Too much as a kid,” he slurred.
Wind continued: “I have faith… I think we are approaching the end
and the beginning. And I’m not going to wait around and see if it
happens but help make it happen… Bring it on!”
krowe noticed a glow on the tent wall. He shimmied down to see
that a perfect half Moon had risen. Half light, half shadow. Wind
also slowly scooted down to look.
“Bean was telling me that not too long ago some people actually
thought the Moon was cheese.”

And if we take Earth down, the glorious freaking universe will spin
on without us. Life will prevail !” krowe sensed this was not bringing
them the hope or enthusiasm that he discovered in that moment. He
added, “And I choose to stick around on Earth.”
“Good choice,” spoke Wind.
“Me too,” said Fan.
“krowe for prophet,” whispered Wind as she stuck back in the TP.
“Aye-Aye,” added Fan.

Wind’s voice began to fade, “Hmm.”

“Oh, no, we all prophet,” concluded krowe.

“They had nothing else to explain it… And we talk about the man
in the Moon because it kind of looks like eyes and a mouth.” Wind
ummed. “Uncle Joey told me that down in Greece they see a rabbit
in the Moon… It just depends how you look at it.”

But it was the birds and frogs that had the last word.

Wind was silent. krowe looked into the sky. Waiting. Watching the
Moon, till sleep gently closed his eyelids.
………………………………………..

N28

krowe awoke with a gasp in the early light of dawn.
At first he did not know what he was hearing. It
sounded like an alien craft descending. Then a smile
swept across his face and he whispered loudly “Wind, Wind…. Fan,
Wind.” They both made groggy whaas and pulled wads of TP out of
their ears. “Listen!” They both blinked. “Frogs! Listen to the frogs–
they’re going nuts. And the birds, listen to all the birds singing– right
beside this humungous freakin' highway. Listen to Earth sing!”
Wind was silent but Fan spoke– “Ehh?”
“Life will prevail, frère. No matter what we stupid humans do to ourselves. The religionists have it all wrong; they think the world is here
to serve us. You see, Earth will be around even if we all are compost.
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Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

Circles on the lines
Mon, 29 Nov 1999 2:13:45
krowe <krowe@hopeace.ca>
uncle Joey <knight@hopeace.ca>

N29

Joey: have no fear– the end is near! Somehow,
everything is changign. I just got back from a march.
My first one! There were maybe 15000 people. Each
day has a theme and today was Earth. The ziggiest was
a mob dressed up as sea turtles. Why? Because the
WTO determined a shrimp ban, even if endangered sea
turtles are being netted and killed, is a barrier to
trade. THAT is why im here.
We hitched for almost 2 days. Nobody wanted to pick
us up. So only last night we made it into seattle.
It was dark and wet. If this were victoria the only
people on the streets would have been those with
no where to go, or nuttin better to do. But no,
thousands of people milling about, wearing 'protest
of the century' rain jackets, 'NO WTO' buttons,
everyone– eyes on fire!
Then we moseyed to our host family. Fan (the friend
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formerly known as Pierre), Wind, me, 3 others, 2
kids and 2 hosts. They made a big vat of thick soup
to keep us alive for the next few days. Thousands
of seatilians are hosting protesters. This morning
Dave– (house host) brought us to this big warehouse–
now the activist convergence centre. We walked
up– people everywhere. I went in the door to see
posters and ads: 'i need a ride back to ottawa after
the squirmish…' 'i wanna join feminist/ anarchist/
women of colour affinity group– call…' etc, etc.
Then a welcome table– 'media and cops to check-in.'
Stacks of thousands of posters to go up every night.
Thats the spirit here– DIY: do it yourself! Bumps:
'Genetically modified corn kills monarch butterflies.'
Some guy from winnipeg giving away stickers he made:
'Bye-bye 20th century. Histoyr will never forgive
you!' (i got you one) Toilets, bulletin boards, a
lounge with tea and water and people stacked on top
of people talking, arguing, sleeping.
I walked down a hallway and before me opened up a
huge warehouse space. Follow my wide open eyes: to 7
oclock is a mock trial of lawyers and accused roleplaying arrest (if you get arrested you dont tell
them your name or nothing– fuck up the whole system).
Over at 9 oclock is people painting large canvas
signs: 'WTO: the death of democracy', 'Power to the
People'. 10 oclock another group learning how to
survive when the cops spray, gas, step, cuff and club
you. You know– cops 'keeping the peace stuff'. Then
a makeshift kitchen. "Soup ready in 10 min," some
guy says to me when i walk past. Above, floating
like moons, 5 huge canvasses– ragged, stained: wood
cut images such as a woman walking and sowing seeds
in her footsteps, behind her– fists of resistance
growing from Earth– battle flags!
My mouth is open– catching what i can. I walk through
to the end, another door opens to an even *bigger*
warehouse room– hundreds of people milling about,
my big beak, spinning like a compass in a room of
magnets. On the right– a whole pile of adults and
kids makign paper mache puppets, some that ride
on your shoulders as big as the roof. Then maps
of seattle with pins of all colours– marking where
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THEY are meeting– and more importantly– where we are
meeting THEM. BEHind the map around 50 people– all
reps of affinity groups, planning the shut down.
We are going to surround it! Fan found his affin
crew and disappeared. I moved over to watch another
trainign session. There were 7 women on the ground,
arms linked in concrete tubes. Self-immobilized. They
are going to lock themselves down right on the front
line! The idea is that if the cops know that these
people cant move and cant be moved– then they wont
pepper spray or gas. Kind of like trying to find a
crack in their armour. Joey, people have died from
the gas and spray the cops have threatened to use.
And its worse than i thought. Ive read stats– numbers
on how many peoples and movements the yankee gov has
silently squashed, mostly in the third world. They
have killed more innocent people than hitler dreamed
of! But yet most of the resistors here are american
citizens. I had no idea– they are rising up! They
are organizing from within to take on the beast. Its
a movement. And you have to do it yourself, think
for yourself, decide, take action. Its like if
*nobody* is in charge, then *everybody* has to take
responsibility.
Joey, remember you wrote of your world, your beliefs
all crumbling around you. I, as well, feel like i
am in the biggest earthquake to hit my self– ever. I
dont know where or when it will end or what will be
standing.
More reports from the front lines to come,
special agent krowe

………………………………………..

N29.1

krowe launched the email in the internet cafe
with a spirited mouse snap. A rat-a-tat-tat of
clicking keys drew his eyes over to see an old
woman in a wild hat. The hat was covered in plastic pansies poking
out in every such direction on crazy bobbing wires. A little rainbow
flag also stuck out of her brim. She was typing feverishly and krowe
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smiled in her direction. She caught the beam and turned her head
towards him. Her eyes were enflamed.

N29.2

“Sending the reports back to the Grannies, young man!”

krowe strolled outside to see Wind squished up
into a ball against the building. She was studying the list of events and scribbling like mad
into a little home-made book.

krowe chuckled, “Great! Who’s Grannies?”

“What’s shaking, Wind?”

“The Raging Grannies! The aged, the elderly, the old coots who give
a hoot!”

“Waaay too much– look at all this! There are like 20 things happening
every day. I can’t decide what I want to do. Do you know?”

“Ziggy! It’s like, everyone is here to protest!”

“Absolutely, I’m going to the Reclaim.”

“I dost!” The grannie fumbled around in her hat and pulled down
the rainbow flag and fluttered it at krowe. “Are you familiar with the
warriors of the rainbow prophecy, young punk?”

“You’re gonna hang with the witches, huh?”

krowe chuckled: “Not yet.”

“Don’t worry, they won’t burn you.” Wind looked back at the event
listings, “Oh my Sweet Grace: Vandana Shiva is speaking today!
You’re on your own, bub.” krowe’s face condensed. “What’s up?”

“Well, it had been prophesied a long time ago by some First Peoples
that the warriors of the rainbow will rise up and take back the planet
from the evil chiefs. Does that interest you, the spirit of revolt?”
When she spoke the word ‘spirit’ krowe felt shivers in his spine. “Oh
yeah!”
“Then you need to check this out.” The grannie handed him a card
with address on the back and in bold green on the front: ‘Reclaim’.
krowe recognized it from the event listings.
“Thanks!” krowe put the card into his jacket pocket and began to
search for something he wanted to show the grannie.
She nodded at him, “OK, junior. I decided long ago that I’m going
out with a big-bang and I’ve got work to do!”
krowe found what he was searching for and pulled it out. He waved
Suzan’s rainbow flag at the grannie and she smiled a mile.
Flutter, flutter, flutter.
………………………………………..
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“Witches? I guess so.”

“Uhh… nervous.” Wind’s brows made a ‘nervous of ’? krowe
shrugged.
“How 'bout I walk you to the Reclaiming ceremony.”
krowe smiled and nodded. Wind jumped up, put her arm around
him in a sideways hug and they started off. They wove their way
through and around the crowds of people. The energy and numbers
were building by the minute. Everywhere people– waiting. krowe
put his hand to his chest pocket to see if Ms. Gill’s vial of holy water
and Joey’s film canister were still there– just in case.
………………………………………..

N29.3

krowe sat in a large circle of about 40 people.
Wind walked him into the room and took off.
They planned to reunite in a few hours at the
church Vandana Shiva was speaking at. Wind was so excited that she
jittered like Fan. On the way to the Reclaim she told a story of her
hero: Vandana was part of the first tree-hugger movements in India.
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Wind was 14 when she first heard her on CFUV as she spoke out against
corporate gene copywriting and genetically mutated organisms.
Wind learnt how corporations have been stealing and copywriting
ownership of traditional medicinal plants from indigenous peoples
around the world. Wind became enraged, inspired and moved. From
that point on, Wind really liked her.
Wind shared that her like for Vandana Shiva soon grew into love
at a presentation at the downtown library. Back in ’96, Vandana
was one of the thousands of powerful women who gathered at the
International Women’s Conference held in Beijing. Wind attended a
slide show and discussion from a group of women who returned. The
room was packed. A presenter said, “Take a guess what happens when
you get together a large international group of women. We started
a march.” But as the conference was held in ultra-repressive China,
the thousands of women were not allowed to leave their fenced area.
Turned around at the gate they marched all over the huge grounds
instead. Then they happened upon– of all things in a compound in
Beijing China– a McDonalds! As McDonalds is a symbol of all that
is wrong in this world– the women took action: They grabbed the
plastic Ronnie off his bolts and marched him around the compound.
The crescendo of the story ended with a picture forever burned into
Wind’s mind. She spoke out loud: “I want to meet that woman,”
when she saw Vandana pinnacle-of-non-violence Shiva with sari in
hand and raised foot coming down to stomp on Ronnie’s plastic
head.
krowe sat in the Reclaiming circle and looked around at all the people.
He was not the only one who came on his own. Most of them looked
like everyday Joes, Janes and Janoes. Many sported a little pentagram
or goddess necklace.
The group hushed as several people entered the circle and shared their
names and intentions. One of them, named Starhawk, spoke of the
importance of being grounded in such chaotic times and something
about using magic to create movement.
The ritual began. They started with dance, rhythm, and drumming.
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krowe felt a sense of unity from moving together. His thoughts and
distractions seemed to be relinquished by the beat of the drum. It
calmed into silence.
They recircled and faced all the directions calling in energies and
faces of spirit to claim the space as sacred and safe. Elders, teachers,
prophets and kin gone on before were asked to return to aid them.
Earth and fire. Light and movement. Dark and shadow. Change and
growth. Wind and rain. The circle set, the energy raised, everyone
sat, but one. She spoke:
“Close your eyes.
Sit in calm.
Use gravity of Earth to hold your spine tall like a tree.
Breathe.
Breathe in spirit all around you.
Let spirit flow though your veins and bring a profound calm.
Your veins deliver the colour of gentle stillness to each limb.
Filling with calm.
Slow breath in– spirit calms.
Slow breath out– busy-ness is gone.
Your spine is a trunk of a tree.
From your base you send down a tap root down through the floor we sit.
Down.
Down.
Through wood, concrete and rock split to open for your root to grow.
Down into the cool soil of Earth you grow, down.
Past underground springs, though rock and clay– deeper, deeper, deeper, down.
Down your taproot grows, towards the centre of mother, deep into Earth.
She is expecting you, she welcomes your presence.
You feel warmth as you approach her core.
You’re safe, you welcome the warmth.
You send your root down into her sacred fire.
Feel the warmth of the fiery centre of Mother.
She heals us, she always cares for her children.
She wants you to release your pain.
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Your hurt.
To send it down into her.
She will burn it up for you.
Release down to her that which you are ready to let go.
Release down to her that which holds you back.
Let it go.
Let it go.

Eyes still closed, krowe sat with hands to his chest. He felt ready to
cry– yet he was calm. Heat collected between his chest and palms.
It felt wet. ‘Am I bleeding?’ krowe was afraid to look, but rustles
around him brought his eyes to peek. Expecting rivers of red he
found instead his vial of holy water leaked in his pocket, anointing
him from his heart to his root. Without thinking he brushed the
water from his palms, up his chest, throat, face and bristly crown.

And now allow yourself to receive from her.
She wants you to be well.
She needs you to be healed.
Draw from the core of Mother the energy and healing you need.
Let it flow up your root and into your core.
Her energy is infinite, ever present.
Up into your spine the energy is drawn.
Let it flow through you and branch from your crown,
all around you as the grandest tree.
Your branches full of leaves and food for nourishment.
Let it flow up and through you.
Let it flow.

A woman dressed in black brought focus to the vessel in the centre
of the room filled with water. It was surrounded by sage, cedar and
stones. She opened a bottle. “Sacred water, from all over the world,”
and poured it into the vessel. She invited the circle to do the same.
krowe’s head shook slowly in disbelief. Many women stood and
poured waters, declaring their source. krowe found himself standing.
He pulled out his vial, still half full, and approached the vessel. He
couldn’t feel his feet.

You hear a sound.
You see an image.
You feel a sensation in your body.
Place your hand to that sacred place.
These are reminders of this infinite energy.
You may recall them to reconnect any time, anywhere to Mother.
It’s time to pull your root back up into yourself.
As much as you need, return your branches to within.
Find yourself back in the room.
In a circle of wonderful, wonderful people.
Working to heal Earth and her children.”
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The woman in black started to chant: “All waters are connected, one
water, one flow, one blood of Earth.” Others joined her.
He held his vial to his chest. His mouth opened. He felt more that
he was being spoken than speaking: “Water from the Ganges river
in India.”
Someone behind him said, “Where the dead are burned!” A murmur
circled the room.
krowe looked down into the vessel and stared at his reflection. The
water– like a mirror, he looked into the eyes… of his father. A single
tear, with enough weight to leave, took the terrific journey, from eye
to nose, and plinked itself into the vessel rippling his father’s image
into starburst reflections of light.
He poured the water in.
………………………………………..
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N29.4

krowe walked out of the cyber café. After
the Reclaim he needed to upload food and
download words into the land of 1s and 0s to
await digestion by uncle Joey of the North. There was no response
yet to krowe’s earlier email, which wasn’t surprising. krowe laughed
because it felt like days since he wrote him just that morning.
By the time he reached the church it was beyond full and people
spilled out into the street. He gave his forehead a mental slap: ‘Of
course it’s full– idiot– Vandana Shiva is speaking.’ He wished he could
know for sure if Wind was in there, but there wasn’t an easy way.
krowe stood on the church stairs above the crowd of a couple
hundred people milling all over the street. ‘People soup!’ He saw scores
of everyday folk mixed with dread-locked army-clothed Earthies
banging on djembes, feathered First Peoples pounding and wailing
on a huge drum and a free Tibet group meditating in the doorway of
some big business building. A few still carried around signs from the
morning march. The rains decided to return and some people pulled
out their ponchos or garbage bags and just kept on singing, dancing,
chanting. ‘Huh, No cars or cops anywhere though– strange.’
A TV news crew filmed the throng. krowe overheard a live on-the-air
disagreement between a reporter and a protester who objected to his
use of the word “rag-tag” to describe the group. The protester thought
it was a slur and got it logged on the airwaves. ‘Corp media reporting
about an anti-corp movement is so ironic it’s moronic,’ thought krowe.
He jetted his eyes left and right scanning for Wind and possibly Fan.
krowe felt anxiety tip-toeing in. He stuck his hand on his chest and
visualized the malevolent lost somewhere back in the woods on the
road. krowe pulled his slouch up straight to make his spine more
like a tree in Earth. He felt again the absence of his dreads. At least
an hour passed. It was dark and still raining. Hundreds more people
showed up to hang out. Many were disappointed at being turned
away from the church– already swollen. He couldn’t believe how
many people were standing around in the rain.
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A “FUCK YOU– asshole!” rang out from the crowd which tweaked
krowe’s ears. Staring down from the church stairs he could see there
was some sort of trouble sparking. He decided to fly down below
and investigate.
………………………………………..

People poured out of the church. krowe sat on
the stairs with hooded head in his hands when
Wind found him. “Yo– krowe, How-she-go?”

N29.5

krowe looked up. “Aaaaw, Wind, you wouldn’t believe what just
happened.”
“Holy krowe, you’re pretty shaken up. Come on, let’s walk and talk.
We’re joining the Jubilee march!”
He grabbed her extended hand and they joined the crowds of people
that funnelled up the street.
“So I hear this commotion and I go down to check what’s up. There’s
three assholes with huge body boards painted with bible crap all over
them preaching shit. I was immediately pissed off at them and people
all around me were getting pissed off, too. I actually spoke to them
and asked why they were here, that this is about anti-globalization
and they started quoting bible shit about Jesus entering the lion’s
den. It was insane, Wind. I tried reasoning with them and they just
told me I’m going to hell! God, I hate that!”
“No doubt, krowe, they weren’t here to listen, were they?”
“Yeah, I figured that out right away. So one guy has a bullhorn and
is droning on and on in this eerie monotone voice: ‘Yaaall going
ta hell. Yaaall a buncha sinners. Women are subservient in the eyes of
gawd. Yaaalll should be home serving men!’ ” Wind rolled her browns.
“And then a big black guy comes up and tried to reason with them
too and they start duelling quotes– you know, ‘I’m praying fer you.’
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‘NO, I’m praying for you!’ ‘Yer prayers will never leave the ground and I
quote blah friggen blah.’ On and on and on. Then the black guy starts
poking whitey in the chest. It’s like the bible-bangers were trying
to cause shit. I don’t understand why. And I’m panicking, thinking
there’s gonna be a stoning. So I start following the bangers around
and yell over top of them: ‘Ignore these people. They are unwell.
They cannot hear you. They are trying to provoke us. These people
are sick.’ Over and over. Then the black guy finally leaves, swearing
and yelling.”
“Nifty krowe, it worked!”
“Yeah, mostly. Most of the people just walked away but some just
ignored me and they set off to fuel each other’s fire. So everybody
starts doing what they think is right to deal with the bangers. The
First Nation’s drummers get louder– especially after the asshole yells
over the bullhorn: ‘The Indian religion’s Satan’s tool: Repent– Repent!’
Then the Earthies started drumming all around us as well. Then
around 30 people started ohming. Ever heard ohming, Wind?”
Wind nodded and belted out a deep and long tone.
“Yeah, it gave me this weird buzz. Anyway, I’m still trying to deflect
people off and everything is getting worse. Then suddenly a circle of
people wearing armbands surround me and the bangers. It was like we
were netted with their arms linked, facing out.” krowe demonstrated.
“And if anyone came up to the circle to yell at the bangers, I went
over and said, ‘They can’t hear you. They are not well,’ and they
walked away. It was crazy, it just went on and on for 30 minutes and
my head was pounding from the bullhorn in my ears: ‘Yaaall sinners.
Yaaall going ta hell,’ blasted into my head. I didn’t know what to do.”
“What? Sure you did! That sounds great!”
krowe kicked a rock. “Yeah, but then some old black dude in a
leather cap and jacket shakes his head ‘no’ at me. He kinda looks
like in charge. Then I noticed that I’m in the circle with the biblebangers and I’m thinking maybe I’m part of the problem. But I was
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preventing shit from happening. Then the whole circle starts moving
the bangers and me away from the crowd like a ship. I hopped out
of the circle and watched it open up into a big U and kind of launch
those freaks away. And they left. It was amazing! But I felt like crap.”
“Like you were part of the problem, krowe?”
“Yeah… Yeah! My gut said I was helping. But when that old guy
shook his head at me, I began to question it. It was obvious they
were trained but aren’t there many ways to deal with this? Maybe I
could have actually ignited more problems like getting attacked by
the bangers. They are so-bunked-up! Warped! And they’re saying they
were acting out of love! Jee-sus smeeshus full-of-shit. Christianity is so
fucked, Wind!”
When krowe yelled, a rustle stirred in the crowd around them. Wind
walked by krowe’s side in the ensuing silence. She looked down at
the ground. “You’re really angry krowe. What happened to you?”
“You believe in that shit, Wind?”
Wind looked over trying to see krowe’s eyes behind his hood. “What
does it matter?”
“It totally friggen' matters!”
“What has happened to you, krowe?”
“I said/”
“Speak bird!”
krowe whipped his head to Wind. “You wanna know? You wanna
hear? How would you feel if you were told as a little boy that every
time you sinned your soul got a permanent black scar? Every summer
and them sometimes easter and christmas break my friggen' parents
would send me to Auntie Esther’s to get ‘fixed’! She would tell me
that swearing in my head or even thinking of sex is a sin. Just try as
a kid to tell your mind not to swear, Wind, and see what happens.
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I believed I was going to hell! I couldn’t stop thinking that maybe I
should just go ahead and sell my soul to the devil… Wind, she once
looked at my head for ‘markings of the beast’. She made me think I
was… I am haunted… I…”
“Oh krowe!” Wind’s eyes dropped.
“Then when my Dad got sick that freak is suddenly over at the hospital thumping Dad every friggen day, trying to get him to repent
and open his heart to JEEEE-SUS!” The crowd around krowe stared.
“I stopped going to the hospital because she was always there. And
she said to me that my Dad’s cancer is ‘god’s will’, and that I should
pray so that I don’t get prostate cancer! Screw her! Then he dies and
at the wake we’re about to eat and she says in front of everyone, ‘I
pray that Amanda and Johnnie accept jeee-sus into their hearts,’ and to
pray that my Dad made it into heaven.” krowe’s voice sounded as if
it were echoing from a well. His fists were clenched. “I believed it,
Wind… I believed it… Until I found out it was all a bunch of horseshit and I declared ‘FUCK christianity!’ Christianity ripped my soul
out.” The crowd visibly parted around the two. One woman moved
her children away. krowe faced the ground and huffed, gulping down
air, gulping back tears.

“Yup.”
Wind held krowe in a sideways hug as they walked up the many
blocks towards the arena. krowe hid in his hood and periodically
wiped his nose. Wind squeezed him in silence and the crowd slowly
returned to surround them. He took several breaths– loud and deep.
“So what is a jubilee march, anyway?”
Wind chuckled at the irony. “Jubilee is from the Bible. It’s the ancient
event of relinquishing old debts. A movement to try and convince
the governments of our world’s richest countries to suspend the
crushing debt of the 50 poorest nations. Liberating the poorest of
the poor from economic slavery.”
krowe nodded. As they approached the huge arena they could see
thousands and thousands of people holding hands, linking themselves in a humungous circle. They began to double up as more
people were spilling in from all sides. krowe smiled. He heard Bean’s
booming voice in his head: ‘There are no straight lines in the world!
Just pieces of circles!’
Wind and krowe joined the circle, linked arms and looked around.
Posted at every couple of hundred persons was someone with a
walkie-talkie and bullhorn giving play-by-plays as everyone shuffled
into the circles.

Wind slowly, gently wrapped her arm around his shoulders. She
almost whispered: “You’re right, krowe. You don’t have to believe
in it and you are a good man. You do not have to feel any guilt or
shame. You are a very good person in this world.”

“We have an announcement to make.”

krowe moved his eyes out from his hood to see Wind’s. He looked
quickly back to the ground.

“krowe, you know those sickos back at the church? I’m really proud
of you/”

She spoke louder: “You are a good man, krowe.”

“In four whole city blocks/”

krowe’s lips pursed hard to hold it all back. He shook his head. “I
friggen' hate being judged.”

“…for you followed your heart/”

“Uh-huh.”
“And I hate the religionists.”
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“…we have made a circle of unity/”
“…and dove into the lion’s den/”
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“…not only once– But twice around/”
“…and stood up to the lions!”
The circles roared with jubilation.
………………………………………..

N29.6

have connected– like the rainbow. The First Nations,
krowe– I think they're gonna save our asses. Joseph
also said he's dreamed that the Grand Amends, the
big change, it will ride on the back of strong winds
(tell that to your sweetie!)
Have you opened the film canister yet? It is meant
for a time when you need some warmth!

Subject: Frosty the Joeyman
Date: Mon, 29 Nov 1999 22:20:13
From: ME <knight@hopeace.ca>
To: krowe <krowe@hopeace.ca>		
					
krowe! I cannot call you ‘little’ any more. I just
realized today that you have become a young man.
Isen't it strange how even someone as brilliant as ME
can hang onto an old story.

Speaking of which it's time for me to go to my warm
bed. It's cold in the North, krowe. Joseph says
this in nothing, soon it will be so cold that if you
stand around long enough you'll grow icicles on your
testicles!

Speaking of stories I am thrilled to read your front
line reports. Strange– there is no mention here on
the news of what you're doing. Can I forward your
emails to others?

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

So– Starhawk? I don't think you actually know who you
sat with. I have a book she wrote to give you when
you return that's all about the end of the world– and
the beginning– through revolution. Revolution is just
another word for nothing left to lose– No? It's a
future story– post nuclear– where the Earth is filthy
polluted, and water is the most valuable resource. Of
course the corporations own the water and the army
cops are controlled by the corporations. Parallels
huh? Anyways, the people, the only way they can rise
up without being annihilated is through non-violence.
Like that scene– have you seen the movie on Mahatma
Gandhi's life? The Indians walk up, one by one, to
the British soldiers in defiance. POW– the soldier
strikes one down. Then the next, then the next– POW,
POW, POW– over and over until the soldier cracks and
out spills tears. He is now an ally.

JOey! Im now dry, warm, eating squash soup adn
wrecked from adrenaline. I gotta be quick, im on the
hosts computer and waiting for Fan to come back.

You mentioned all the rainbow flags. Joseph once
made mention of a rainbow prophesy. Cept he said the
Grand Amends (that's what he calls it– cool huh?)
It's gonna happen when the nations of the world
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piece, Joey

………………………………………..

N29.7

a line from the circle
Mon, 29 Nov 1999 23:24:01
krowe <krowe@hopeace.ca>
uncle Joey <knight@hopeace.ca>

This is what happened since this morning (and to
think, tomorrow is the big day!): I walked the
jubilee march with enough christians to give you
splinters! Then on the way back, a spontaneous takethe-streets happened- we were walking into live
traffic! Some smoe snapped and screamed his car
through our mob and clipped a girls leg. WE wernt
causing any harm! I thought someones gonna get killed
so I pulled my flashlight out of the rucksack and
'parade marshalled'! When in doubt- do it yourself! I
ran up ahead and closed intersections!
That was my highs- my low was I got caught up with a
bunch of friggen moron religionists who are sending
me to hell! Not that they deserved it, but i helped
save them from getting stoned (rocks that is!). I
have to admit- i trust you joey, when you joke about
looking for the prime minister of the universe, but
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i just dont get how so many people get fucked up
with gawd! Everything thats wrong in the mcworldcapitalism, corps, consumption,6 times more nukes
than stars you can see in the sky, and american
psychos. Giving up to gawd seems like more of the
same thing...
Oh– i hear the door, hope its Fan. Will write tomrw
k

………………………………………..

N29.8

krowe rounded the corner to see Fan’s bloodshot eyes and bandaged nose. He spoke in a
loud whisper because the others were already
asleep. “Fan! What happened?”

krowe ‘assis-toied’ with his finger. Fan obliged and sat at the table.
krowe filled the kettle with water, plunked down the whistler and
put it on to boil. Then he spooned a big bowl of soup to reheat for
him on the stove. “Did you… Did you/”
“Non! I was too… I was watching. First time, I wanted to watch.”
Fan fidgeted with the salt and pepper shakers. “T'e cops, t'ey were
right t'ere. I just watching. A cop freaked. 'E starts swinging.” Fan’s
face crushed down. He held the sides of his face as if to keep it from
falling apart. “'E lacrosse my face with club.” Fan demonstrated.
“Frickin' cock! 'E only 'it kids in black.” krowe just shook his head.
Fan was shaking. “I wish I 'ad some smoke, frère.”
“You in pain?”
Fan nodded his head. “I can’t calm down.”

Fan just shook his head. His eyes raged. krowe helped him out of
his jacket. It was soaked with rain and some parts were stained with
blood. krowe almost jumped when Fan shot his arms out in front of
him while looking at the ground. krowe moved in to hug him. Fan
squeezed back hard and spurted out a couple of choked cries. “Let 'er
rip, Fan,” spoke the ghost of counsellors past.

krowe stirred the soup and prepared the tea pot while Fan spoke of
a stranger who helped fix his face up and “poof ” was gone. krowe
was intrigued. ‘Huh, a red cross of the revolution. No– a Rainbow Star.’
krowe grabbed his Wish Cup from The Rucksack and a house cup.
When he lined them up his cup made that strange chink sound that
cracked cups make. They waited for the water to boil.

“Non– it 'urt my 'ead, my nose.” Fan sounded like a horrible cold.

Fan asked, “Why you bring t'at cup on road krowe?”

krowe squeezed back until he felt Fan relax. He backed up to look at
Fan’s face. His nose looked better than the tape and bandage let on.
What looked the scariest though was that the inner whites of Fan’s
eyes were blood red. “Shit, bro! What happened?”

“I know. Ceramic. Stupid huh? It’s my Wish Cup. Joey sent it to me
four years ago.” He showed him the blue Picasso bird of peace image
on the white cup. “The top part of the handle is cracked.” krowe
chinked it with a flick of his fingernail. “He told me that every time
I use it to make a wish and when the handle breaks the wish will
become true, as long as it is meant to be.”

Fan shook his head. He turned to grab a cloth and clean his jacket. “I
got smacked by cop. Fuckin' cock!” krowe looked back to the living
room and made a ‘quieter, quieter’, with his hands. Fan nodded
realizing everyone else was asleep. “Did you 'ear t'at McDeath was
taken down?” krowe shook a ‘no’. “I was just standing t'ere, in crowd,
and black-bloc anarchists swarm in, chucked post box t'rough
smashed windows– it was awesome!” Fan finished cleaning his coat.
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“Do you get all t'e wishes or just last one?”
krowe laughed. “I don’t know. I guess I’ll see.”
He handed him the heated soup and Fan gobbled it down. krowe
started heating another bowl.
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“Why 'e do t'is, krowe?”
krowe looked at the floor. “Cops fuck up too.”
Fan sneered and wobbled his head: “Protector of t'e golden arches.
Holy fricken' McDonalds!”
“Yeah– he just doesn’t get it.”
“T'en we smash 'im too!” Fan’s face dropped into a scary silent dead
calm. krowe looked into his eyes and waited for more words when
the kettle set off its shrill scream.
………………………………………..

N30

krowe awoke and opened his eyes. It was only
8:30, yet everyone else, except Wind, had already
left. For the first time in months he slept a dead
sleep. His body ached– all of his joints were sore from yesterday’s
adrenaline rushes. He snuggled closer to Wind and she moaned
and rolled over on her back. A waft of her scent came up from the
covers that immediately made his chest tingle and head feel light.
His penis erected so hard it hurt. krowe tiptoed to the bathroom
and masturbated. Then he soaked in the tub to get the ache out
and by the time he was finished bathing Wind was awake and had
breakfast made for the two of them. krowe did the dishes while she
got ready. When he was done he clicked on the TV just to see what
was happening.

realized that the front lines were effectively blocking the delegates
from entering and the meetings were on pause. “Hurrah!”
Out the door and to the bus stop. Wind paced while waiting under
the grey sky. “Aaarhh! I’m pissed off for sleeping in!”
“I’m sorry, Wind.”
“Why are you apologizing?” krowe shrugged. Wind plinked his nose,
“Stop that!”
The bus screeched and they jumped on. krowe pointed out the
window to a TV van. “Did you notice how the news used the word
‘protester’.”
“Yeah!”
“Didn’t it sound like ‘whiner’ when they said it?”
“It sure isn’t how I say it.”
“We need a new word. We need to rename ourselves. But we’re all so
different… Is there a common word that could sum us up?”
“Don’t know krowe, but The Poet should be able to figure one out.”
krowe smiled. He stared out the windows at the hundreds of billboards. Inspired, krowe dug around in The Rucksack, pulled out a
magic marker and scrawled on the back of the bus seat:

“Wind… Wind, check this out.”
Wind came dressed, almost ready to go but stood stunned as she
watched the events. All the local stations were reporting on the state
of the WTO meetings. Images of tear gas clouds wafting up from
a crowd of people– screaming. Then back to scenes just an hour
earlier of police and protestors talking and laughing. Then jutting
back to the present of batons raised and pepper spray being shot
into anguished faces. “Christ, Wind, they are being attacked! We
need to get down there.” They watched for a few minutes more and
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“We’re here! There’s the stadium,” announced Wind. As soon as the
bus door opened, a rallying roar erupted from what sounded like
thousands and thousands of people in the stadium.
Just outside the arena another group of several hundred rallied
around speakers– reciting fact after fact of the huge amounts of
destruction and abuse the WTO and NAFTA have acid-rained upon
the indigenous peoples of the planet. Finally the people streamed
out from all corners, the banners were raised and the march took off
down the streets.
It was so huge that even on the hills krowe could not see the beginning
or the end of the flood of people. Wind and krowe ran forwards then
back– against the flow, just to see all the different groups and scenes
happening in the flood.
“Look at them!” Wind pointed at a crew of bare-breasted Lesbian
Avengers with ‘NO WTO’ painted on their breasts. As they passed
a construction site full of gaping-mouthed men they shucka-shucked
their tits in an exclamation of ‘your gaze is absolutely powerless over my
body!’ “I love you people!” yelled Wind through cupped hands.
Legions of unions marched: steel workers, construction, carpentry
and mechanics- all in tight formations. They chanted and held
signs: ‘All of Your Worker’s Rights Were Written in BLOOD from
the Union of People!’ One large black man wailed with the voice of
10– surrounded by a responding throng:
“Power to the people.
POWER TO THE PEOPLE.
The people power.
THE PEOPLE POWER.
Getting stronger by the hour.
GETTING STRONGER BY THE HOUR.
And there ain’t enough cops.
AND THERE AIN’T ENOUGH COPS.
And there ain’t enough gas.
AND THERE AIN’T ENOUGH GAS.
And there ain’t enough bullets.
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AND THERE AIN’T ENOUGH BULLETS.
To keep the people down.
TO KEEP THE PEOPLE DOWN.
Power!
POWER!
People!
PEOPLE!
Power to the people…”

Then passed some Free-Tibets singing, chanting, praying, and smiling in compassion despite all the heinous, inane, and horrible tortures the Tibetan people have faced. ‘IF TIBET HAD OIL...’
Music, dancing, singing, rainbow flags waving. Signs everywhere.
Each folk coming up with their own personal statement on what
the WTO is and what to do with it: ‘Sea turtles and Trades Unions–
together at last’, ‘No new round’, ‘Free America– Trade Clinton’.
‘Seattle Welcomes the WTO’ flags were ripped down from street poles.
A little rain anointed the march. An anarchist marching band made
ripples in the flood with tubas and trumpets, drums and cymbals.
Guerrilla theatre snuck in all over the march and on various street
corners. A funeral procession with bells and mourning wailers passed
by: the dead and decayed hauling a casket labelled ‘democracy’. A
statue of bigotry with skewed scales of ‘just-us’ walked with tears of
blood dripping from her cold steel eyes. Several huge puppets: one
7M high black woman bound in chains; another– a maniacal Mister
Moore (the failed New Zealand politician turned WTO bus driver)
stuffing the third world and the poor into his bloated white gullet.
And the masses of at least 40,000 people all spilt into the downtown
core. People splashed left and right, no clear idea where to flow next.
Labour leaders pointed one way, ruckus pointed to the other. Block
after block of streets– filled. Buildings sprayed and tagged. Many
windows smashed. Music, dancing, and drumming. Then a man ran
through the streets yelling, “WTO vehicles are trying to leave the
convention center! We need more people!”
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A crowd including Wind and krowe followed chase. They came upon
a small group of folk sitting at the exit with a line of regular looking
Seattle police in front. The cops looked dead-tired. Wind and krowe
decided to sit with the hundred person blockade. Suddenly, about
200M away, from behind the wall where the cars were parked, came
out cops on horses.

presently around 1 PM. Someone in the crowd yelled, “the police
need to eat,” and the whole group began a rousing chant: “The police
need to eat! The police need to eat!” A hat was passed around and
cookies, oranges and fruit leather: rare and valuable provisions to a
group sitting in a blockade all day– were gathered and handed to the
police. They turned it down, but with smiles and thanks.

“Oh Grace, they are bringing out the horses.”
krowe shrugged.

‘Oh yeah, food,’ spoke the bellies. krowe and Wind hung out chatting
with people then decided to get some food themselves. They found a
sub joint and quickly gobbled.

Wind shook her head: “You can’t charge a horse with assault when it
crushes your leg.”

Wind squinted, “Capitalism: anything you want, anywhere, any
time. Hard to not be a hypocrite, isn’t it?”

They felt the tension in the crowd escalate from 3 to 5. Then behind
the horses came out robocops in a line. Black armoured suits. ‘Dark
knights’. The tension rose to 7. The robocops pulled out large canister
guns from behind the wall. Some people from the sit-down left.
Others pulled out their gas masks and bandanas and soaked them
in vinegar or lemon juice. A few prayed, rocking back and forth. A
woman sang a song in Spanish that sounded like a mourning wail.
Two guys got ‘the world is watching’ chant flowing. The tension was
a piercing 9. “I’m gonna stay, Wind. I have to.”

krowe nodded, mouth full.

Wind nodded fast. “Check!”
Then, inexplicably, the robos retreated behind the wall. Then the
horses disappeared and the tension fell back to around 4. The Seattle
police looked as relieved as the resistors.
In comic relief, some guy began to crack jokes. Then an elderly
hippie started asking “where you from?” Seattle, Tacoma, Oregon,
California, Regina, Mexico, L.A., Vancouver and Fairbanks. ‘Wow,’
thought krowe, ‘Is he trying to make us more real to the cops?’ Then
he asked the police– who had smiles on their faces at this point,
where they were from. They answered: Michigan, Seattle, Nebraska.
Someone else asked them when they last ate (apparently the vehicle
exit was blocked all morning). A female cop said 5 AM. It was
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Then back to the throng. They just re-entered when a skinny guy
with a walkie-talkie yelled: “HEY– we need more people on the
front– right now!”
Wind and krowe were swept by the call. Led down a street, they were
still a block away when the sting of gas poked their eyes and throats.
People everywhere, a row in the front– yelling. They bolted through
the crowd to see. Facing them back was a row of robocops– black
kevlar armoured suits, no eyes, faces shielded like the dark one– darth
vader himself. And in between the mob and the robos were scores of
people, four thick, sitting on the ground, arms linked. Gas masked,
bandana tied and naked faced– most of them terrified.
The robocops adjusted their face shields in unison. A huge bellied
one handed out pepper spray cannons the size of fire extinguishers.
krowe felt his feet melt. ‘Where is their humanity? Where is their
humanity?’ And the assault on these non-violent people laying their
lives on the front lines to stop the world-take-over; these citizens
with democratic rights forged with lives; just wanting to be heard,
to have a voice, to be included– for all of that, these people, these
profound and holy people were being torched alive with chemical
fire. krowe pounded his fists into his legs and screamed, “YOU’RE
SHOOTING POISON! YOU’RE HERE TO PROTECT US! WE
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ARE NON-VIOLENT,” to no avail. Someone with a stereo cranked
vader’s theme through a loud speaker: duun duun duun dun-deduun dun-de-duuuun. Screams, bodies flailing, spasming, limbs and
heads withering and slamming on the ground, boots of robocops
stepping on bodies, hands, faces, ravaging the people, layer by layer,
tearing the linked arms, ripping off any sort of protective face gear or
bandanas. Liquid fire shot into raw eyes, mouths, throats and chests.
“YOU’RE HURTING THEM,” caught the ear of a robo who swung
the blast of liquid fire close enough to explode krowe’s eyes as they
ignited into a volcano of spasming pain. PAIN. Pain took his whole
reality, no Wind, no cops, no resistors, no screams– just withering
pain from eyes, to ear holes, to deep inside his sinus cavity burning
all the way down his throat to his chest.
Then something, someone dragging, jacket tight, heels bouncing,
words, talking, “Wha?” Gaaaag, choke, puke, cough, spit. “Whaaa?”
“Welcome to hell, krowe!”
Cough, cough, “Fan?”
“To t'e rescue.”
Gaaag, gaaaaag, spit, spit. “Wind?”
“Right here bub. You better learn to play duck, birdie.”
With his head held back, krowe managed to flicker his welted eyes
open to receive a stream of chalky cool. It brought the burn down a
notch, but only a notch. “Cures heartburn too,” said Fan.
………………………………………..

N30.1

Wind recounted to krowe that those who could
crawl away for safety did. Others who couldn’t
were dragged out into the outer ring by fellow
resistors. Then the robocops march forward– “five friggen' metres of
street gained” and a new layer of folk filled in the street in front of
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them, linked arms and waited with their lives. The police paused to
reload their weapons.
krowe was stunned. Super-Fan zapped away again. krowe rinsed his
mouth and spat over and over. Terrifying screams from the crowd
behind them indicated the robocops were striking again. Wind
led krowe away, just a couple streets over, back into a carnival of
drumming, dancing, and celebrations of the shut-down. They sat on
a curb and drank water in silence.
………………………………………..

“Wha… What must be destroyed in a man
to… ….”

N30.2

Wind turned to krowe. He looked off into space. “krowe? krowe!”
His lips moved but no words came out. “Come back! Speak to me,
what do you feel right now? Krowe!” She grabbed his head to look
into his red eyes. It was the anchor that kept him from floating away.
“… … I… I feel… I feel numbed… Spaced.” Wind thumped her
hand to his chest. He immediately embraced his hands over hers.
She pushed hard, the warmth pouring through his body– a little
root growing down. “I feel… so fucking mad at them… I want to
hurt them, I want to hurt them back– idiots, stupid friggen' idiots,
shame! Shame on you!”
‘Shame on you, Johnnie!’ echoed his father’s voice. krowe cringed.
Wind suddenly let go. He turned to her– “Wind?”
“I feel sick, krowe. I think I’m gonna/” Puke.
krowe held Wind’s hair back, wiped her brow with a bandana and
gave her fresh water to rinse and spit the bile.
………………………………………..
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N30.3

“What the hell’s going on for the cops?” krowe
slowly wiped the mineral oil from his face.
The Rainbow Star who flew down gave Wind
electrolytes and anointed krowe’s face with oil, just flew away. “How
can we crack open their shells to consider that the WTO they are
protecting is killing the planet and us people? And it is them who
are wrong.”

Wind shrugged.
“They must have a seed of doubt. They must go home and cry. They
are human when they take off their masks and armour. Even my
Dad…” krowe drifted off.
Wind just looked around.
krowe continued. “This is ‘god bless america’ right? What if some
barefoot, long-haired, brown jee-sus dude, holding a little lamb,
slowly walked up only to get sprayed and beaten by the robocops on
live TV. Wouldn’t that shake people’s eyes open?”
Wind shrugged.
“Or what if everyone brought their children and kids in strollers. And
chanted: ‘We speak for the children!’ ”
Wind looked around: “But it’s a friggen' warzone.”
“Well then, how about right before the cops attack, everyone on the
front lines pulls out a baby doll– hundreds of them in the faces of the
robocops and they chant ‘For the children, for the children!’ ”
“SHUT UP, krowe! Can’t you just quit trying to solve everything!”
krowe’s raw eyes looked stunned, hurt. Wind walked away before he
could say a word.
He sat there repeating ‘SHUT UP, SHUT UP,’ over and over in
his mind. ‘Shame on you, you stupid idiot!’ slurred out from behind.
krowe didn’t need to look. He knew who it was. He jumped up and
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walked hard away into an intersection. ‘Shame, shame, shame, shame,’
chanted and followed him from behind. krowe suddenly froze as
five black clad resistors zinged right past him, immediately followed
by two robocops with batons. A sharp tink, tank, tink-tink-tink of a
glass bottle grabbed krowe’s eyes. He picked it up. It was full of liquid
with fabric ribbons sticking out of a plug. krowe never actually saw a
Molotov cocktail before, but he knew what it was. He looked up. In
front of him was a big, open garbage bin that someone had rolled out
from an alley into the street. With a quick spin, The Rucksack was
on the ground and opened, hand plunged, lighter found, rucksack
closed and whipped back behind him. krowe’s hands shook as he lit
the fabric and wailed “BUUUUUURN THE FUCKIN' WTO,” as
it whistled, smashed and engulfed the garbage bin in a wooooof blast
of heat and flame that pushed krowe back, then sucked him forward
a step.
The flames spilled out everywhere. “You’re… YOU’RE BURNING
PAPER!” A woman in rain jacket and hiking boots ran up and yelled
in his face: “That’s a recycle bin!”
krowe fell to his knees. His red eyes bolted from the bin, to her, to the
bin. There, in the bin, the malevolent danced in the flames- laughing.
krowe looked up into the massive grey sky. “Rain!… Rain!… Please
RAAAAAAAAIN!” krowe collapsed into a heap. His body jerked
and spasmed. Out poured years of tears– a downpour. While krowe
sobbed and wailed he cried, “Please... please...please...”
krowe found the rains again.
………………………………………..

N30.4

By the time night fell so did much of what
was downtown Seattle. Windows smashed
and boarded up all over the place. Everything
tagged. Stinging air everywhere. More dumpsters on fire.

Tens of thousands of folk assaulted with gas, spray, and batons went
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home, away, or were arrested. But there were still a couple thousand
left– waiting for dark. Darkness did come and with it, a heaviness
that the ‘demonstration’ was far from over.

krowe thought it would keep going till the early hours of the morning.
He broke his TV trance to type an email to uncle Joey– point form.
Then he slid into bed.

krowe and Wind bussed back. “I’m really sorry krowe. I ditched ya.”

………………………………………..

krowe looked out the window, “Don’t be… I needed that.”
Wind bumped him with her shoulder. “Huh?”
krowe continued to look out the window. “I needed that.” A tiny
smile reflected back.
………………………………………..

N30.5

Back at the house they met up with the others who were watching TV and eating soup.
Fan was still out. Dave guffawed periodically
at the reporter’s lament of what had become of their beautiful city.
Dave yelled: “No Merry Consumption shopping today! Seattle’s lost
its virginity!” He cheered whenever pictures of the smashed Starbucks and Nike-town were replayed on TV. And there was Fan, front
and centre, booting in a window. krowe just hoped that he wasn’t
arrested or else their plans of leaving tomorrow were hooped. They
all had exams to get back to. Dave ecstatically announced that they
made world news. “The world has been woken up!” krowe stared
at him: average looking, clean-cut american who works 40 hours a
week at a government office and has two children and a wife– yet a
significant part of the massive globular change.
‘The difference of resistance is invisible– it’s in the awakening.’
Everyone went off to bed except krowe. He watched a bit more TV: a
mocking exchange between 300 black-toqued resistors and the robocops. Tear gas fired, tear gas hurled back. Rubber bullets fired, rocks
hurled back. They played cat and mouse all night, all over downtown
and right up through residential areas. Even martial-law declared by
the city couldn’t keep them away.
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N30.6

Despite exhaustion krowe didn’t sleep well.
When sleep did find him he would seize
awake to see if Fan was home. Fanless. ‘Is he
OK? Is he hurt or arrested?’ It was almost morning. Hours before they
needed to leave back home. His gut ached.
When the light was beginning to return through the curtain, the
door finally opened and in walked Fan.
krowe bolted up: “Fan! You’re alive!” Wind moaned, but didn’t
awake.
Fan peeled off his jacket. He looked ragged. He smelt acrid. He
collapsed onto his sleeping bag.
“Non. I’m dead.”
“Fan?”
“Je suis un Fantôme.”
………………………………………..

krowe was the first one up, then Dave. He was glad to
have a chance to connect with him before he was off to
work. “I’m sorry, Dave… I had no idea that there were
people like you… here.”

D1

“Here in ameri-ka-ka?”
“Yeah.”
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“For sure! We are many flavoured and faced– all over the states. We’re
going to take it down from within!”
“Yeah… What about us, up in cana-duh then?”
“Well, you have to help us.”
“But we’re being invaded.”
Dave nodded, “I know. It’s the 1935 ‘Red War’ plan to take over
‘Crimson territory’. Canada’s invasion has been in the works for a
long time, krowe. But don’t forget you dudes kicked the good ol’ U-S
of A’s ass in 1812!”
krowe smiled: “OK then– I’ll rally the troops!”
………………………………………..

D1.1

Wind and krowe had eaten, showered and packed
while Fan slept. It was getting late, they needed to
get going in order to hitch back.

A game of rock-paper-scissors made krowe the person to wake the
Fan.
“Fan… Fantôme… Mr. Ghost are you home?”
Fan rolled over. With the bandage off his face he looked like he’d
been in a fight with a door. Fan groaned and held his chest. krowe
lifted the sleeping bag from under his arms to look. A welted circular
bruise the size of a orange was on his rib cage. “Fan! How the hell did
that happen?” Fan pointed to his jacket and krowe retrieved from the
pocket a wooden dowel 20 cents long. “Bastards Fan. They shot this
at you!” He nodded. “You are lucky to be alive, P.”
“I not alive… Je suis un Fantôme.”
krowe looked into Fan’s eyes– red, brown and white. They were
silent.
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“We need to go, Fan. I got to write my exam, and we are never going
to make it back to the port before dark.”
………………………………………..

D1.2

krowe remembered to check for a response from
uncle Joey. Wind and Fan were ready at the door
so he logged on, found one message, printed it
off, folded it into his pocket and was out the door racing with the
crew to the bus downtown.

They barely caught the Bainbridge Island ferry. Most of the ride
across the water was floated in silence. Wind stared out the window
and silently wiped tears. Fan napped and krowe brooded over leaving
so late. krowe jumped up. “We need to get a ride. Get your stuff,
we’re going to walk the car deck.” The others jumped. krowe never
gave orders. They walked the rows of vehicles with a cardboard ‘Port
Angeles pleeeeeese’ sign. The ferry was almost docked when they
passed a huge black diesel truck– with a cab. A gruff, “I can take
ya to the Port Gamble turnoff– 15 miles up the road,” spilled out
from a weathered mid-30 year old guy. Quick scan: rough, greying
stubble, red plaid work jacket and a can of beer in hand.
They agreed and threw their packs into the box. Fan called: “Shotgun.”
Wind got in first and sat behind the man. krowe climbed up next
and hit his head on the gun rack in the back window as he sat down.
Wind made ‘ewww’ eyes. Fan jumped in and shook the man’s hand
with thanks.
The man stuck his beer in between his legs, roared the engine awake
and guffawed as he popped it in gear to drive off the ferry. “Chris'sakes!
Look at your face! Were ya in the battle-of-Seattle?”
Fan nodded with some hesitation. “Uh… Yeah, t'e WTO/”
“Good for ya!” He cracked a big smile. “Ya put on a good show!” He
took a swig of beer.
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The crew finally laughed.
Fan mocked, “Viva la revolución!” and pulled his arm up and down
as if blasting a trucker’s horn. The man honked the truck for effect.
“Yeah. The revolution! It’s good to know where ya stand. Ya thought
I was one of them, huh?”
krowe answered this one. “Uhh, no, but you never know how people
might see us after all the shmedia/”
“Yeah, well it’s about time. Those bastards, pardon me french, they’ve
been selling away our jobs and wages for decades. There’s no more
forests to cut. And the Japs…” He looked in the mirror at Wind.
“No offence, ma'am, but they’re buying up all the big-assed trees and
sinking 'em in the ocean to sell them back to us in the future– did ya
know that? And there’s no fish left so only the friggen' Indjuns still
get to net. Maybe we should can them instead– Whad’ya think?” The
man grinned hard.
krowe’s gut seized in a knot. Fan fidgeted in his seat and glanced
back with ‘oh merde’ eyes. Wind pretended to scratch her face and
mouthed: ‘don’t speak’. krowe saw Suzan waving a white flag in one
hand and a rainbow in the other. Fan and Wind visibly jumped
when krowe spoke: “Yeah– It’s horrible that our jobs are being lost.”
The man’s grin slowly melted. He looked back at krowe in the mirror.
krowe’s facial expression was dead still while being silently examined.
The truck drove itself down the road. Fan looked out the side window
and Wind closed her eyes, pretending rest.
A tire rumble from the shoulder’s edge shifted the man’s eyes back
to the road. Then he spoke quiet– as if he were alone. “Ya ain’t
gonna win ya know. Look at Timmy, he’s gonna fry for what he did.
Collateral damage.” Suddenly yelling: “Collateral damage! That’s
what they called it, ya know! He learned that from them. Got us to
fight their dirty war– for oil. And we come back sick as dogs and they
don’t do nothing for us!” His voice trailed off to whispers. “We’ll see
what they’re made of…” All three jumped as the man belted out:

“You ain’t gonna win 'cause ya know what my goddam country learnt
from Vietnam? War is fought and won in the mind. They couldn’t
kill the gooks because the gooks had nothing to lose. And the hippies
made the soldiers loose the war 'cause they got in their heads.”
krowe closed his eyes and squished in tight.
“Just watch, they’ll make more outta-work, dope the kids, raise the
gas price and suddenly everybody’s forgotten 'bout ya. Just watch,
they’ll make some new enemy, make everyone reeeeal scared, and the
old stars and stripes will be more powerful than the swastika, and
then any old stupid president can do any old stupid thing and get a
standing O from the stupid people. Just watch…” His voice trailed
back into mumbling. krowe kept his eyes closed and wrung his hands.
He couldn’t help hearing the mumbles, which rippled terror in his
spine. More swigs of beer. Can thrown out the window. The pssst of
a fresh brew. krowe opened his eyes when the truck rumbled around
the Port Gamble turnoff, and didn’t stop. He counted in his mind
second after second. He spun his head around to see the turnoff
disappearing. His gut wrenched and his bowels seemed to have
turned to water. ‘Bowels… Oh god… I need to/’ “Shit! I’m getting
sick– I’m gonna shit my pants! Pull over! QUICK! QUICK!”
The man’s face shook open as if slapped awake from a slumber. He
wrenched the wheel over and scraped the tires on the gravel to a
halt. Fan leaned forward; krowe scooted out and pointed to the bags.
Wind followed, jumped into the box and hurled the packs over the
edge while Fan talked a frenzied ‘fren-glish’ to the man. krowe then
pulled down his pants and splashed out diarrhoea in full view of the
open door. The man laughed at the mayhem and said, “I forgot to
let ya off at the turnoff. I must have been dozing!” Wind jumped out
of the box. Fan jumped out of the truck, waved a ‘merci’ and closed
the door. The man sped off shooting gravel at the crew and rumbled
down the road. Wind grabbed krowe some TP from her pack and
threw it to him.
“Now who said that krowe shit isn’t good luck?” smirked Wind.
………………………………………..
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As they strolled back up the road towards the
turnoff krowe held his belly and cracked jokes
about the shit he just got himself out of. “That
man was like a can of beer that’s been kicked around. Look out!
Red-neck whitey blew!”

“God save us from america,” said Fan.
“You two sound like the trucker,” poked Wind.
They sat at the turnoff. krowe tried to discern through the clouds
the location of the Sun. He concluded it was going to be night soon.
All three agreed that after ‘scary man’ they didn’t want to hitch after
dark. At least it wasn’t raining. Wind walked to a little town around
10 minutes away to get food. Fan and krowe worked on setting up
the tent far off the road.
“I was scared, Fan… last night, when you didn’t come back.”
“Spare me, father.”
krowe winced. “Are you angry at me?”
Fan seized momentarily from putting the tent poles together and
continued without looking up. “I’m angry because you not angry.”
“Me not angry? Me?” krowe squatted down to help Fan slide the
poles. “I’m angry, Fan. I’m freakin' angry, but it’s like… something’s
changed. It’s just… You remember the comet that hit the bottle?”
krowe’s voice drifted. “So unlikely. So impossible…” Fan and krowe
popped the poles into the clips. “What was it like?”
“Ehh?”
“Nike-town, Starbucks– what was it like? I saw you on the news.”
“Liberating! For every boot t'ey give us, we boot back. It didn’t start
till t'ey attack first. Besides– smashed windows not'ing compare do
t'is.” Fan pointed to his face and rib. Then krowe’s eyes: “And t'at.”
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Fan fiddled with the poles. “Most of it feel good. Except when some
protestors freak on me.”
“Activists– trying to stop you?”
“Oui… It was confusing.”
They lifted the poles and the tent arched upwards. “Yeah– so many
layers… When I torched the bin…” Together they threw the tarp
over the tent. “When I torched the bin, I saw… I realized the
common denominator of it all. And when I was yelling at the cops
I… I used the same words my Dad used on me… Shame words.
The media, friggen' religions, schools, govs, and cops all use them.
It’s all about shaming. Trying to beat you down, control you, Y2K
you. Fear is their greatest weapon. And you know– it doesn’t matter
what– abuse to one another, myself, Orcas, the planet, chems, corps,
caps, economic colonization, slavery, me blowing up the recycle bin,
even TVing and stuffing my gut full of crap food– it’s all violence.
The common denominator is violence. That’s the monster. Different
trickles of blood from the same wound. Fear invites it. Shame feeds
it. And capitalists feed off it.”
Fan sniffed and rubbed his nose. He had tears. He knew shame well.
krowe pulled out some TP from The Rucksack and Fan blew. There
was blood.
“But you can’t heal Eart' with knife still in her back.” They circled the
tent, pegging down the corners. “If t'ey don’t listen to us t'ere will be
a not-so-civil war.”
“Heeeey,” whispered Wind with grocery bags in hand.
“Food.” Fan made a slurp.
“Yeah… Food,” she said with tears in her eyes.
………………………………………..
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“Every paper?”

“Every one.” Wind stared into the blue flame that
poured out from under the pot of water on the little backpack camp
stove. The noodle soup was just finished. At first Wind refused. “Not
hungry,” she had said. krowe poured her a bowl anyways and she
devoured it. They and their cups awaited boiling water for tea. Then
to crawl into the painfully chilly sleeping bags was next on the list.
Every once in a while Wind warmed her hands up over the dancing
heat.

“Not one positive word?”
“Not one.”
Fan piped up, “Surprised? You know who own media.”

“Really? He knows you’re safe though right?”
“He told me to stay in a hotel tonight because I am ‘traumatized’.”
krowe lined up the cups: clink, clink, chink.
Wind poured the water into the cups and steam columned up into
the chilly cloudy sky. The sweet scent of peppermint released and
swirled. krowe held his Wish Cup in both hands for a few minutes
while it steeped and savoured the warmth. He closed his eyes, then
brought it to his lips and blew. The handle snapped and hot water
splashed everywhere, some on his leg.
“Shit! Ow! Shit!” krowe jumped up and pulled his pants away from
skin and hopped on one leg.
Wind and Fan sat, grinned and watched him dance.

Wind added “And corporate media doesn’t tell the truth, they sell the
truth. Front page colour pictures of cops stepping on a protester’s
head sells more papers– It’s a fact.”

“krowe! What you wish for?”

krowe squished his face and joined Wind in grasping the heat wave
warmth. “I expect some balance though. We were there! We know
what went on. Sure, a lotta shit happened, but man, they can’t tell us
all the amazing stuff didn’t. We did it. We shut it down!”

“Oh c'mon, krowe,” Wind smirked.

“No but t'ey tell masses and t'ey believe it.”
The water began to boil and skewed the lid off of the pot. Wind
pulled her sleeves down to lift it off the stove. krowe turned it off,
pulled out a baggie of mint tea and put it into the cups. Fan lit a
candle lantern and propped it on a pack.
Wind broke the silence, “I called my Dad from the grocery store.”
“Oh.”
“He’s livid. He was furious at me for what he saw on TV. He wouldn’t
listen until I started crying on the phone.”
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“Huh? Oh right,” he chuckled, shaking out his leg, feeling sheepish.
“Yeah, the Wish Cup. Nice…” He winked at them. “Not telling.”

He smirked back and shook a ‘no’.
Fan shared his tea with krowe, passing it back and forth. Wind
looked at the dark sky: “I wonder how other people are responding
to the news.”
“You mean the skews!” Still wafting his pant leg to dry, krowe
remembered his email from uncle Joey. He fingered a ‘hold on,’ found
it in his jacket, moved closer to the candle lantern and read aloud:
Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

RE: the sum of one
Wed, 1 Dec 1999 09:05:51 AM –0600
ME <knight@hopeace.ca>
krowe <krowe@hopeace.ca>

krowe. I've had the TV on more in the last two days
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than last two years. The gulf between what they
are showing me and what you are telling is huge.
TV, radio, papers are all completely focusing on
conflict– gun wielding cops booting protestors in
the nuts, smoked by batons, tear gas cannons aimed
into people's faces, masked 'black-blocs' rifling
through stores, looting, fires in the streets, riots!
No mention of unity but focused on conflict between
protester and cops **and** between protesters. No
analysis of the issues but trivializing the movement.
It reeks of propaganda. And the mayor of Seattle, the
chief of police, the prez-who-diden't-inhale are all
congratulating themselves on thier control of the
'hooligans'.
So I searched all morning– for something balanced,
real, actual on the internet. I found an independent
media site– from Seattle. Front line stories,
pictures, real-time news. Indymedia has usurped the
corporate lie machine!
One thing confuses me though. Even though corporate
media focused on the violence, if it weren't for the
big clashes and riot, the fact that the WHOLE WIDE
WORLD now knows and is questioning the WTO would not
have occurred!
Hey– two emails ago you questioned my quest, my
pilgrimage. Then this email you mention spirit. Maybe
I don't have to answer this, it sounds like you've
found **your** answer. But I wanted to tell you what
Joseph says: all spiritual paths start in different
places, but are on the same mountain, with the same
peak. Move up the mountain and away from the names,
the physical, the ritual base and the simpler, purer,
and closer the paths become until we all meet with a
simple truth.
Come home safe, not in a safe!

Date: Tue, 30 Nov 1999 11:54:09 PM –800
Subject: the sum of one
>
> hey uj
>
> Too pooped to pop. But had to log some words:
> – we shut it down. Maybe only for a day, but we
> shut down the WTO!
> – 40,000 marched safe and organized without leaders
> or cops
> – perhaps 1st time ever loggers and earthies
> walked together in unity
> – i have finally found out where my monster hid. I
> have torched his house
> – i am on a path to take down the malevolent 3Cs:
> corporations, capitalism and consumption
> – ive found to do this i need spirit. Without hope
> i cannot survive the cutting awareness of the
> wrongs
> – and i dont know what to call it: massive globular
> change (MGC), the grand amends or revolution.
> But whatever you call it– this i know– IT HAS
> FUCKING BEGUN
>
> a tired krowe with tired wings
>

………………………………………..

All three curled up in the tent with krowe in the
middle. Chilly noses poked out of sleeping bags
like thermometers. It was dark and none of them
found sleep in a hurry.

“krowe, what about t'e word revolution you don’t like?”
Media voice: “ ‘Come buy this revolution in hairspray! We’ve invented
this new revolutionary SUV !’ See– the caps have stole it.”

love Joey

“T'en we take it back!”

----– Original Message ----From: krowe <krowe@hopeace.ca>
To: uncle joey <knight@hopeace.ca>

“Yeah, but I also looked it up in the big dick/”
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“Huh?” queried Wind. Fan snickered.
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“My big dick– the huge dictionary Joey got me for my birthday three
years ago. 1500 pages.” If it wasn’t so dark you could have seen Wind
roll her browns. “Anyways, it says a revolution is a cycle, like when
Earth spins around Sun. Round and round, like when one fascist
dictator gets overthrown by another fascist dictator.”
“Well then you should have checked with the big vaage instead of the
dick because I think revolution isn’t a circle, but a spiralling up.”
krowe smiled, “The vaage is probably right. It’s just that I want our
own word.” All three were lost in silence.
Wind chanted: “Re-vol-u-tion… Rebel-you-tion. Rebel-you-SHINE!
Rebel-youth-shine! Revolute. Re-vol-ver! Revolt. I’m revolting!”

all over– everywhere? Do you think that could be the flag for us– the
rainbow warriors. The rainbow nation?”
Wind responded: “Well, the diversity flag was born from the queer
liberation movement. You better ask a fag if we can use it, krowe.”
Silence. Silence. Silence.
“You homophobe, krowe?”
“No, no, no… No, Fan, I’m just, shit, jealous I guess. I know, it’s so
capitalist… Fan, It’s fine that you’re queer, and I’m just… stupid!
I’m such an idio/”

The tent snickered.

“Stop it! You beat yourself up all t'e time!” Fan coughed from shouting
out.

K: “Provoke.”

krowe was jarred to silence, except audible breaths– deep and loud.

F: “Fire.”
W: “Fire inspire!”

Fan took several deep breaths as well, as much as his sore chest would
allow. “Je t’aime, krowe.” Fan whispered: “I love you.” He took several
more breaths with a small cough. “I’m Sorry, Wind.”

K: “Nice…”

Wind silent shook her head: ‘It’s OK, It’s OK ’.

W: “Resurrect.”

krowe nodded and quietly released tears. “I know Fan... Mon frere.
I do love you too.”

Huhs from the other two. Then silence.
krowe piped: “You said this: Whatever we name it gives direction.
And ourselves– we’re different. Who are we? What are we? I don’t
wanna just protest or resist– I wanna leap forward. Chart… What do
you think about massive globular change– MGC?”
“Kind of Hollywood,” spoke Fan.
“The grand amends?”
Wind responded this time: “More earthy, but soft.”
“Well… What-ever! What about the rainbow flag? Did you see them
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Fan exhaled: “Oui. Mon frere. Mon frere.”
krowe reached out to Wind and Fan. The three held hands until
sleep.
………………………………………..

D2

Nobody stirred until well into morning. The grey light,
chilly air and tinkle of rain on the tent had no appeal
for them to enter. The crew finally rose and packed at
the speed of tree sap. It was really cold. They were at the side of the
road just before noon. krowe looked at the map and still couldn’t
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believe they were only at the turnoff to Port Gamble after a day of
travel.
Maybe it was because three is an odd number to be hitching. Maybe
it was because they looked pretty ragged. But Fan thought it was
because of what happened in Seattle.

Elsie continued, “Most of what you’ve been taught has been to
maintain the illusions and myth. You’re gonna walk around with raw
eyes and the world will make absolutely no sense to what you have
awakened as true. That’s the MGC as you called it, krowe. I’m with
you on the word revolution. I call it the evolvement. It just can’t be
summed up in one name.”

“It obvious we not on holiday.”

“Realize. Real eyes. Eyes. I!” Max spurted.

At least the rain was only a tinkle.

“You need to know the MGC didn’t start in Seattle. It’s been coming
a long time in the lands of the exploited and oppressed. It started for
you in Seattle. You’ve been birthed out of the old. It’s painful.”

About two hours passed until they heard a screeeeech from an old
campervan with an even older hippie couple in the front seats. They
were weathered brown, which illuminated their white hair; forests
of hair.

“It’s gonna get worse! Worse!”

“We can take you to Sequim,” jingled the big beard in the passenger
window. Above the jingle: bright eyes smiling.

“The world has never been so polarized. Fascism is in fashion
again. A disturbingly friendly fascism. And we are leaping into the
evolvement.”

30 kilos closer to home: “We’ll take it!” said Wind.

“Sparks are gonna fly!” Max laughed.

Wind and krowe rubbed their hands together inside the van. The
sudden warmth made them tingle. Elsie and Max did a round of
introductions while travelling at the speed of hippie. It turns out
they lived in Canada for 20 years. “I dodged the draft, as I didn’t find
murder and desecration appealing!” said Max. About nine years ago
they left their Canadian sanctuary and went back to the U.S.. “Now
I’m a sperm of light in the deep dark of the beast.”

Elsie nodded into the mirror. “The fire has spread to the golden
lands. You should not begrudge those privileges you’ve been born to.
It comes with the responsibility to break it down from within. Many
have not awakened yet. They are addicted. They’ve been pounded,
warped, and forged to consume. Help them open. Feed them in a
form they can eat. Speak true and clear. Have empathy for them.”

That was enough for krowe to spill his guts– point form, fast. Max
and Elsie just stared forward and nodded till he was done.
“Of course,” Elsie responded, “there is hope.” She watched the three of
them in the mirror more than the road, while driving the campervan
like a ship. She sermonized to the crew: “It’s time. We’ve reached
the dark age. You see it in stories, the movies. People are waking up
to new realities, realizing they’ve been leading a lie, been asleep or
programmed. We are approaching the end of this age.”
“You’re gonna think you’re crazy!” Max belted.
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“And watch your butt-in-skis! The stripes haven’t been sitting around
watching TV in their pentagons saying: ‘Hey, neat, the peasants are
revolting!’ ”
“They’ll use flags to control the people. They’ll enshrine that you have
the right to consume. That capitalism equals freedom and democracy.
And they’ll build the fear to keep the people down.”
“Fear is a GREAT force!” Max spun his head around at the crew.
Elsie spun her head around as well: “But NOT the greatest!”
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Max and Elsie stared back at them while the van sailed itself. Everyone
locked, frozen in that moment. Sitting in a row on the middle seat
the crew looked like silent children on a church pew. Until Max
piped: “I think it’s time for some words from the prophet!” They
spun their heads back towards the road. Max rustled around in a box
of tapes and whipped a cassette into the player. A quick rewind and
he cranked the volume.
“The more we get together, together, together
The more we get together, the happier we’ll be.
Cause your friends are my friends, and my friends are your friends.
The more we get together, the happier we’ll be.”

on face them. The wide-eyed crew jumped, held from the roof by
their seatbelts. “No, but yes! Some call it community. Others call it
anarchy or harmony. I call it paradise! You need to find the paradise
within yourself to create it. We have to both destroy and create at the
same time. Ourselves and the world around us!”
“But I feel powerless.”
“It’s not about power.” Max pulled his jingly voice as low as it could
go to do the friendliest of giants: “Look up. Waaaaaay up!”
“But Earth, and all the harm and… and the knife in her back.”
Max yelled: “Sometimes love can be demonstrated with a rock!”

Fan, Wind and krowe each remembered the song from their
childhood. “Come on, now– let’s all sing!” shouted Max. The whole
crew joined in– laughing.

“OK, Maxi– settle down!” shouted the driver.

“The more we get together, together, together
The more we get together, the happier we’ll be.
There’s Elsie and Maxi, krowe, Wind and Fan.
The more we get together, the happier we’ll be.”

“Because you’re gonna blow their minds with all that.”

The crew howled at the zaniness of it all. Max turned down the tunes
and they slid back into silent contemplation of the road. krowe broke
the silence, smiling and nodding maniacally: “So… So, it’s time?”
Elsie continued: “Yeah. It has been declared. It has been spoken
from the desert, by the Hopi people: ‘WE are the people we have been
waiting for.’ ”
“How do we do it? How do we provoke it, or spark? I don’t know
what the magic word is, but inspire it?”
“It starts and ends with you,” said Max as he turned his head around
to shine his eyes on the crew.
“Like end the violence within myself to end it in the world?”
“NO!” Max maxed out. He spun his captain’s chair around to full262

Max spun his captain’s chair back to laugh and smile at the pilot–
“Why? Why settle down, Elsie?”

Max spun back to the crew all sitting and grinning in a row. He
beamed at them like the Cheshire Cat: “And what may I ask is wrong
with blowing your mind?”
………………………………………..

D2.1

The three plodded back in the cold and grey
on the highway just past the Sequim town core.
They waved to Max and Elsie as they drove off.
‘INSIGHT UNITY’ waved back from one of the oodles of bumper
stickers.
“Insight... Incite in-sight,” whispered krowe. He gave his head a shake
and refocused on the goal at hand. The others stacked their packs
to look smaller while he glanced at the Washington state map. He
looked back and forth from map to sky, trying to determine where
the Sun was through the dark cloud. He fell back to Earth with a
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thud. “Bunk! We aren’t gonna make it to the ferry tonight, either!
Achhh!” krowe stamped his foot.

krowe looked at the heavy clouds. “Just another happy capitalist
tool.”

“Hey krowe…” Wind moved over and rubbed her fingers on his
forehead. “It’s gonna be alright. If we don’t get home tomorrow
morning I’m sure Ms. Gill will understand.”

Wind pulled an organic candy bar out of her pocket. “Chocolate,
Fan?”

“Maybe, but I haven’t had a minute to study or think about the exam.
And we have already postponed it since Monday.”
“Mr. Ironic! You never used to give a hoot about school.” Wind
shrugged, “Hey– it’s an open book. We can bring in any notes we
want.” Wind rattled her eyebrow. “It’s not a typical exam she said.”

“Oui, merci,” he said as he reached out. They all had a good laugh.
With still no pick-up, krowe ran back to a grocery store they passed
to get some food. While using the can he posted a blurb on the stall
wall:

“Well that, freaks me out even more in some ways.”
They sat on their packs and thumbed the cars. It was getting colder.
Fan raced circles around them while they watched the people drive
by, not stopping. Wind asked: “Fan! How much sugar did you eat
as a kid?”
“Ehh? Oh yeah– sugar. Sweeeeeeet mort! Way too much! I did science
fair on it.” The others smiled and chuckled. “It kills us!”
“Huh?” asked Wind. “We need sugar to live.”

He bought potato salad, pita and tomato and arrived back at the
road- panting. They ate with one hand holding their pitas, the other
hands thumbing.

“Nope. More t'an enough in regular food. In early 1800s people ate
5 kilo a year. Now people eat 70 kilo!”

And in came the rain– hard.

“Whoa!”

Followed shortly by the wind.

“I eat double t'at! I spend all my allowance till I puke!” He looked up
at the cloudy sky. “Sugar is stored sunlight. Now I can’t idle,” Fan
revved.

Driver after driver splashed on by. Some looked at the soggy crew,
then quickly looked away. Some gave ‘sorry’ palms. One guy gave
them the finger. But after an hour of soaking rain and sharp pelting
winds, most of the drivers conveniently found a distraction on the
other side of the road. A young girl walked out of a mail and copy
service store with a rubber post office box suit. She pulled the box
over her head and started to dance and wave at every passing car,
grabbing their attention to the store on her side of the street.

“Yesh. It’s like a bad drug, hey?”
“It is drug! Quit eating sugar- you see, you feel sick. Cancer and yeast
feed on sugar too. And fake sugar worse! It give you bladder cancer
and brain toxin t'at make you stupid.” Fan paced as he spoke.
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“I wanna PLQ t'at box,” wrenched Fan.
“Why don’t we go over and stamp it,” sneered krowe.
“You make me go postaaaaal,” yelled Fan across the road.
“Settle down. She’s probably just some student working a shitty
minimal wage job, you two,” said Wind. “She’s getting freakin'
soaked just like us.”
krowe pulled his hood tighter. He angled his face away from the
stinging rain as far as possible without looking away from the oncoming traffic. Everything was dark grey. His rain jacket had passed
its saturation point and hung like a rag. He kept one hand in his
pocket, away from the wind. The other hand thumbing was red,
achy, puffed and chapped. His toes ached in his soggy boots. Drips
of water fell from his hood and sometimes dripped onto his face and
off his nose.
“I’m really friggen' c..cold.” He stomped his feet. There is nothing
more cold than wet cold. It felt as if sleet could happen at any minute.
“It must be around three degrees.” Wind looked away– perhaps selfconscious of her ‘we’re gonna be alright’ made hours earlier. Fan just
stared at the dancing post-box and brooded. Finally the box retired,
as it was beginning to get dark. krowe held his stomach, “I don’t feel
so good.”
Wind came over to him. She was shivering. She put her soggy hand
on his chest. It landed on something hard in his jacket pocket. “M..
me too. I don’t feel good.” He pulled his hand out of his pocket and
placed it upon hers on his chest. Her hand was ice. “Wha..What’s
this?” She felt the lump in his pocket.
“Oh, it’s ju..just something from Joey for… Oh!” krowe shook off the
wet, searched around inside his jacket and pulled out the canister–
shucka, shucka, shucka. He leaned over and away from the rain to
cover it with his body. He popped it open. It was full of ash. A spiral
of notepaper stuck a tail out of the ash with teeny words:
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Wind looked over krowe’s shoulder and tried not to drip. krowe
turned his head: “F..Fan, viens ici.” Fan sloshed over. He didn’t look
good either. His face was pale and drooped. Eyes glazed. “Hold
out your palms.” Fan and Wind put them out and krowe shook a
bit of ash into each cupped shivering palm. It stuck to the wetness.
He stuffed the note back into the canister, put its cap back on and
returned it to his jacket pocket. They stood in a circle. “Th.. This will
bring you warmth.” krowe put his palm to his mouth and licked the
ash. The others did the same.
“Blaaa– It taste like ash!” said Fan. Wind and krowe laughed out
together.
“It is, frère– It’s sacred ash!”
“No bodies I hope.”
krowe paused. “Christ, I hope not. Many trees though.” krowe faked
a reassuring smile.
Fan nodded and brought his thumb back out to meet the empty
road. He slammed his foot down on a puddle in frustration and
the streetlight clicked on above them illuminating the ropes of rain
coming down.
krowe looked up into the heavens: “You think this is funny?” He
walked around the crew thinking. Finally he blurted: “Check this
out. F..for years I have been collecting in a jar sand and soil Joey
sends me. It’s all different– yellow, white, red, black, brown– but
yet it’s all Earth. And just before we left, Ms. Gill gave me water
from the Ganges River in India. Sacred water. Then in the reclaiming
ritual we gathered sacred waters from all over Earth in a vessel. All
waters are one! And now uncle Joey has sent me ash from sacred
fires from around the world. Earth, water and fire from around the
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world– they are all gathering. All that is missing is air. And obviously
there is only one air as well… Air is the wind… Joey emailed me that
Joseph said the big change was gonna ride on the back of the winds.
Wind! Hey Wind– you should know, what change is riding on the
back of the winds?”

move all the people towards the big change that needs to happen–
fast– right now! What ever you call it, it needs to and is happening
right now!
And the three slowed down their frantic circle spin.

Wind made a shivery smirk at krowe. She took a huge breath in,
tilted her head back like a wolf and blew a column of air made visible
by the cold and illuminated by the road light: “Fffffeeeeeew.” She
smiled: “Dad always says I am Wind because of my strong voice.”

Breath.

krowe’s chest glowed and he slowly nodded. He held his hands to his
chest to feel– ‘Is that warmth?’ “Our words… Our words, they are
gathering,” smiled krowe.

Faces tingled, sparked, and buzzed. Each other’s palms felt warm.
Steam rose from the back of krowe. Wind breathed hard. Fan laughed
deliriously: “Pah, I needed t'at!”

“Punk songs!” Fan added– despite it all.

Then their heads spun to the crunch of tire on gravel up the road.

“C'mon boys,” yelled the Wind, “follow me!” She grabbed both of
their hands and pulled them to march in a circle around a puddle.
“Make wind!” She began to blow:

“Caaaaar!”

“The more we get together, together, together
The more we get together, the happier we’ll be.”
She spun to the beat, increasing her speed. krowe and Fan joined
their voices.
“Cause your friends are my friends, and my friends are your friends.
The more we get together, the happier we’ll be.”
Round and around. Smiles cracked their chilled faces. They didn’t
care about the cars passing by. They couldn’t get more soaked at this
point. krowe’s flesh, bones, and ankles– his soil, his Earth– ached.
But soon they loosened up and he hopped around in the circle. Fan’s
face flushed with his river of blood surging quicker. He punked over
the singing, “Stoke t'e fire! Stoke t'e fire,” over and over. Wind’s voice
steamed into the air, the vibrations rippled around the world and
mixed with the other songs and words being read and spoken to
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Deep breath.
Deep, deep, deep down.

A beat up old maroon mini-van awaited them. Wind whipped up
her soggy pack and bolted to the van. Fan was next with hockey bag
in tow. krowe folded up the soggy ‘Port Angeles pleeease’ sign and
came last. He jogged, grinning at the van 20m away. At 10m his jog
became a trot. At 5m a walk. And at 1m a complete stop to look at
the Jee-sus fish on the back of the van door.
Mental echoes of blasted bull horned words of his sinful and hellbent life ricocheted in his head. Auntie Ester’s finger waved at his
blackened soul. Words of the self-righteous bullshit to come from
within the van fell like lead to his feet.
“C'mon, krowe– He’s going to Port Angeles!” smiled Wind as she
jumped in.
krowe walked slowly over, Fan grabbed krowe’s pack and threw it in
the back. krowe just stood there before Fan pulled him in. Wind did
the talking to the man– mid 40’s, short cut black hair, moustache,
and brown skin: “Thank you soooooo much for picking us up, Mr.
Nice Guy!”
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“No problem… I’ve been where you are at.”
Long pause. “It sure is cold! Look– the rain is freezing to sleet. We’ve
been out there for hours.”
“I know… I saw you there this afternoon.”
Something seemed off. He just continued to drive silently. Radio on
lightly in the background. The windows steamed up from the soggy
crew. He cranked the defrost. krowe was waiting for the judgements.
He ruffled his brow. ‘What’s was up with this guy?’ “So, where are you
heading to?”
“I’m going to bring you to Port Angeles.”
Long pause. “And then where are you going?”
“Home.”
“And where is home?”
“…I live in Seattle. Like I said, I know what it’s like. I’ve been where
you were at.”
The crew rode in silence, letting the reality set in. krowe waited till
he could speak clearly, for his throat was clenched tight. “Thank you,”
was all he could muster.
“Uh-huh.”
krowe wiped the tears from his eyes. The windshield wipers scraped
back and forth to the silence. An image of Suzan floated into krowe’s
head. ‘I don’t have to feel angry at them any more, Suzan.’
‘How now, krowe?’

D2.2

They didn’t bother to find a place to camp. No
protest was made. Wind used her father’s credit
card and paid for a room at a motel near the ferry
terminal. She stuck in the key, opened the door and they all walked
into the polished room. “Money… Money is power.” The others
nodded.

One by one they soaked out the aching cold from their bones in
baths drawn to maximum hotness while drying their clothes on the
heater. They also took turns on the phone back to Victoria.
Wind reported to the crew that her father is ‘looking forward to
discussing this issue’ with her. Wind smiled that she was looking
forward, as usual, to ‘letting-him-have-it’ as well.
krowe reported with glee that Manda is now back at home. ‘HairyBus’ told Manda that there wouldn’t be enough room or food for
krowe and Mom in their armed bunker when Armageddon was
going to hit on New Years. Manda told him to stuff his dried figs up
his hairy ass and came home– pregnant.
Fan reported that his house Mom got a call from his father asking
Fan to come home. Apparently he had just got out of an addiction
rehabilitation centre and was sober. Fan told her he’s heard that one
a million times before. krowe noticed he was completely flat when
he told them this news.
Dry and warm, and all sharing a big double bed, Wind put the TV on
to see what was happening in Seattle. A live news report was showing
the resistance gathered around King’s County jail that stored all of
the arrested WTO folk. Wind yelled at the TV– “They are political
prisoners!”
“You always yell at TV, Wind?” asked Fan.

‘I see it. I can believe what I want. I don’t need to be angry at them…
and it doesn’t mean that I lose myself.’

“Yup– it’s the only way I can stand it.”

‘You are a good man, krowe.’

A couple of men behind a desk talked back and forth with a live
roaming reporter. The language they used infuriated the crew. Wind

………………………………………..
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continued to yell at the TV, Fan swore under his breath and krowe
decided to tune out and journal. krowe’s attention was sucked back
to the box when one of the men asked the reporter, “So who are these
people, and where do they come from? Are they working? Do they have
jobs?”

D2.3

“What the hell is that about?” yelled Wind.
“Dismiss and devalue. Isn’t that a cult trick?” queried krowe.
The roaming reporter asked a raggedy-man in mid chant: “Excuse
me…. Can I speak with you?”
“Uhh, what channel are you from?”
“Channel 9 news.”
“Nope,” said the raggedy-man as he turned away from the camera,
back to chant.
“Wahoo! A strike!” yelled Wind.
“That’s interesting– no chance to edit when it’s live, huh?” observed
krowe.
“Excuse me, Channel 9 news, can I ask you a question?”
The roaming reporter chose a clean-cut fellow this time: “Yeah, sure.”
“Who are you? How and why are you camped outside of this jail ?”
“Well, I’m a lawyer from California, and I saw what was happening here
to these non-violent civil-disobedients and I took my holidays to come up
and support their fundamental rights to stand up to/”
“Waa-snappin'-hooo!” yelled wind. The crew cheered in unison.
krowe threw in three hurrahs and a tiger. He returned to journaling
with a smile.
………………………………………..
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D3

D3.2

The three sat on the bench in the beaming sunlight on
the upper deck of the ferry. Nobody spoke. The air was
chilled, but the sky was a brilliant cloudless blue. They
drank up the Sun, encircled by the largest rainbowed sundog they
had ever seen.

Wind and krowe almost walked into Ms. Gill as
she was leaving her classroom. “Oh! I’m so glad to
see you two! I was getting worried that something
happened to you in Seattle. I can’t wait to hear, but I have to run to
a staff meeting. The exams are on my desk, you have 40 minutes and
I’ll be back.” Ms. Gill beamed at the two of them.

………………………………………..

krowe’s head spun from the rapid re-entry to this world. “You’re
leaving…. Aren’t you worried about us cheating?”

D3.1

Before departure they called and arranged with
Bean to pick them up. Fan was going home, as
unlike krowe and Wind, he didn’t have any exams
to write today. Bean’s humungous grin welcomed them off the ferry.
He commented on Fan’s “Facial souvenirs.”
“T'at not'ing. You should see my arse!”
They laughed and drove. Bean sparked a rocket. Krowe shook a ‘no’
and wrote ‘exam’ in air pencil. Wind shook a ‘no’ and palmed a
‘straight-edge’. Fan smiled maniacally and took a ride on the rocket.
“Hope… Sure I have lots of hope, krowe.” Bean adjusted his head, as
it touched the roof of his little car. “Have you ever heard Stephen
Hawking– you know, the guy who took the baton from Einstein?
His mind is brilliant, but his body is dying from ALS. Now he uses
a computer to speak. Ironic really, because it occurs way higher in
airline pilots and electric utility workers! You don’t have to be a
scientist to figure out ALS is linked to the big machine. Well I heard
his digitized voice once in a Floyd song, and he says that we as a
species has come thus far from our ability to communicate ideas with
one another– from talking!” Bean pointed out the window at all the
fantastic marvels our species have created from our environment– the
wonder and the miraculous in the everyday ordinary. “So Stephen
says to us in the song just keep talking and we’re gonna figure it out.
Keep talking.”
………………………………………..
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Ms. Gill laughed: “Nope! It’s impossible to cheat! You’ll see.”
She left in a hurry. Wind and krowe entered the empty class. They
grabbed a question sheet and exam booklet off the desk. krowe was
hot from nervousness, so he opened a window. He also sat several
tables apart from Wind because he thought he ‘should’. He was anxiously opening and spreading out all of his books and notes when
Wind belted out loud: “Ha! This will be easy.”
krowe flipped his exam sheet. It had only one question:
This whole term we have been exploring
media, communication, the conveying of
information and its impact on our world and
ourselves. You have been engaging in critical
thinking all term. Tell me, or better, show me
how you think critically. Be creative, have fun!
Ms. Gill.

Wind got right down to business. krowe sat and fretted at the question. “What’s up, krowe?”
“I don’t know what to/”
“Oh what-ever! You were born thinking critically krowe. All you have
to do is demonstrate it. Write about anything. Write a poem or a
story. Write someone.”
krowe squished his eyes and nodded. “Yeah, of course.” From point
of contact his pencil was flying.
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krowe’s hand fell limp and hit the table.
“Sweet Grace, krowe– it’s only an exam!” yelled Wind from across the
room. He turned his head and Wind’s eyes opened wide to see his
face wet, mouth turned down, eyes both grieving and enraged. Wind
shrugged sheepishly and squished up her mouth. “You can cheat off
mine if you want to.”
krowe’s face suddenly fell open. Hands held on his cheeks he let out a
laugh that was half sobs. Wind moved over and held his head against
her chest. “What are you writing about?”
krowe heaved a huge sigh. Thinking of Suzan he said, “I think… My
Dad– I think it killed him. I mean everything, all his control and
fear… And the day he killed the robber coming out of the store. It
tore him up from the inside.”
“But I thought he got an award, krowe. Didn’t he stop an armed
robber?”
krowe went silent. The image of a man fumbling with stolen shit
replayed in his mind over and over. “He was stealing food, Wind. No
smokes. No money. His arms were full of fucking soup and bread
for his family!”
“Oh, krowe.”
When Wind spoke his name– krowe– he heard it again for the first
time. krowe. Some air ruffled through open classroom window. He
slowly nodded his head in Wind’s hands. She was about to speak
when “Time’s up! Please rip up your exams,” bounced into the room
from Ms. Gill.
Wind spun around and krowe sprung up as if they were caught
cheating.
Ms. Gill laughed and smiled at them, but stopped when she noticed
krowe’s face. “Hey krowe, what’s up?”
krowe pointed to his exam booklet. “Well, I guess you’ll see.”
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“No, I meant what I said about ripping up the exams. I mean, you
don’t have to, you can just keep them, but I don’t need to see them.
Are you OK?”
krowe wiped his face and nodded.
Ms. Gill made her way over to them. Wind was intrigued. “How are
you going to grade us then?”
“You’ll grade yourself!”
krowe’s forehead frowned slightly. “Won’t you get into trouble by
the school?”
“Well, krowe, I’ve always believed that critical thinking is one of the
finest freedoms and skills to have. In fact it’s gonna help save our
rears. And the first day I came to school I stood outside the doorway
bedazzled by ‘THINK FOR YOURSELF’ spray painted as a welcome
for me! I was so nervous to start teaching for the first time out of
university myself. I questioned whether I could do it– you know– fit
into the box. Well, I don’t know who painted it…” Ms. Gill looked
back and forth at them with funny, steeled eyes. They smiled and
shrugged. “But I knew I had to change the course! Welcome, Media
Decon 101– a tool of the revolution!”
“Wow, Ms. Gill! What about the marks with the office? Marks– that’s
a mirror isn’t it?”
“Oh yeah! Well, the office doesn’t need the details. They get the
numbers and are happy. And the marks people give themselves– you’d
be surprised! Of course nobody failed theirself, thank Goddess, but
generally they were quite fair. In some instances I needed to raise a
mark because a student was too harsh. Besides, if the office has any
issues with it, it’s easier to apologize than get permission.”
krowe shook his head in awe. “Ms. Gill. You bring me so much hope
that someone like you is a school teacher.”
“OK,” Ms. Gill beamed. “Have faith my friend. People like us– we’re
everywhere!”
………………………………………..
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D3.3

Wind and krowe moved out into the sunlight.
Even with squished up eyes he could recognize
Fan standing on the stairs. He was staring down.
They walked up to him and krowe put his arms on his shoulders.
“What’s up?” Wind sat on the end of the stairs– to give them space.

“Wind, what do you believe?”

“Mon frère, je retourne à la maison… In two weeks, I go home.”

“Gotta’ go Miss,” said the bus driver.

krowe cocked his head. “How come?”

Wind stepped back without turning away from krowe, and said, “I’m
a hit, not a miss.” The door closed, and Wind blew away.

“Mon père.” Fan could barely speak. His face said it all. “I need to
see mon père.”
“Are you gonna be all right, Fan?”
“Je pense que oui.” Fan nodded and a small smile moved to his mouth.
“If not, I come right back.”
They stared into each other’s eyes. No need to speak. No need to
look away. krowe moved forward and kissed Fan on his lips. They
wrapped their arms around each other and laughed with tears in
eyes. Fan rocked krowe back and forth and ouched when his rib hurt.
Wind moved over to hug them as well and they squished her into
the middle.

Wind turned around and looked krowe square in the eye. His eyes
moved to follow her hand as her finger pointed to the sky, then down
to Earth, then at the tree growing beside krowe, then toward him.

.………………………………………..
“Well yeah, that makes sense to me. As a matter of
fact that’s one of the theoretical foundations that
guides my work. Did I mention in the last five
minutes how good it is to see you again, krowe?”

D3.5

“Yup!” krowe beamed at Zan formerly known as Suzan.
“All the boxes are breaking apart, krowe– identity, gender, sex, you
name it. And they can’t squeeze me into a box any more,” Zan said
just earlier. “Not that I believe in ‘they’s or ‘them’s!” Zan’s voice was
even changed– deeper.

D3.4

krowe looked all over the new office– crazy as usual. More stuffed
toys. New fabric on the Super Sloucher. A big metal green and white
‘Trans-Canada West’ highway sign on the wall. And new posters like
‘There are two kinds of people in this world: Those who see the world
in black and white and those who see in rainbow’. “Tell me more,
Zan.”

“Absolutely! I can’t wait to tell him aaaall about it.” She ruffled one
brow: “ ‘Pop– sit down, we need to talk!’ ”

“Well, we are composed of stories. If I asked you ‘Who is krowe?’ then
you’d be able to tell me a story of you. It could include your thoughts
and ideas, beliefs and stuff you’ve done.... all rendered down to make
sense. You see it doesn’t really matter what is actual or not, because
the story you believe is the story you live. Know what I mean?”

………………………………………..

“Wind, can I look at your bus schedule? I’ve got
to see someone I haven’t seen for a long time.”
Wind threw him the book. Then they hugged,
waiting for their separate buses. “Are you going to be OK, with your
Dad, Wind?”

krowe smiled. “You’re a storm, Wind!” Wind leaned over and blew
into krowe’s face. He stopped her with a kiss on the lips. They hugged
until a squeaky grind called their attention. The bus door opened
with a poosh of air. As Wind jump into the bus door krowe asked,
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“But how does that bring you hope, Zan?”
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“Well, the stories we tell help to create the stories we live.”
“And?”
“Look for new stories, krowe. Stories of re-creation and hope– weave
them, grow them, shoot them out into the world and see if they
plant themselves!”
krowe slowly nodded. “Zan, I need to tell you something.” Eyebrows
raised. “I think… I think I’m john now.”
Zan smiled big and made a slow deep bow to him. “Well, welcome
back, john.”
“No! Not back. Just not krowe. john for now… Or j. Yeah, Fan used
to call me jaay. I’ve always liked that. I think I’m j for now. Small j
of course.”

“Oh, of course I understand j-bird! Our names are
stories too. Besides, a part of you is still krowe,
that’s a chapter of your story. You can pull it out
any time you want or need to.”
“I knew you’d understand, Joey.”

A long comfortable pause. “Everything is changing, isn’t it?”
“It’s all coming apart, Joey. It has to! But I have faith that the end ain’t
gonna blow up into a cowboy shoot-out like the caps are pushing
on us.”
“Faith is good. What are we going to do, then?”
“We’re gonna have to cut the cord on the machine. We have to shut
it down. Shut it all down. The whole thing.”

Zan nodded and winked, “When you feel down I’ll call you blue-j!”

“You think? Like a strike, j? Like a general strike?”

“Look out streets, I like to j-walk!” They laughed. “Just not krowe.
krowe’s… my last name.”

“Bigger. Like an Earth strike. The whole machine.”

“Your father’s name.”
j made slow big nods.
………………………………………..

D3.6

“Hi Mom, I’m home!” shouted j. He sniffed
around as home smelt quite good, familiar, and
warm.

“Johnnie!” Mom embraced him and gave him tonnes of hugs and
kisses. Of all miracles, she had not been watching TV and didn’t see
the images coming out of Seattle. j was awestruck. The phone rang.
“Oh, I bet you that is uncle Joseph. He said he’d call for you today.”
j bolted downstairs to take it there.

D3.7

“Wow… How?”
j took a deep breath. “I used to think I was alone. Now I know there
are sooo many of us. And we are everywhere. Everyone has their own
way to break it down. And we have to build the way it could be, right
beside it at the same time… I don’t pretend to really know how, but
I believe we have to do every single thing we can. But without losing
ourselves. Like remember those pine seeds cracked by fire.”
Joey silently nodded on the other end of the phone. “That’s big... Ya
think it’s possible?”
j smiled. In his mind he sent a root down from himself that travelled
far, far through Earth and up into uncle Joey. He inhaled deep and
opened his lips slightly to release a big slow breath that sounded like
a comet singing. Then a comfortable pause before he sent down the
phone line: “Anything’s possible!”

………………………………………..
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